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Introducing The Passion 

U 
ncertain that the age is, what it breeds is uncertaintv. Never In 

human history man felt so helpless, so emasculated; c.'aged by vICes 

camouflaged as modern virtues. A generation over\\ helmed b" an 

abundance of opportunities, but intimidated and groping. Man's reasoning 

faculty, the distinctive possession that marks him from the nature's other 

progenies, blunted, he with an impotent rage, has capitulated to the ·syst",m'. It 

is strange that the very forces that collude in making such a scen.uio possible are 

also the forces that harangue for strengthening the 'system', thus jeopardising 

life further. This has inaugurated, what can safely be called, an Age of Cynicism. 

Cynics, therefore, abound. Understood disparagingly, they, however, have an 

indispensable role to play. For the first time in recorded history, a circumstantial 

conspiracy has necessitated, the very premise of material growth (on which the 

modern civilisation bases itself) to be questioned. Given th", aeons of 

accumulation in the womb of the earth, it is not improbable for the human race, 

not even partly but wholly, to witness an unparalleled degree of material 

prosperity. But, whereas the accumulation is of limit",d kind, man's rapacity is of 

unlimited nature. Pursuit of prosperity is endless. Dis-equilibrium thus induced 

spells disaster for the human race. So, the cynics ask, To what "'fili?' The 

question, however, has helped only in further complicating til£' s,-,'n.!rio. What it 

has not led to, and this is not the job of the cynics, is the change of agenda, of 

thought, of action. 

Gandhi had attempted doing just the same. He fought and died, trying hard to 

convince his countrymen. He tailored and changed the dimensions of his 

thought constantly, to make himself comprehensible to his com patriots. He 

bowed, he wept, and lastly, he lay down, parallel to the earth, never to nse 

again; all in vain. His tragic but classic capitulation, explained sometimes in 

terms of non-violence or truth or love, has been brought out excellentl" b" 1. K. 
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Mahadenn l. The writer, a compatriot of Gandhi, considers him to be a Ouija, 

who died twice, once in 1908 and, then, again in 1948, the second being the 

physically fatal. He divides Gandhi's life, accordingly, into two equal halves and 

says of the first, when Gandhi remained 'unperceived, unheard and unheeded': 

This Gandhi is liltle known and less understood. Not even those who 
were closest to him in those ddrk days had the famtestldea what It was he 
was trying to communicate. Natural enough. They were men of small 
minds. Their horizon lay not farther than the reach of the" lInllted 
visions. They were pettifoggers, sell-centred creatures, entangled In the 
endless round of 'my family, my community, my country, nlY self
respect'. In a word, the life of Gandhi-and here I mean both halves of it
can be aptly described as the story of a giant trying hard, and tragical1y 
falling, to communicate with pigmies. 

But prolonged failure of communication can be fatal in two ways. One 
way, whereby a prophet remains unheard, is well known. This kind of 
fatality is relatively harmless. It is the stuff of human history. Had the 
prophets been heard-and heeded-history would have taken different 
course. But the other way, whereby the prophet himself loses track of his 
prophecy, gives up his long vision and takes to the shortcut is tragic. It 
turns the course of history backwards. I have a fear that for much the 
larger part of what I have called his second birth, Gandhi allowed the 
block in communication to divert him from his major task. This diversion 
nldY have been, to hilll, nothing more than an exigent dnd 1l1drgindl 
superficiality. To the others, the diversion provided a mueh needed alibI, 
allowing them to tailor Gandhi to their size and shape. So that from being 
an emancipator of man, Gandhi became-and remains-a mere liberator of 
the Indian nation. Destined to remain sui generis, a mind apart, Gandhi's 
interpreters turned him into a member of the common herd. 

What Gandhi preached, and practised, was an Economy of Equilibrium. His 

answer to the ills of modernism. For preaching this, Gandhi earned an epithet of 

the 'Medieval Monk'. What he meant was the maintenance of a balance between 

man's rapacity and the earth's regenerative potential. Any imbalance in this 

equilibrium, OWing to man's rapaciousness and his tendency to rapidly 

transform his need into greed, would be civilisalionally catastrophic. His 

reluctance to allow machinery to acquire a dominant role in man's economic 

I Mahadcvan. T. K.. IJvlfa. A prophet Unheard. 1977. pp 12-1'\. 
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quest stemmed from this concern. Machinery is permissible as long as it does not 

become a complementary tool to man's rapacity. Machine would exploit nature 

many times more than a man can do himself. As the earth has its own pace of 

regeneration and the man's greed knows no bounds, there was the need to put a 

restrain over man. This aspect of his criticism of modern civilisation was a later 

day development. In the beginning, as he lays down in his 1909 publication, 

Hilldswffmj, it is the moral aspect of modern civilisation with which he was more 

concerned. 

Charkha was the product of this Economics of Equilibrium. Gandhi was often 

ridiculed for his obstinate obsession with charkha. He, however, regarded his 

contribution in the revival of the charkha as of more vital importance than his 

role as the leader of the India's freedom struggle. He wanted posterity to 

remember him as a man who revived the charkha. 

This study began with a single line hypothesis: 77,1' klwdi 1I101W/I/('lIf, ill fhe IIlfill/nfe 

11ILnlysis, despife beillg nil obsessive nll/bifioll nlld bneked by 1/ II/I/gllif/emf propnglllldll, 

WIlS II fllilllre. Negative in its formulation, it, however, illaugurat",i d proct"'S of 

investigation that needed to take in account as much of its ideology as its 

practical achievements. This is important. Most of the .malysis, taking the 

practical achievements for granted, concentrate on the investigation of the 

ideological aspect. That is the way to intellectual abyss. Throughout his career, 

in South Africa and India, the man's forte was action. If India is to learn from a 

man whom she gave an indulgent but hollow epithet of the Mahatma, then she 

has to investigate his actual achievements in practical terms and not content 

herself with analysing his mind alone. 

A cause, at any time, is more magnificent and greater than the man who 

undertakes it. Both, the cause and the man, are born out of their time. But it is 
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the cause that takes precedence over man in the history of the human race. 

History, itself a tool of man to take account of his action, focuses on cause. A 

civilisation that gives greater importance in its history to the man, however great 

he might be, than the cause, relegates itself to the marginality of the human race. 

Hence, this study's emphasis on the practical concern. 

'Were our mothers mad that they used to spin?", a desperate Gandhi asked the 

women of Sojitra, in Petlad district of GUjara!, on January Ib, 1')25. This was the 

time when the theoretical formulation of charkha ideology had been completed. 

Despite the sustained propaganda in its favour, the charkha, in its material 

achievements, was of marginal-or of no-impact. Khadi sales had slackened, 

scepticism had mounted and Gandhi's efforts to transform the Congress into a 

Khadi organisation was effectively check-mated. Twice, once in 1933 and then 

again in 1945, however, Gandhi would effect major changes in the direction of 

the khadi movement. But this fact does not rob off the vitality of the unfolding 

argument. 

The women of Sojitra could h.we answered Gandhi's query with a resounding 

'No'. Although the source contains no pointer to the fact, it can sdfely be gleaned 

from the prevailing environment, that their answer, at best, was a mild and 

confused nod. In their mothers' time it seemed perfectly logical to ply the 

charkha, stood as they were, on the same technological scale as of charkha. A 

combination of factors that ranged from the misuse of political power b\ 

unsympathetic and alien rulers to an unfair competition from Manchester mills 

to the technological progress that the Industrial revolution inaugurated in 

England, destroyed the charkha. What in their mothers' time, therefore, seemed 

logical, now, in the daughters' time was an anachronism. The women gave a 

·Sp.;~ch at \-"'omen"s Conference. Sojltra·. Guprat. 16 Januan. 102:-;. ('o/lcL/eJ U'ur6 oJ 
Mahatma (iandhl (hereafter CWMG). Vol. XXV. P 3. 
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mild and confused nod, as here was a personality of undoubted charisma asking 

them to adopt an implement with which they could barely relate. The revIval of 

the charkha was going to be an uphill task, that was perhaps the meaning of the 

nod. 

Revival has a deceptive connotation. It is often understood as re-enacting in the 

present an element of the past. In practical terms, however, it is never the same. 

Nothing is revived as it is. To a protagonist of the revivalism, the past-distanced 

and overpowered-in contrast to the chaolic and convulsing present, seems calm 

and comforting. By reviving an element of the past, the protagonist thinks that 

he is making a contribution to the present. Here, therefore, lies the deception. 

Revival is an impossibility. Past is important when it is seen from the prism of 

the present. Past, as it is, is of no consequence. Present draws from the past a 

legitimacy in order to stand on itself, a frame of referencp to measure itself. 

Tradition, whose lineage extends to the past, is not so much about a common 

pr.lCtice in the past. It is ever generative. It is sculpte,! by thp present. New 

elements go into the making of the tradition, but at the same time it needs to 

have a history, to draw legitimacy. Tradition, therefore, is the legitimate past. 

History is important not because it is the tale of the human exploits in the limes 

bygone. It is important because the present regards it so. Tradition is like an 

over-grown tree, whose roots are entrenched in the past with its offshoots 

sculpted by the present above the ground. Both the root and the shoot, however, 

rarely have a commonality in externals.' 

.; Of this interplay bClween thc past and present and their link. the tradItion. Marx \\ nrcs . Mcn 
make their O\\n history ... but under circumstances directly cncounteroo. gJVCII and transmitted frolll 
the past The tradition of all the dead gencrations weighs like a nightmare on thc brain of thc 11\ IIlg 
AIld just when they seem cngaged in revolutionising themselves and dungs. in cn:atmg sOll1dhlllg 

thar has never yet existed. precisely in such periods of rcvolutiona~ crisis they an.\Iously COIlJllrI: 

lip the spirits of the past to their service and borrO\\ from them naIlK'S. battk cries and COS[lIl11c~ III 

order to present the new scene of world history in this tlffic-honoun:d disguise ~l1d thiS borrO\\I,;d 
languagc· From "Thc Eightecnth Brumaire Of Louis Bonapanc·. B\ Karl M"rx. K M"rx. F 
Engels. V. Lcnin. On Hil"/orlcol Materialism. A ("allee/ion. I Y76 
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Was charkha, in its second occurrence, a farce, having ended earlier in a 

tragedy? Was Gandhi a revivalist in the sense of above? Gandhi was a revivalist 

not in the sense that, convulsed by the present, he sought solace in the past. It 

was not 'retrogressive', not attempting to withhold the march of time. In fact, he 

probed the past for the onward march of the present into the future. Charkha 

was a product of this aspiration. But where he seems to have erred is in the 

understanding of his economics. Gandhi, a 'total' economist with a strong ethical 

sense, regarded nol material bul spiritual growth as the supreme human goal. 

Aware thai charkha needed technical improvements to make it more efficient, 

more productive, he did commission people and institutions to introduce 

improvements. But it seemed to have had no impact on his dominant Viewpoint. 

His economic concern emanated from the need to proVide employment to Ihe 

people inhabiting at the margin of starvation. 'To the last man' - that is where his 

concern took him to. That is why the improvements in "harkh" was to be of a 

technical level which was easily comprehensible 10 the poorest among the poor. 

Further, concerned as hE' was of Ihe future of human civilisation, his emphasis 

lay nol on material but moral progress. 

'People in the west generally hold Ihat it is man's duty to promote the 

happiness-prosperity that is of the greatest number. Happiness is taken to mean 

the material happiness exclusively, that is economic prosperity. U in the pursuit 

of this happiness, moral laws are violated, it does not matter much. Again, as the 

object is Ihe happiness of thE' grealest number, people in the west do nol believe 

it to be wrong if it is secured, at Ihe cost of Ihe minority. The consequences of 

Nirmal VarmOl. thl: noted Hindi author in his Moortidl::vi A\\~lrd acccptalh'::": sjJL"cch rcccntl~ said: 
It has been th..: singular characteristic of Indian traditIon that past and present arc not dl\"Jdcd III 
historical fragmellts. but arc lIltcgral and intimate part of the san'k,: tlln~-flo\\ TradItion IS not thl: 
melllory of tlllle p3St. willell is kept s;."fcly in a rnust:ullI and got rid off. On the cOl1trar~. it aCh"d~ 

and cn,;ati\l;I~ intcf\cllcS in .111 our COJ1tt.:;lllporary conflICts and con,,::cfIls as a mor.1! ~a(dstlck. 

H,h/w A ReVieu' o(Book.,·. VOL II N06, June 1997. 
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this attitude are in evidence In all western countries.'- A recent writer' on 

Gandhian economics point out that Gandhi had two points to make: that one 

should be concerned with the good of nil rather than just with those of a 

majority; and that one should not be exclusively concerned with material 

prosperity but also with the moral aspect of actions. As far as improvements in 

charkha were concerned, it was not in keeping with Gandhi's economic 

formulation. More on this later. 

Charkha, however, was not economics alone. It encompassed in its span a 

symbolic connotation which went much beyond the realm of economics. Gandhi 

had a rare gift for picking on symbols which would be readily intelligible to the 

majority of his countrymen, Villagers as they were, and still are. Spinning, for 

Gandhi, apart from being sound economic sense as an occupation for peasants in 

between crops, became a sym bol for a common activity which c,ln link men of all 

castes, a sacrificial act in the sense that it meant giving up of lime, indeed a 

husbanding of time in the interest of bringing man together. Spinning provides 

him with some of his loveliest metaphors which can be seen as illustrations of 

his use of religious language. We must spin the 'gossamer string of love', the 

'silken net of love being attuned with truth'. Krishnd manifested himself in the 

form of clothes to Draupaudi. Spinning and weaving are, then, the Lords' work. 

The thread spun by the lowest of the low in society can be seen as a vehicle of 

redemption both economic and spiritual, for the two could not be separated in 

Gandhi's eyes. 

This is an account, impelled by self-curiosity and d desm' to d",emin"te "nlOng 

the Idfger public an "'lalysis of how the movement was built. Whdt were the 

instruments and aims of the propaganda and other activities connected with 

.1 Quoted 111 Iycr. Raghavan. The Moral and /'o/weal Writings o{MalwllHu (;uf1dlll, Vol _'. 19X(l, 

pAID.
 

, Dasgupla. Api Kumar- (;andhllln I,mnorn/(' Inoo);hr.\'. 1'1'16. P 9.
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khadi? The desire for delving deep in the past is to procure lessons, if an\', for 

the present and not see the past with pre-conceived hypothesis and then trying 

to fit findings in them. It is an honest assessment of the past with a desire of 

course to derive lessons for the present but not situating the past according to the 

needs of the present. 

Khadi was, for Gandhi, a passion. It remained so till the end. But I-.hadi itself 

underwent changes throughout the period of its growth. The growth of the 

Khadi Movement could be seen as organic to India's struggle for freedom. We 

have attempted to juxtapose its growth with that of the national liberation 

movement. Gandhi had come to India with clear conception of his agenda. By 

swaraj he did not mean political liberation without any social responsibility. If 

India was to get swaraj, it was to be by the masses and for tht> masses. Khadi 

embodied this agenda. From 1915, the year he landed in India, to 1920, the year 

he gained acceptance as India's undisputable mass leader, he was busy laying 

not just his agenda for swaraj but also his method of strugglt>. The second 

chapter, Positioning the Passion, attempts to put khadi in perslwdivl'. 

As has already been noted, the khadi movement moved along with the national 

liberation struggle. It therefore went through a series of troughs and crests. After 

the suspension of non-co-operation movement, pandemonium broke out in the 

Congress against Gandhi's emphasis on Khadi. Out of jail, Gandhi did 

everything possible to make Congress accept his reasoning on khadi. But in vain. 

The third and fourth chapter, Ideology of Passion, chronicles the reasoning and 

its result. 

It was in the decade, 1920-30, that Khadi found its ideologiC<lI moorings. With 

groWing understanding of the needs of the village India, Gandhi, in 1933, 

effeded ,I major manoeuvre in the movement's momentulll. It sprang from til<' 
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realisation that in the impoverished villag..s spinning was not the 

supplementary occupation undertaken in leisure. It was the sole on'upatiun. 

In a situation, confronted, at first with conditioning the British withdrawal .md 

then preparing for nervous reception to freedom, khadi, for Gandhi, was on top 

of the agenda. In 1945, Gandhi met his close confidants at Sevagrilm to discuss 

the future of khadi. The conclusion reached Was path breaking. 1933 and 1945, 

therefore, were years of manoeuvre as far as khadi was concerned. The fifth 

chapter, Moments of Passion, deals with these turns. 

Being a practical idealist, the khadi movement had been formulated with its 

practical aspects constantly in mind. Gandhi was as fond of founding the 

organisations as of closing them. For the purpose of propagating khadi he 

founded organisations as if with mother's care. It was not extraordinary people 

who were recruited but ordinary men and women were turned into brilliant 

emiss.lries of his message. The fifth chapter also takes ., look inlo l/,.. hard filcts 

about the nlt'ssage. 

Some seventy years after its foundation, Sevagram stands marginalised. 

Museumified, it seems, for eternity and erased from India's societal memory, the 

ashrilm is reviled by the inhabitants of the region. Sevagram to Gandhi was d 

laboratory for Village reconstruction. People now inhabiting the surroundings of 

Sevagram hold the cluster of dilapidated hutment as the cause of their 

underdevelopment. Is Gandhi's passion dead? Concluding th.. Passion gleans 

from the preceding chapters to discuss the question. 

With independellle and Nehruvian economic ideas firmly entrenched, Gilndhldn 

economic thoughts were relegated to the background. Khadi wa~ lilken over I" 
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the government and despite the presence of the saintly Vinoba Bhave, it ("Quid 

not become a people's movement as conceived by Gandhi. 

Not much academic work, therefore, is available on khadi, although writings on 

Gandhian economic thoughts abound. Except for the study of Sri Krishnadas 

Jajoo," himself a protagonist of khadi movement, no systemalir study of khadi 

movement has been taken. Even Jajoo's work is only on the history of All IndIa 

Spinners Association (AISA). In this paper, the attempt is to presc'nt the history 

of the khadi movement in totality. 

This study depends for il~ facts considerably on Gandhi's Collected Works, 

including his edited weeklies sllch as Young India, Harijan and Navjivan. The 

study also draws from the publications of the AISA, such as Khadi Guide and its 

Annual Report since 1926. Then, there are the writings by some of the prominent 

khadi workers such as Shankarlal Bankar, S. Ramanathan, Pattabhi Sitaramaiya 

and many others. 

Gandhi's Collected Work (CWMG) spans over close to hundred \'olumes. In 

them, facts and figures abound. He is quite generous with his critics while 

giVing them space in his writings and his edited weeklies. I have focused 

primarily on the Collected Works and the three weeklies brought out by Gandhi, 

not so much on the numerous secondary writings on Gandhian economics. 

Gandhi is the best Il\terpreter of himself. 

.. )a,l0o. Snknshandas. Aklu! HilarallY" ('Iwrklw S(fn,~h k" Ilhliwil.l. 1%2. 
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T
he saint l left the shore of South Africa and sailed, amidst the raging World 

War, for his mother country, India. On January 9, 1915, Mohandas 

Karamchand Gandhi disembarked at Bombay, to be virtually 'suffocated' 

by a plethora of public receptions in his honour. Bound bv Gokhale's 

'compact of silence' for one year, he spent practically the whole of 1915 touring and 

acquainting himself, the wilderness that India was. 

Some 150 years after the crippling impact of British colonialism, India lay prostrate

her economy in shambles, her people shattered. She had been the pivot of modern 

imperialist expansion and domination. 'For two centuries', wrote Dull, in 1936, 'the 

history of Europe has been built up to a greater extent than is always recognised, on 

the basis of the domination of India." This bUilding of Europe was accompanied by 

a simultaneous under-development and destruction of the Indian economy. Britain 

had begun her Indian adventure by proclaiming 'trade and not territory' as their 

objective. But soon territorial ambition overwhelmed her India policy. Once stoked 

at Plassey, her territorial appetite got satiated only when she had established her 

direct territorial rule over most of India. 

In 1915, India presented a spectacle of squalid poverty and misery of the mass of the 

people which was perhaps without an equal in the world. The population of India in 

1901, as estimated by Daves, was 285 million.3 A population which w"s largely 

discontented and lacked remunerative employment. The distribution of wealth was 

I The paning comment by General Smuts, 'The saint has left our shore'. was nol Ihe ani) comment 
which saw 1U Gandhi trails of saintliness. In India. as Kripalani writes. he was seen more as religious 
reformer than as political lcader.( Kripalani. 1.B., Gandhi. His Life and Thought. p.56.) Nanda writes. 
'The fact IS that the image of Gandhi in his home land was that of a high-souled reformer rather Ihan of 
a political leader'. (Nanda. B.R.. In Gandhi's Foolslep: The lile and limes o{.Jamnalal Balal. 1990. 
p.29.) Margmet Chatterjee quotes C.F. Andrews. as having written 10 Rabindranalh Tagorc of his 
illlpression from the first meeting with Gandhi in January 1915 :15 Gandhi being '(I saim or actIOn rather 
than contemplation'. (Chatterjee. Margaret (iandhl 's Religious 'lhollghf. 19XJ. p.l.) 

:: DUll. R. Palme. Indw Tllday. IlJ92. p. 8. 

-, Quoted in Dharrn~1 KUIII~lr (cd.) 711(' Camhridge f~'c(Jn()mic History (~/ fmba. \'01 II. c.1757-c \970. 
19~~. p.~66. 
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brutally uneven.' The per capIta national income, for the year 1868, as noted by 

Naoroji in 1876, was Rs. 20-' These figures are important to gIve a preliminary 

conception of the depth of IndIan poverty. In liVing condillons these hgures meant 

what IndIan economists, Shah and Khambata, described as follows: The average 

Indian income is Just enough either to feed two men in every three of the populalion, 

or give them all two in place of every three meals they need[sic], on condItion that 

they all consent to go naked, live out of doors all the year round, have no 

amusement or recreation, and want nothing else but food, and that the lowest, the 

coarsest, the least nutritious.'f> 

This disparity brought to the fore that horrible and recurring phenomenon of the 

precanous Indian economy, the famine. It extracted a terrific human toll. The figures 

about life expectancy presented a horrendous reality. According to the offiCIal 

returns of the 1921 Census Commissioners, the IndIan life expectancy, In 1911, was 

22.59 for males and 23.31 for females. Whilst infant mortality In the countr" was 

high, the mortality during the prime of manhood, I.e., between the ages of 30 and 40, 

was heart rendlng.7 Out of one lakh of males born alive, the survivors between tilt' 

ages of 30 and 40 numbered between 35,831 and 27,136. India had 18,658 people, at 

the age of fifty, surviving out of a lakh born alive. Further, three deaths out of four 

fell under the category of 'diseases of poverty'· 

Politically, in 1915, India was beginning to show sIgns of renewed Vigour Afl 

attempt was being made to put aside the stupefYing spell of SuratO which had 

4 Statistics showed. lhal 33.3% or the wealth of the country was in the hands of one percenl of the 
population. the IIcxt :n.J~~ in the hands of one third of the population. and the b<llancc in the hands of 
the res\. S, Da\'cs. Gandhl)i and some ofhIS thoughts, 1948. p. XI. 

~ DUll .. op. cit .. p. J I.
 

I, Shah ,llld Kh.:unb'lla. 1he Wealth and Taxahle ('apacitv (~r IndlG, I<J2-L P 25:\.
 

D,,·cs. S. op CIt. p. XI. 

;< Anstey. V . 11,e J:'commllc J)eve!opmenl ojlndln ,1936. pJ)9 

,) AI Sural. in 1907. the Congress. splintered in two camps: the ExlreIlusls and the Moderate'S The ~phl 
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splintered the nationalist platlorm and dampened the national upsurge. Tilak had 

been released, and with the Surat sentiment on the wane, he naturally became the 

focus 01 a revitalised Indian polity. His re-entry into the Congress was lacilitated not 

just by the demise 01 his most vociferous critic, Sir Pherozeshah Mehta but also by 

the aggressive campaigning done on his behalf by Madame Annie Besant. She, in 

recognition of her contribution to India, was chosen to preside over the annual 

Congress seSSIOn 011916, at Lucknow. Later, she and Tilak founded their respective 

Home Rule Leagues to expedite India's march to self ruleIII 

While, at Lucknow the politically established leadE'rs were involved in hammering 

out a Hindu - Muslim Pact, Gandhi had been in the background, garnering support 

lor the Indians settled in South Africa. He cajoled the daisful of leaders to allow h,m 

to put before the august Congress, a resolution on the system 01 indenture. He 

demanded stoppage 01 emigration, as it was an 'evil which cannot be mended but 

only be ended'. Most of the leaders present hardly took notice of his plea. One man, 

an illiterate Villager, named Rajkumar Shukla, however, saw, in him, a potential 

which made him pester GandhI till he agreed to accompany him to Champaran. 

'Drawn more or less accidentally' to the arena of indigo, Gandhi looked upon It 

more as a humanitarian mission than as a political campaign" Success here was 

easy. Soon, however, he found himself embroiled in a labour strike at Ahmedabad." 

effectivety capped the national movement. The affccI of splil lingered on lill 1~ 16. when Tilak r~joine<l 

the Congress. 

,n Besant's follower III Ihe League such as Omar Sohhani and Shankarlal Banker laler bee.,me close 
adherents of Gandhi. 

" Champaran. a deeply rural dislriet in nonh Bihar. was characterised by the prescn<:e of targe eslales 
and was dominated by landlords rather lhan pc.'IS3nt proprietors. Most of the large landlords had rented 
out their land to temporal)' tenure-holders. a substantial number of whom were European plamcrs and 
they in tum eiLhcr enltivated the land directly or rent it out to peasanl lcnants. The plantations were of 
indigo which was ceasing to be a paying proposition as Gennan manufactured synthetic indigo began 10 

undercut the natural dye on world markets. The planters proceeded to transfer their losses on LO thelT 

(cnanls The resulL was a 'planter raf causing considerable discontent perturbing e\'en Go\'cmmcm 
offici3ls. 

I: In Gandhi's Gujaral Salyagr<Jha in 191M the opponent was a group of Ahmedabad mill owners. The 
crisis in indnsUlal relaltons was lhe resuh of the war when mill owners decided to ' .... ithdraw the plague 
bonus as an austcri1v drive. 
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He exhorted the mill owners 10 bind their working lorce with 'silken thread 01 love'. 

The first serious conflict with the Brittsh authorities, however, WdS Vl't to take place 

and that happened at Kheda. 'Authority', he said while lighting for farmers' nght, 

'is blind and unjust'''- Although the gains at Kheda were insubstantial, the people 

acquired a Spirit 01 fearlessness and a consciousness of their strength to employ 

satyagraha whenever necessary." 

'A baby of two years and a half in Indian polilics'15 was fast catching the 

imagination of young and impattentlndia. Still a 'loyalist', he undertook a strenuous 

recruiting campaign in Kheda district to faCilitate the Empire's war eflorts, with 

unhappy consequences for his health. This was his first serious and prolonged 

illness of lile. He remainl'd bedridden for more than a hall year and had almost 

knocked at 'dealh's door'.'" By the time a surgical intervention had pulled him back 

from thl' brink, a storm was already breWing over India. The Rowlall Bills were 

introduced with thl' express purpose of shackling India's growing national 

sentiments. It had exactly an opposite effect. The Bills were seen as subvl'rsive of the 

principle of the liberty of the subject and destructive of the elementary rights of an 

individual. 17 A Satyagraha Sabha was conslituted to oppose the Bills from hecoming 

law. A call lor nation-wide general hartal drew an aggressive response from the 

people. On 13th April 1919, at ]allianwala Bagh, a gory massacre of innocent people, 

was eflectl'd. This, when Punjab, reeling under the marlial law administration, was 

out of bounds lor the rest of the country. The massacre took a total toll of al least 

" .Speech al Aklacha·. April 1918. CIf'.\(O. Vol. XIV. p.323.
 

1·1 As in Clwmparan. il \\',15 a local problem whcrclO Gandhi became involved in e.1rl~' 191X Rising
 
prices.:.l poor season :lnd oUlbreaks of PI.ab'llc and cholera prompted Kalra's pat/dar....· to protest a~ai"st
 

the Ierel of land revenue demand.
 

I" Presiding O\"cr the Gujm:l1 Polilic:lI Conference on J November JlH? Gandhi describes hllllSclf as
 
such <"11:1((;. Vol. XIV. p. ~8.
 

II, Gandhi nnmcs J chapter (XXVIII) of his <lulobiogmph~' as 'Ncar Dcalh' 5 Door'
 

,- ·StllllmarV of Rowlatt Bills. Bcfore 2(, Febn'a" 1919. ("IU(;. Vol. XV. pi III
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370 people," whose collective crime was an mnocent congregation. The nation was 

numbed. Politics gained primilcy. At Amritsar Congress, held In December 1919, 

Gandhi achieved a ViSIbility whIch would become hilllmark of IndIan politIcs In the 

years to come. IY 

Gandhi was rapidly getting sucked in the quagmire of Indian politics. This, when he 

was apprehensive of the work ilwaiting In India when he had departed from South 

Africa. 'I have been so often prevented from reaching India that it ",'ems hilrdly "'ill 

. that I am sitting in a ship bound for India', an uncertain Gandhi had then written to 

Albert West. 'And having reached that, what shall I do with myself.'"" Yet, he had 

returned to India with the ambition, as he put it in a letter to Lord Ampthill, of 

taking his 'humble share in the national regeneration'," Refraining from any 

political involvement, he went around the country to discover India hrst hand. 

Simultaneously, he had also begun his efforts to replirate th" Phoenix experiment, 

first at Kochrab and then at the bank of Sabarmati, neilr Ahmedilba,P' 

Gandhi wandered the whole of the year 1915 scaling the length and breadth of the 

country. What he discovered was deeply depressing, IndIa's povE'rty WilS deepemng 

day by day. The prevailing situation had precluded any other possibilities. A 

country that exported its raw produce and Imported it back as finished goods; a 

r~ N~nda. op. cit .. pAl 

19 Gandhi himself noted In his autobiography that his 'Congress Initiation' came at Amritsar. I musl 
regard my participation in Congress proceedings at Amritsar as my real entrance into 1he Congress 
politics.' (.'lu/ohio!!raphy, Ch. XXXVIII) 

,,, .Leller 10 A.H. West', 211 November I~ I~, CIIMG. VoL XII. p. 556. 

" .Leller 10 Lord Ampthill', JII October 190~, (,WAle;, Vol. IX, p.509. 

~;; Several provinces claimed Gandhi. Bcing a Gujarali. he chose Ahmc<L'lbad. the capital of GU.lawt as 
the site of Salyagraha Ashram founded all 25'10 May. PH5. It was .10 'lI)eient centre of hand loom 
weaving. LInd thus an appropriatc location for his proposed schcme to rcvivc hand-spinning and 
wcaving. Ironic(III~·. rhc eil\' was a great ccntrc of l1lill~lIlade cloth. and industry introduced and financed 
by wealth~' Indians on the British pattern which threatcncd 10 dcstroy all rcmnants of artisan spinl1lng 
<Iud wcaving. It \\<15 likely 10 be the HlOst f<l\'ollf.lblc fIeld for (lie rC\I\"aJ of cottage IIldllstt:\ He (houghl 
he conld IIltlucnce the people lIlost Ihrough his mother tongue. Gujarall. A no less Important 
mnsidcratioll was the mOllctat:\ help offered. Ahmedabad being the nehcst Hadlng centre ill Gujar;lt 
Gandhi thought its \\cahhy Citizens could be easil~ induced lO help a lIew aCli\'ll\' Tcndulkar. D.G . 
.\{oha/ma. {.IIi: ()IJ {uhmuJas A."aralll( hand (iandhi. Vol. One. 1951. pp" 16~- 7:' 
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country which, though growing its own cotton, had to pay crores of rupees to 

import its clothes; a country whose most pampered officials spent their earnings 

outside, could not be otherwise than poor. 'Throughout my wandenngs In IndIa', 

Gandhi spoke at a political conference,2' 'I have rarely seen a face exuding strength 

and joy'. The middle class groaned under the weight of awful distress. The lowest 

orders had nothing but the earth below and the sky above. This dIre strait, GandhI 

concluded, was self generated. India had ceased to be prosperous, despltp 

possessing enormous resources, because it had violated the sanctIty of Swadeshl. In 

utter disregard of its surroundings, it had begun to patronise the remote places. 

In India's import, cloth formed an important element. India had been gradually 

transformed into an importer from its status as famed exporter of cloth. However, 

by the middle of the nineteenth century, textile mills had begun to sprout on Indi.in 

soil, mainly producing yarn for export. It was the end of the nineteenth century, that 

the appearance of cheap Japanese fabrics in the market of the Far-East and Southeast 

Asia changed the production content of the Indian mills. Their focus shifted on 

producing cotton fabrics, for the home market instead of yarn for export. 

Between 1886 and 1905, the number of mills producing mtton cloth, the vast 

majority of which belonged to the Indians, increased from 95 to 197. Over the same 

period the number of spindles doubled and the number of looms tripled. In faCing 

foreign competition the hand looms played a major role. There existed close 

interdependence between the cotton mills and the hand loom wedvers who used the 

mill spun yarn and numbered over ten million at the beginning of the present 

century. In 1897 - 1901, textile mills annually used cotton yarn worth an averdge of 

85 million pounds and hand loom weavers yarn worth a total of 200 million'" 

:' 'Speech al Glijara' Political Conferelll"e-i. Godhra·. 1 November 1917. <·IIM<;. Vol. XIV. p ,~
 

~ I AlIloIlO\"a. K.. G. Bongard-Lenll. G. KO(Q\'sk~ .. 1 II/sln".v (~f Il1dla, Book T\\ o. [1)71). p. IlO
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British industrialists, on the other hand, using the colonial organs of power, 

increased their imports of collon fabrics into India. A 3.5 percent eXCIse duty was 

clamped on Indian textiles, yet the share of the textile market secured by ImportE'd 

fabrics dropped from 63 percent to 57 percent between 1901 and 1906 Over thE' same 

period, the share of IndIan fabrics produced in mills and by hand, grew from 12 

percent to 15 percent and from 25 percent to 28 percent respectively. 

At this stage Indian weavers had not yet felt the real thrust of competition from 

Indian mills. However, from this point on, the fabncs produced at local factones 

began to hold their own not only in competition with British goods but also in 

competition with local weavers. Between 1901 and 1911 close on half a million hand 

loom weavers were ruined or lost theIr livelihood. Between 1907 and 1914, the 

production level for hand-wovE'n fabrics hardly changed, while the output of collon 

fabrics from the mills tripled. However the main threat to Indian mill owners and 

hand loom weavers still remained Lancashire.25 In 1918, India imported clothes 

worth Rs. 60 crores. 

During this period, Gandhi, with wandering-born-wisdom, was in a belligerent 

mood. He spoke as if on an educating spree, without fear or favour. In a country 

dominated by giants of parliamentary debates, from Ranade to Mehta to Gokhle, 

his speeches, at various public gatherings, showed empathy, not eloquence. He 

preached politics of people away from the podium- the forte of the Moderates. 

There was much to desirE' from the Indian political class. SpE'eches--content and 

language--utterly alien to the masses, spE'wed out from the high podIUm, somehow 

lacked mass appE'a!. Lost In the labyrinth of verbiagE', resolutions passed at 

conferences, went into limbo eVE'n before the ink went dry. BeJewE'lled pnnces 

agonised OVE'r POVE'rty around, In stark contrast to their lifestvle. Gandhi spoke 

" ~ !hld 
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famously about these prevailing inconsistencies at Banaras Hindu University, In 

February '1916, and, while students applauded, princes led b,' Annie Besant, 

emptied the hall.2" 

At the first-ever Gujarat Political Conference held in November 1917, Gandhi found 

a most suitable platform to express h,s extra-ordinary range of thoughts, He spoke 

at length. He was dabbling in politics so as to enable him to do his religious and 

social work"? NotWithstanding his misgiVings about the wisdom of shaping Swara] 

round the Western conception, Gandhi said, he joined the Swaraj movement as India 

was governed by a modern system, Swaraj is needed to banish Ind'a's enforced 

idleness which leads to its growing poverty. Swaraj, to him, meant 'the freedom to 

err and the power 10 correct errors', This freedom, however, could not be attained 

through an appeal to the British democracy, the British people. Moreover, as events 

of past had shown, 'loyalty is no merit' If Swara; Was to be attained, then appeal 

must be targeted to thp Indian people. 'When the peasantry of India understands 

what Swaraj is, the demand will become irresistible.'"" If Swara; was the dpstination 

then Swadeshi was one golden path to reach thE're. 

Candhi, given awareness of India's poverty and thE' anlPllorat,ve potent'al of 

Swadeshi, saw Swadeshi as a method of import substitution. Once Swadeshi was 

adopted, he thought, not only would India's traditional industry witness a 

turnaround in its fortune, but British hold over India would also become untenable, 

discouraged by the slump in the demand, they would not be able to dump their 

manufactures here. 

~(, Mrs. Bcsant first asked Gandhi: 'Please stop it'. \\hilc he was mlhe midst of his speech. With cries of 
"Go on' supporting Gandhi and with the consent oCthe Chairman. Gandhi wenL along with hiS speech 
Unable 10 bear. Mrs Besall' lef! Ihe hall. follo\\ed bv Ihe princes 'Speech al BHU·. (, Febma" ")\(, 
("/1:\/(;, Vol. XVIII. pp 210-1, 

~- "' alll ill It Ipollticsl because I Gill not do Illy religlOlls and SOCial \\ark . "LcIlCr to C F. Andrews". (1 

.1111\ I~IX. (·IIJ/(;. Vol. XIV. P 47X, 

~)( lind. 'Speech al Gujarm Political Conference - 1".1 Non::mbcr. 1917. p.SS. 
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As yet, Swadeshi lacked the precision that later came to be attached to it. Presentl\', 

its meaning was all-encompassing. 'Swadeshi is that spirit In us whICh restricts us to 

the use and service of our immediate surroundings to the excluSIon of the more 

remote'29. Swadeshi in religion, therefore, meant respecting one's own and not get 

swayed by missionaries' cntinsm or temptation. In the case of polity, It meant 

adopting indigenous Institutions rather than trying to supplant alien on an 

unwilling soil. In economics, it required one to use things produced In one's own 

surroundings, even If it meant substandard goods and services. 

The broadness of the meaning of Swadeshi was evident in Gandhi's speeches, 

delivered during his nation-wide tours. Gandhi raised vital questions with respect to 

nation's attitude towards Swadeshi. There was a resolution on Swadeshi In the 

Congress progmmme. Yet English was used as a medium of address 111 its meetings. 

As Gandhi said, 'If you kill tilt' vernaculars and raise the English languag" on the 

lomb of the vernaculars, then you are not favouring Swadeshi 111 th" right sens" of 

the word."" 

Much before Gandhi, in 1870s, Swadeshi, as a term, had found itself In vogue, In the 

writings of Gopal Hari Deshmukh, a Maharashtrian reformer, known by his pen 

name of 'Lokhitwadi'. Then, during the anti-partition agitation in Bengal, it made ItS 

appearance as a political slogah. The real credit, however, for making Swadesh, a 

part of the polttical agenda goes to Gandhi. He, by his wntings and spee.:hes, 

invested it with reltgious, political, and economic meanings. He exhorted 'every 

man, woman and, child', ' from the Viceroy down to the sweeper', to realise that It IS 

through Swadeshi that India would get SwaraJ

~'J 'Speech on Swadcshi at Missionar) Conference. Madras'.J4 Fcbma~ 191(d ·U:\/(j. Vol XIII. p ::! J!) 

~ll /hl(l. . .Speech at Reception at Maya,'aram', l May 11)15. p. 70. 
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Convinced that only 5wadeshi could bring salvation of Indian poverty, he conceived 

it 'as a religIOus principle to be folloWE'd by all'''. Simultaneously he also frdm<'d th.. 

SWddeshi vows to fortIfy the religIOus r<>solvE'. In Gandhi's conception vows w..re 

necessary as a man was under so strong a temptation to fdll, and Nature h..rsell had 

made it so very edsy for him to indulge In self-deception, that ev€'n " vlgil"nt person, 

if he was weak, or if hIS abstinence lacked the g..nuine spint of renunciation, was 

sure to fall. To hIS countrymen, therdore, he ex lolled, 'Anvthing less than IIlflexlble 

determination can not be called a vow."2The Swadeshi vow was deSigned to imp"rt 

'stability, bdllast and firmness to one's character.''-'- Framing of vows were the 

product of C"ndhi's unique understanding of the Indian condition. 

He belIeved that India, contrary to the matenal West, was a country swathed with 

religious fervour. "India alone IS the land of karma and the rest is the land of bllOga.'1.4 

Properly channelled, religious fervour could bring about positive and constructive 

turnaround of the Indian condition. 'Be that as it may, this is thE' mdxim of life whlCh 

I have accepted, namely, that no work done by any man, no matler how great he IS, 

will rE'ally prosper unless he has religiOUS backing.' IS In hIS conception, religioll dnd 

polItics It,d a symbIotic existence. 'The latter divorced from religIOn IS like a corpse 

only fit to be buried'. ReligIon, that he constantly ref€'rred to, Was not that which 

fomented sectarianism, neither dId it spring from the scriptural readings. 'It is a 

thing which is not alien to us, but it is d thing which has to be evolvpd out of us. It IS 

dlwdyS withIn us, with some conSCiously so; with others, quitp unconsciously. But it 

is there; and whethpr we wake up thIS religiOUS instinct in us through outSIde 

dssistdnce or by inward growth, no matter how it is done, it hds got to be done If \\"1' 

'.~ ~. 

• 

" .Speech "1 GUjarJl Polilical Conference-I".) November 1917 el/:I/(;. Vol XIV. Pl'. ~~..(,(.. 
". 

\= 'The SW;ldl.:sh, Vow·". X Aprtl Il) [t), The 8omha~' Chromck. ('W\/( i. Vol XV. P 1'}~
 

n 'The EmcacyofVows", Young India. 22 AUl;lIstI1J2tJ. ('W,\j(;, Vol XU. p 272.
 

\.1 'Speech ~n GUj.lral Political Confcrclll:c-1 . 1 November 1<)17. ('If:\[( i, \'01. XIV. rL~X
 

(~ 'Speech on "Ashram VO\\S";1I Y.I\1.e A. t\·1;Idras", !(l Fcbn1ary !{)j(I, {'ff:\/{;. Vol XIiL P 2~(,
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want to do anything in tllP ril;ht nMllner and anythmg that is goml; to perslst.'''' 

Once this religious s"nse gets awak"l1l'd, peopk's thoughts undergo mstan! 

revolution. Vows are ,'mbod,ment of a\l'"kened religious sense. If r"liglon ad as 

reservoir of strength then vows help in fortJfymg the rl'solve. 

Vows, product of his deep and abiding religiosIty, unbounded by scriptur,,1 dogma, 

had been an important aspect of his gro".. mg up. 'i\ vow IS nothing but a fIXed 

resolution to do or abstain from doing a particular thing', Gandhi explamed, from 

his sickbed in Bombay, to Esther Faering, on 25 January 1919'; ror more th"n SIX 

months now, Gandhi had been lying innlpacitated. /-I" had earlll'r vowed, saddened 

by the ill-treatment of rows and buffaloes, not to partake milk.'" During th" illness, 

it becam" a source of deep consternatoon and agony among hIS frwnds and famIly 

members. Esther Faering wrote', W askmf, for deeper meaning, 'Do "''' takl' a vow in 

order to help and strength"n our charaetl'r7 Does God n'Ljulr<' us to take any kllld of 

vows7 Can a vow not I""come fataP ... (I)f Cod is a father, and If Cod is perf"et love, 

does it not then cause suffering to /-lim whl'n /-lis childrl'n lak" hurden upon them, 

which they ar" not asked to carry7'. Gandhi replil'd,411 bringlllg out th,' dlchotonw 

between the body and soul. 'Body IS maller, soul IS spint, <lnd there is eternal 

conflict between the mailer and spirit. Triumph of maller over the spirit means 

destruction of the laller'. Body is merely an instrument for uplifting of the soul. As 

soul is imperishable living in a body, which is perishable and transitory, for bodv to 

yield in the servire of the soul it is to be controlled through the mechanism of th" 

vows. 

1(, /h/(/. 

~7 'Letter 10 Esther Facrin{. 2.:' Jamwr\' IlJ)lJ. CII:\/(;. Vol XV. p.7(1. 

III In a IcHer 10 a friend. Gandhi \\Toll~. ' From religiOUS POlllt of \ iew whal I said about Ilulk S1111 stJllds 
SUi frolll lhe point of ,"jew of health and under Indian conditions. gi\"ing up of nulk seems all 

impossibility. It is many years SllIce I ga\'c up milk and I <I11l1llldcr a vow ne\er 10 take it in this Ii fl:. But 
I call 1101 ad\'icc others to gi\c lip milk so long as I l1;ln~ 1101 ;1 SlIbSllIlllC h;I\'illg thc quall1tcs of 11l11k' 
'LcllerToAFrll:nd'.l)AlIgll~IIt)I'),(·W\j(i. Vol \V,pI2 

Vi Footnote" ill 'Lcller To Esther Facrll\g-. ('H:\j(;. Vol XV. P 7h 

'" Ihid.. p.77 
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In May 1915, Gandhi had circulated among hIS friends, for theIr commpntG, the Draft 

Constitution for the ashram at Ahmedabad. In It. he had formulated number of 

vows to be stnctly observed by the residents. The vow of Swadeshl was one among 

them. It required that the residE'nts refram from uSing mlll- madE' products, whether 

Indian or forp;gn, as t11PY 'conceivably involve vlol"lion of truth III their 

manufacturp oron thE" part of thC'ir nldnufddurers.'-11 The frdnllllg of such d vow W~lS 

possibly thE' result of Gandhi's well known <lbhorrence of rnachinE'ry. It IG <"vidE'nt 

from the added rational that he prOVided III Gupport of his contention. The 

generation of tremendous heat, the Draft rE'adG, caused enormous destruction of life, 

therefore, mill manufactures should be tabooed, 

Later, on 6\10 April 1919, at the mammoth meeting at tl1P sea sand of Chowf'atty in 

Bombay, Gandhi gave public expression to th<" SW<tdE'shi vow. The meetmg was 

c<tlled to observe the day of national mourning at th,' passage of the hated Rowlalt 

Bills into law. The day for taking the vow was fixed on 9 lh,the Ramnavrni Day. After 

deep deliberation, Gandhi said in a message released on th.. day, he had pruned thp 

vow of Swadeshi to hold only in respect of c1othmg, wh..ther nldde of cotton, silk or 

wool. He further added that the Indians had committed a deep sin by patronISing 

foreign doth in the recent past of around a century. Swadeshi vow was a penance 

for their sin. 

TIlt' first Swadeshi vow that GandhI framed had follOWing words: With God as my 

witness I solemnly declare that from today I shall confme myself for my pprsonal 

requirements to the use of cloth manufactured in India frorn Indian ('otton, silk and 

wool and I shall altogetllPr abstain from uSlllg foreign cloth, and I shall destroy all 

foreign cloth in my possession" 

11 'Dral1 COllstllutl<J1l for the Ashram". Bdore 20 1\1<1\ It) 15.( 'IfJ I( i. Vol X III. P in
 

\~ 'Tile S\\adcslll Vow-II'. X Apnl 11)11). ('W\/(;. Vol. .\Y'. P Il}l'
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Although, for the proper observance of the pledge, he made the use of hand woven 

doth n'ldde out of hdnd spun ydfll nen:'ssdry, he \'\'dS rlWctrP of n'rlcun ltnlrtdtlon~ 

Such dothes were hard to he found. Most of the finl' varn was made of the foreign 

colton spun abroad. Weavers were uSing such yarn. The reqUIrements of thE' pledge, 

therefore, was taken to be met if one used doth spun and woven from Indian colton 

by means of Imported machinery. HE' disallowed dothes made out of 'mported varn 

spun out of IndIan colton. Also disallowed was the dothes n",de In EnglISh-owned 

mills in India whi"h did not admit Indian shareholders.<' 

Later, vows contained p,reater darity. It got divided into two parts. One, 'pun>' vow, 

required the vow takers to wear clothes made in Ind.a out of Indian colton, silk or 

wool spun in India. The other, 'mixed' SWddeshi vow, meant weanng dothes 

woven in India whether made out of foreign or Ind.an yarn colton, silk or wool. It 

was however E'xplained that true Swadeshi meant we<lring hand spun hand woven 

doth. Later, a third vow was added for Ih,' convenience of those who, haVing 

forpign c1oth.,s, wPre reluctant to pMt WIth them. All thp three vows thus deSIgned 

rpcognised the use of mIll-made c1otl,..,. His endeavour, howt'ver, IVas to re

establish hand splllning so as to make availabk' to the vow-takers With hand-spun 

and hand-woven cloth, known as khadi. This khadi was what he considered to be 

true Swadeshi. 

Why did Gandhi, the quest,on arises, conflnP the Swadeshi vows only to clothing? 

The answer lay in Gandhi's andlysis of th,' earlier Swadeshi movement dunng the 

lJpngal Partition agItatIon of 1905. DUling Ihe partitIon agItatIOn, Swadeshi had 

spre'l<i itself too thlll. 'It is plain enough', Gandhi spoke at Ahmpdabad while on a 

propaganda tour, 'that we cannot have evprythlllg Swadeshi all at once.' It would be 

impractical and non- implementable. What IS a vow, after all, if ,t can not be kppt for 

want of resources? India's manufactunng base then was too thlll to provide for 

1\ Ihid.. p.191) 
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I'verylhing thallnd'a needed. But there were other important re<lsans 100 that wpnt 

dS inputs III his deliberation that restricted the prin"iple of Swadeshl to clothing 

i1lone. 

A century ago India WdS a famed exporter of high quality textile. Even presentlv, a 

tradition of cloth maklllg existed in the country, despite the flooding of cheap mill 

manufactured clothes. Whde spinnIng was a non caste occupatIOn and everv home 

spun lis own yarn, weavlll!', was a caste occupation and everv village had 0'1<' or 

more weilver familips devoted to its need. Desp,te d,'structian, It was passihle 10 

revive spinning and weaVing. Moreover, next to food, it was tIlt' most important 

hasic need of human beings. Just as agriculture satisfied food wants, splIlning could 

salisfy clothing needs. As a result, people could easily I", induced to reVIVe the lost 

tradition, With ancillarv or sUI'plementarv nafts gelling crippled, th,' dp~",ndenn' 

on agriculture had incn'ased, resulting in recurring famines. Self spinning could re

"stahlish the hillan,'e and proVIde much nl,eded n-spik to till' 1'(>01'''' All tilt'S<> could 

mmh'ne to make thE' Swadesh, vow In r('sped of clothIng acceptdhle to lllaximum 

numher of the peoplE'. Th..n, there was th(> meaning of Swara) whll·h Gandhi valued. 

II was Indid's poverty that constantly r.lOkled in his hearl. He was l'onvllllTd, as hI' 

laler wrote in his ilulah.ogral'hy, thd! anything thdt helped India to get rid of the 

grindong poverty of her masses would in the sallle process also establish SWdfaJ. As 

early as 1909, he had seen spinning as tool for restraining the grOWing pauperisalran 

of Indiil, 

Objections, howl'ver, abounded. Wasn't Swadesh, a most selfish dodrine WIthout 

any warrilnt In the dvlli'ed code of maralltv?-A throwback to l'arbdrism) To such 

Criticism Gandhi responded by assl'fting thaI it W.IS a doctrine cansistl'nt With th" 

laws of humility and love. 'It IS arrogance 10 think of launrhing out to S<'fVI' th" 

whole of Indid. wh..n I am hdfdlv able to serv\' even mv own famllv'H I It' "'fused to 

(\Ceept thi:\t in seeking to St:'fVf:' Indld In (").c!uslon of even' Dtlll'f cou ntr\' he WetS 

11 . Speech ;II Mis.slOna~ Conference. Madras'. I~ Fc.:hruary '()I(I. ( 'W\ 1(;. \\,1 'II L p.22~ 
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ndrmll1g dnv other countrv. India could not live for Lancashire or dny other countrv 

hdorp she be dble to live' for herseIL'" 'Mv patnotism is bolh excluSIve dnd IncluSIve. 

II " "xclusiv,' "' th" 51'ns" that in all humility I confille my attention to the Idlld of 

my bIrth, but it is inclusive in the sense that my sprvice is not of d competitive or 

dntdgonlstil~ n,lture.'·ln 

How WdS the problem of the acute shortage of indigenous clothes to bp hdndlt'd 111 

Ihe conlext of the demdnd for SWddeshi? There was little possibility, an unperturbed 

GandhI sdid, thdt the whole of the country would be veered dround Swadeshi, so 

soon. 'A hardened optimist dare not expect more than few Idkhs and I anticipate no 

difficulty in providing them with Swadeshi cloth'. Further, the general dimdte of 

India re<Juired very little clothing. Lastly, when Swadeshi was adopted thpn' was 

hound to b" unimdgint'd spurt in spinning and weaving. Weavers were merely 

dw.utlng encounlgenll·nl..I7 

'it",tiolls of tIlt' Indian intt'lligentsia were sceplicd' dbout Candhi's views on 

machinery and modern civilisation. They saw the Swadeshi propaganda as an 

attempt to turn back the tide of time. Wasn't it seeking solution of an pconom,c 

question in a sentimental way? Would railways be dismantled just because a 

hundred years ago Indians traversed long distances by primitive bullock-carts? 

GandhI sought to clear such mis!;ivings. He had no intention to include his vipws on 

machll1ery in the Swadeshi propaganda. His simple contention was that f",mprs 

who sit idle for four months of a year in th.. absence of any occupation nepd to be 

proVIded with some occupation during the agriculturally lean periods. 'I propose to 

utllisp this spare timp of the nation', he wrote to Paranjapye, 'even as a hydraulic 

"nginp,'r utilises enormous waterfalls,'·' 

"'The Swaueslll Vow-II'. XApril 1919. CHUG. Vol. XV. p.222 

II, Sec I'll. -11 

,- 'The Swadeshi Vow-!'. X IIpril 191'). ('lIMO. Vol. XV. p.I'!6.
 

" 'Leller 10 R.P.Paran,apye·. 14 July 191'). OIM(;. Vol. XV. p. ~59.
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\Vhlllt'v ....r 11I~ publJc pronOUn~f'nll'nts, C-;dndhi, to his c10sp confldrll'ats, cOIlCl'dl'd hlS 

dhhorn>nn? of nldch,nery. 'Th" more exp"ri"'Ke I gdin', to Magdnldl he Wrotl', 'tbl' 

mon, I fl'dl,,,, that machinery will keep us III permanent slavery, and I find thdt 

whdt I 5did about it in Hi"t/swam;, is Iiter.dly true"" 

To the outside world of sc"ptics, he presl?llted the practical problems of machmery. 

Arkr d discussion with d famous mill-owner of Bombay, Sir Fazalbhal K<\fImbhai, 

C;andhi rl?allsed thaI Swadl>sh, WdS mainly a mailer of production.s" Dinshaw 

Wacha51 had estimall?d thaI per capita consumption of cloth in India was rapidly 

declin,ng. In 1919, it had declined to 9 yards of cloth per head from that of 13 yards 

four P'MS "go. But mills ':ould not come to th" rescue. A"cording to the estimates of 

Sir Faz"lbhai, for mills to satisfy India's c10thlllg needs, it would requlrl? anothl?r 

f'fty yl?ars. 52 Mills rl?lJulred machinery and for this, one had to be dependl?nt on 

foreign countries. Obtainmg and Installmg such machinery, besides a long gestation 

period, entailed other r<'lMl?d problems. Hand spinning and w"aving, on the other 

hand, was e"sy to learn and operate. There was no question of lagging behind in 

world competition. This was a question, rather, of the e<:onomic freedom of peasanls 

and of the poor. 5.1 

Bv constant rf'defillltion and adjustments, thl? subslance of Swadeshi was 

determmed. C"ndh" th"re"fter, with .lIl unending arsen,,1 of argumenls, laull,'h"d a 

massive cdmpaign. His propaganda would be p""ionate. Untiringly he would 

l!'dvel from one place to another coaxing and cajoling people. The content of his 

1" Ih'd.. 'Lelter to Maganial Gandhi'. I lnly 191 '!. p.340. 

~II Banker. Sh:lllkarlaL ( iamllll/l .llIr /(a,\htrlya J'arvrilliyon .1969. p.67 . 

., Sir Dinshaw Edulji Wacha (IH44-1'.f\6). a prominclIllndian Parsi politiciall W;IS the President orlhe 
Indian NatIOnal Congress in I'}O I. 

',: .Speech al Gnjarall Bandhu Sabha. Poona', 8 Augns, I'!I'!. (,/lAlli, Vol. XVI. p.20. 

"IhltI .. p.21 
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speeches would rema", the same but language would be moulded according to the 

chdrdder of his audienn,. The analogies would differ. To the educated and urbane, 

hp would p"inst"kingly paint poverty, almost always giving a first hand accounl.-'" 

But, sometimE'S he would quole establishl'{j names. For example, Dr. Harold 

Mann's" description of about four months of idleness prevalent in Deccan villages 

OWing to absence of work, was often cited by Gandhi. Quoting authorit.es such as 

Hunter'" he would hammer into his educatl'{j audIence the need to adopt Swadeshi. 

His plpa would be, when 'classes' adopt the masses follow. FollOWing the dictum 

Candhi had l'vpn sent the text of the Swadeshi vow to the Viceroy for his 

ronsid"ration. 'What a great thmg it would be if the VIceroy would take the vow', 

G,mdhi had written.57 It nehovE'd upon the learned men to USE' their discretion in 

favour of Swadeshi. 1-1" was not asking the CIty dwellers and well to do mlddlp class, 

as Slime allpgE'd, to adopt spinnmg as their sole occupation. Hl' was asking them to 

dt'vote some time to spinning so that others, at poorE'r lev"I, could takl' inspiration 

from thpm..Thpir spinning would help proVide pure Swadeshi doth, khadi, to 

greatl'r numher of people pspprially at a time when production was low and 

disorganised. If not spin, they could at least wear Swadeshi clothes, more 

speCifically, khadi, howE'ver coarse and costly It might be. He would talk of the 

artistic design of handmade cloth against the mill made cloth. 5O 

., .Speech on Swadeshi al Fergllsson College. Poolla·. 12 July 1919. CUM(;. Vol. XV. p.4SI. 

~', Or. Harold Mann of the Poona Agricultural College. omlhor of l.aml aud I,n/wur In tI l)('(rou "d/age. 
h;u.J snrYcyed lhe condilinns in a "illage ncar Poon;1 and hc had ohscrvcd thai large pari of the 
population was without work lor a large part of the year and had 10 depend on daily labour c,g.. carrying 
milk to Poolla, working in Ihe Anunullilion Factory. elc. and for the moSI pan it was the males only who 
I{mlld nork inllus direclioll 

)" Sir William Hunler (IX-IO-ll)OO) was a member of the Brilish COnlmil1L"C of lhe In,dian National 
Congress. London. An histonan tlnd an. authority on Indian aJTairs. he served in India for 2,5 years and 
was sympathetic 10 lndian :Ispimtlons, He was the author of Intlinn Empire, Sir HlIIuer had categor;cally 
s;lid in INHO thai three crorcs in India got only one meal a day and lhal too consisting of no more than 
plain bread and sail. 'Speech;1\ Gujarali Bandhu Sabh.1. Poolla·. 8 Augusl 1919. CWAIG. Vol. XVI. 
p,lt),
 

.- 'Leller'o J. L. Manel'·.; Mal' 1')19. f ·If".IIG Vol. XV. p.27S.
 

"Ih/(I . .Speech Oil. S"adeshl at Cill/ens Meeting. Poo""·. 12 July 1919. p. ~51.
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ndhl WdS keen on tnlrndul'ing lmproVPlllent in the splnnll't; wheel. The 5UCCt'SS of 

'adeshi Ill11Venlent \\',1.... dependent In 11 large meaSUrE' on producing simple but 

irk working madllne~ for ginning callon, or mclking the process of carding eclsy 

d "ffl'cling possible Improvl'menls m th" spinning wheE'l <lnd the loom A 

idespredd nolion th<lt in Gdndhl's movement there WdS no scope for improvis<ltion 

tools W<lS prevdlen!. Gdndhi WdS keen to counter such impressions. His only 

uirement dS fdr dS mdchllles were concerned WdS that the mdchine must not 

erwhelm mdn, or displdce them from their work. 

was evident tiM!. if the spinning wheel could be so improved <IS to make it double 

work it did, the movc'm"nt would g<lther more speed dnd thp spinners' income 

Ther" was dbsolutely no doubt that there was vast scop" for 

Ih,- then splnnmg wheel. AlrPddy at a sCdU"red l"vpl artis.11ls hdd 

n working to improve the spinning wheel in order to improve its productivity. 

o stimulatE' such efforts an dnnouncement was made in the Ndvjivan of 5-10-1919 

ardlng the Institution of dn ,Iward of Rs 5000 offered fly Mr. R,lmeshwar Jdglivdn 

hid. The prize W,IS offered to anyone inventing a portable spinmng whPeI made 

indip,enous components, as far as possible and which could tdke on ten spindles dt 

lime. The model was to reach the Satyagraha Ashram before January 1, 1920.9 ' The 

t ddlp WdS l"tN extendpd. 

he one machine about which C.tI1dhi got most excited about was m"d" bv (vIr. 

anesh Bhdskdr Kdl" of Dh"rwar. Gdndhi himself reached Ahmeddbad to meet Kolle 

ho had nllnt' from DI",rwar. Later after a w,,,,k Gandhi wrot" to Maganlal '1 dm 

'mply In love with the spinning wheel dnd Kale'. In the Young India of dated 21-7

0, Gandhi wrote, 'In d short t,me India will possess a renov<lted spinning wh"el- <I 

onderful invention of a patient Det'can drtisan. It is m<lde out of simple m<ltf'l"i<lls. 

hert> 's no gn'<lt compll,at'on <lbout it. It will be ehe<lp <Inti cdp"ble of b"ing e'lsily 

,., 'NOles all Spinning Wheel. Navjiv"n, 5 OclOber J~ I~. CWA IG. Vol. XVI, p. 217. 
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mended. It w,ll gIve more varn tlMn the ordinary wheel and is capable of being 

workE'd by" five year old boy or girl' .... '. But all thIS excitement was soon muted as 

Navl'van of 10-10-1920 statro that the modE'l was found unsatisfactory 10 some 

\VCl)'S. 

The Swadeshi movement had succeeded in eliciting the attention of a part of the 

intelligentsia. Lala Lajpdt Ra. wrote to Gandhi from New York on 20 JunE' 1919, 

'Circumstances beyond my mntrol have prevented my laking part in the great 

movement that you are leading for the uplift of our common motherland'. He 

expressed 'substantial agreement' with the 'general spirit' of Swadeshi propaganda. 

'I may be unable to sign the full pledge of a Satyagrahi but if and when I return to 

India I shall sign the 'pure Swadeshi spirit.'''' Pundit Madan Mohan Malviya hoped 

to pE'rsuadE' royalty of India to return to the ancient calling of weaving and spinning 

which Aurangzeb and Kabir had done in the past.'" 

In Punjab amongst women Sarla Devi Choudhrani was doing a great job in 

propagating the values of Swadeshi. Punjab was strategically placed as far as 

Swadeshi propagation was concerned. It grew splendid cotton. The practice of 

spinning among woman w"s alive. Sarla Devi was involved intensely, as is evident 

from Candh,'s writings on h.'r.'" 'Her Khaddar Saris continue to preach true 

Swadeshi more eloquently than her tongue'''' 

W 'The Music oflhe Spinllillg Wheel". Youllg Illdia. 21 Jllly 1920, (,"':ltG. Vol. XVlII. p.n. 

", ·L.eller from Lala LaJpat Rai. from New York. 211 JllneI919'. Young India. 13 Augusl 1')1'). ('WMii. 
Vol. XVI. Appendi, III. p.SH 

,,' 'The Music of Ihe Spinning Wheer. Yonng India. 21 July 1920, ('WAIG. Vol. XVlII, p.70. 

"I lhul. 'Swadeshi in Ihe PunJab'. Yoong India, 7 Jnly 1920. p.20. Sarla Devi, wife of PI. Rambhnj DUll 
Chaudhry. and grand-llIccc of Rabindra Nalh Tagore. became Ihe follower of Gandhi in I') I'J and sen' 
her son 10 be educated at S;lbarmall. 

'''''The Music of Ihe Spinning Wheer. Young India. 21 July 1920. CII"MI;. Vol. XVIII. p.7I. 
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Why would G,lndhi foru., on SWcldeshi; truncated, specifically defined, and fm-used 

only 10 me,1n hand l1",d" khad,l Of course, the situation prpvailing "t th,' lime 

warranl"d surh a response. But, why Gandhi? And, Why not Ihe rest? Whal, 

then-fore, was the background of Gandhi lhat made such a response possible? What 

were Ih" Influences that he had imbibed to reach to this stale as 10 embody such a 

response? To go into these questions would require a probing of his menlality and a 

peep into hIS p,lS! Thai <"Ould begin from his adolescence to the Soulh African 

sojourn. Although much has already been published on the subject such an andlysis 

is not within the srope of this work, however, an attempt would he made to indicdte 

,'ertain point..rs. 

'Read Hinds1I'nra(, Mdhadevant6 writes in his preface, 'if you love the human family 

and this earlh which is our home. Read .t if you wish to do vour lillie bit to halt 

man's mad ran' towards self-exlinction' Variously described,'" John Middl"lon 

Murry characterises it dS 'Ihe gredtest book that has been written in modern times', 

Hindszl'llraj was the culmination of Gandhi's multifarious ,-onl'ern. For the rpsl of 

Gandhi's eventful hie, this 1909 publication remained a contentious philosophica' 

discourse but was a constant rpminder, 10 his friends and foes alike, of what Gdndhi 

stood for. 

In 1909 while 10 England, Gandhi read Edward Carpenter's C;'.iliwlion: fts ClIl/S,' lind 

CI/rr. It sO Ihrilled him-'one is always thrilled when others are seen 10 bP thinklOg 

along more or less Ihl' s,lIne lint'S as oneself !'''7_ thilt instantly he wrole 10 Polak, 'A 

very illuminating work'. 'His analysis of the civilisiltion that we knllw is very good, 

His condemnation, though seVt're, IS, in my orinion, entirely desprved. The rure 

suggested hy him is good, but I note that hp is afraid of his own logic, naturally 

I.~ Mah;\dcvan. TK., op nl .. Prerace. 

hi. R".iIllOh<:t1l Gandhi calls llindswafa.l :1." 'A text lor its times. nol ,:I ie.xl for all tllnc' Gandhi.
 
Rajmohan. Th(' (jom) Uoolman, 1995. p. (JI).
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IWCHLISP he IS not l"t'rtrlin of his ground. No nllm, in my 0/,;n;01l, will he ahle to siue an 

f1('(lIrl/li' '(,rcn/st ({thl'j;,tlfrc lIIId dfscrih, n proper Clift' unless he h(l~ ~t'al the heart or Intlin 

(emphds,s added). Now vou know in what direction my thoughts dre drovin~ me.'''' 

At the Sdme time as his reading of Carpenter, Gandhi was called to deliver ,1 speech 

<It ~hlmpstead in London. The topic of the speech was 'East and West'. This speech 

was Importdnt from the Viewpoint that it contallled whdt would later be found III 

Hil1dsll'flrai. 'It seems to me that the chief characteristics of modern c'ivLlization is that 

,t worships the body more than the spirit. It gives everything for the glorificdtion of 

the body. Tdke, for eXdmple, rdLlways, telegraphs and telephonps. Do these tend to 

help you forward to a moml elevation? When I cast my eyes upon India, what do I 

find n'presented therE' toddY under British rule? It is modem civilization that is 

ruling India. And what hdS it done? I hope I will not shock my hparers wh"n I SdY 

that this civilization has donE' no good to India.'"· 

In 1915 Gandhi returned to Indid after spending 21 y"dCS in South Africa, honing his 

skills for his ultimate battle in India. It was more to be d battle for the human 

emancipation than for the freedom of the Indian nation. India was an apt n<llion for 

his bailie bugle. From here the ml'ssage would reach across the world. 

'Bombay', Gandhi wrote to Mdganlal Gandhi, two days after his arrival in India, on 

January 11,1915, 'looks as if it were the scum of London. I see here all the 

shortconllngs of London but find none of its amenities; this is also one of the nenefits 

of living III India. It would seem that Lady India had resolved to exhibit nothing but 

the scum of London lest we should be thrown off our balan"e by the amenitips.'711 He 

had landed with his VIl'WS about national affdirs fully formed, though in dderence 

to Goklhlle's wish, he did not express them publicly for one y.'ar. 

- -_._._---

.,11 Mahadc,,;m. Of'. CIt .. p.110 

,,', thlil. p.ltS. 

h 'LcllcrlO Milganlal Gandhi'. II Janna') 1915. (,H~If(i. Vol. XIII, pA. 
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Explallllllg III the first issup of NavJivan(7-9-1'l19) the dims of till' Journdl, he sdid: 

'DespIte these lim.tations of mine, I clearly see that [ have sonwthing to give to Indid 

which no one plse has IIl"<JUdl medsure. W,th much striVing I have formulated sonw 

prim'iplps for my life dnd put them into prdctice .... lt is my sincpre dspimtion to 

place tlll'se prinnples bdore India and shMe my hdppiness with her.'71 

Hindsll'amj contained these pnnciples. From the perspective of this paper ,t IS 

necessary to gledn from the booklet what is dpl. Hindswarai argued two important 

but contrasting points: a) Modern civilisation is the code for destruction b) Indidn 

fivilisdlion nurtured life in its bosom and was superior to thdt of the west; sdlvation, 

therefore, lies in adopting the spirituality of India. 

In Hindsu'ar,r;, GandhI was more foncerned with whdt India WdS to do dfter thp 

British withdmwal thdn with the withdrawal itself. His meaning of Swaraj is whdt 

he expounds. Swara) is not merely driVing out the British out of India. When 

confronted with a scenario where India, after she hdd won her political lit",ration, 

would rdam all things initiated by the British, Gandhi sdid, he WdS not inteTPsted in 

such a Swara). Retaining all that the British h"d introduced would ..ffe<:lively medn 

'English rule without the Englishman'. 'You want the tiger's ndture, but not the 

tiger; that is to say, you would make India English. And when it be<'omes English, it 

will be failed not Hindustan but £nglistlln. This is not the Swam; that I want'n 

England, that India is interested in copying as an ideal Swamj, was itself in 'pilidbl,,' 

rond'tion. Intoxicatpd by modern civilisation, the west takps cognisdnce neither of 

morality nor of religion. Th.. hMshest criticism thdt Gandhi laid dt the door of 

mod..rn civilisation was thdt 'peopl.. liVing in it make bodily welfare the object of 

'1 'OUI Aim'. Navjiv.n. 7 Seplember 1'119. CWl/li. Vol. XVI. p012. 

7: Iycr. Ragha\';Il1. The ,\for,,! (l1If! PoII',en! Writing.,· o{.\luha/llla (iandh,. (')X6. Vol.2, p.20X. 
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life'. 'I'ormerly, m"n were m"de slaves under phySical ,·ampulsion. Now IhE'Y are 

,'nslaved b\' lemplation of money ,lI1d of the luxuries that money c<ln buy'.73 

G<lndhi w<lntE'd IndIa to 1,'Okcl herself from the affltchon of Ihis diseasE' of the 

modern civilisation. II '5 Just <I matter of time when this civilis<ltion would be self

dE'strovE'd. Wh,le <III around her civilisations tumbled to destruction, Indian 

rivilis<ltion stood thE' 1<'51 of th" time. India's reluctance 10 change, which makes 

west",nE'rs re!;ard her dS 'unCivilised, ignorant and stolid', is, in fact, her meri!. 

'Wh<lt we h<lvP tE'sled and found true on Ihe anvil of eXp<'rit'nct·, we dare not change. 

Many thrust Iheir advice upon India, tInd she remains steady. This is her beauty: it is 

the shed anchor of our hope'.'· 

Candhi makes d virtu,> out of India's technological backwardness in thE' face of 

galloping rtIce, in the WE'st, for increasing mechanisation, <I process that was 

inaugurated hy thE' industrial revolution. Defining civilisation as thai l1lodE' of 

ronduct which points out to man the path of duty, Gandhi argues for the 'Ylastery 

OVE"r n1l1ld dud passIOns. 

We notice that the mind is a restless bird; the more It gets the morE' it 
wants, and still remains unsalisfi..d ...Our .mcesloM;, therefore, set a 
limit to our indulgencE'S. They saW thdt th,. happil....ss was largely a 
menial condition ...Observing all this, our ancestors dissuaded us from 
luxuries dnd pl,·asurf's. We have managed with same kind of ploul".h as 
f'xistf'd thousands of y'>,HS "go. WE' havI' had no syslem of life 
l'orrodmg competition. EclCh followed his oWn occupation or tradp and 
rharged a regulation wag". 

1\ was not Ih,'l w.. did not know how to IIlvenl machinl'ry, bul our 
forefathers knew that, if we set our hearts after such things, we would 
!'>el'OIll<' slaves alld lose our 1110ral fiore, Th"y lI1<>reforl" after due 
deli!'>erallOn de,.-ided th"t w.' should only do whal we could wilh our 
hands alld feet. They Saw thdt our real happiness and health consisted 
in a proper us<' of our hands and feet. ...They were salisfied with small 
villar,es ... A n"tion wilh a constitution IlkI' this is (jlter to lI"ach others 

., Ihid.. p.2l.1. 

'., Ih/(I., p.D t. 
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than to learn from others. This nation h"d courts, lawyers and dodors, 
hut they were all Within hounds. The tendency of the Indian civilisation 
is to elevate the moral being.. thdt of the Western civlli.::Jcition is to 
propagate immorality.7' 

His complaint was that India tuu was turning Irreligious under the pernicious 

influence of modern civilisation. India had lost herself as she had fallen under the 

temptation. But there was hopE' for India, as vast tracts of India remained untouched 

by the 'cursed modern civilisation'. 

What Carpenter could merely -postulate, G,mdhi had resolved to do. While the West 

would grope in wilderness, India would spill the light of wisdom. It was not a 

matter of self-gratification. It was only that prOVidence had destined so. With that 

determination, Gandhi h'lei depdrted from South Afri,·". But, alas, the ddermindtion 

would soon melt into compromises, unable to withstand the he"t generait'd by the 

real politic. 

l'lhid.. p.232. 
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hile presenting the contents of the Swadeshi vow to the nation on 

w April 8, 1919, Gandhi had made a distinction between Swadeshi and 

Boycott. While Swadeshi was a religious conception, boycott, he said, 

was a 'purely worldly and political weapon'. The Swadeshi vow was 

not derived from any extraneous happening l It was an 'eternal principle' whose 

neglect had brought untold grief to mankind. It meant production and distribution 

of articles manufactured within one's own national boundary.> Gandhi had confined 

Swadeshi, in its narrow and contemporary form, to mean only self sufficiency in 

cloth, that too through hand made khadi. It meant, therefore, saving the exchequer 

the amount spent on importing cloth and prOViding a much needed supplementary 

industry in the countryside.' 

Boycott of British goods, on the other hand was rooted in iii-will and a desire for 

punishment. It was a temporary, makeshift policy resorted to compel the hands of 

the British people by deliberately making an attempt to inflict a monetary loss upon 

them. It operated as an undue influence brought in to secure one's purpose. On the 

practical side, to be effective, boycott had to be universal. Since boycott was a 

punishment and as no punishment could be a duty, boycott unless it produced its 

effect was a wasted energy. 'I can see nothing but harm', Gandhi wrote, 'in the end 

for a nation which resorts to boycott" A satyagrahi, according to Gandhi, would 

never participate in any boycott movement and a perpetual satyagraha was not 

possible without Swadeshi. He did not favour the idea of resorting to boycott till the 

Rowlattlegislation was withdrawn. In such a boycott scheme, according to Gandhi, 

it was only British goods that were excluded and not other foreign goods. 'If [ must 

I 'The Swadeshi Vow-I', 8 April 1919. CWM(i, Vol. XV. p.197. 

"' think of Swadcshi not 3S 3 boycott movement undcnakcn by way of re"enge. I conceive it as a 
rehgious principle to be followed by all.' 'Speech al Missionary Conference. Madras'. I~ February
 
1916. ('WAlG, Vol. XIII. p.222.
 

"Is Boycott Swadeshi'l', Young India, I~ January 1920. ClIMG. Vol. XVI. p~8(1
 

, Ih,d.
 

4 'The Swadeshi Vow-I', 8 Apnl 1919. CltMG. Vol. XV. p. 197.
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use foreign goods, having political relations with England, I would only take 

English goods and consider such conduct to be proper's Fearing a surge of ill will 

against the Europeans he, later, had abandoned the suggestion for the destruction of 

foreign cloth in the possession of the signatories to the pledge" This was as late as 

May 1919, one month after that great catharses of Indian national movement, 

Jallianwalah Bagh massacre. Even in January 1920, Gandhi, showing his utmost 

disapproval of the boycott agenda. He argued that his fundamental opposition to It 

was based on his spiritual conception. But he disagreed that it was impractical. 

'Spirituality is nothing if it is not eminently practical'? 

All these changed, once the Hunter Commission Report (instituted in the aftermath 

of the massacre to measure the magnitude of the Punjab atrocities and published in 

May 1920) absolved those who had mercilessly mowed the people. The nation's 

innocence was ripped apart. With his faith sheared and his innocence injured, 

Gandhi raised the banner of revolt, which for its vehemence of attack was 

unprecedented. Gandhi had cherished his faith in the British Government for so 

long that when the revulsion came it expressed itself in a language which was 

unmistakably strong. Already to the Muslims, in November 1919, he had suggested 

the adoption of non-<:o-operation as their response to the breach of faith committed 

by the Allies regarding the Ottoman empire. The absolving of the perpetrators of 

Punjab crime and the insensitive handling of it by the English people residing in 

India, provided the proverbial last straw. He began ceaselessly rallying people 

around his agenda of non-<:o-operation. Boycott was now at the centre of this 

Agenda. Boycott of law-courts, of schools, of Legislative Councils, of titles, of every 

thing that even remotely smacked of the government connection. 'Non-<:o-operation 

with the government for more co-operation with the people', became the war en" 

~ Ihid. 

,. J/Jld" 'The Swadeshi Vow'. n Mav 1919. p.lllN. 

'Is Boycolt Swadeshi"'. Young India, 14 Janua,,' Ino. ('11:1/(;, Vol XVI. p.4N2. 

"Noles-The Whecllo Ihe Rescuc', Young India, 5 June 1924, ('11,1/(;. Vol. XXIV, piN,. 
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At the Amritsar Congress of December 1919, Gandhi's method of warfare, 

Satyagraha, had already been unveiled"" The Non-eo-operation movement was 

launched as both the Indian and Imperial Government had failed in their duty 

towards the grievances of Khilafat and Punjab. The Indian National Congress was to 

adopt the Non-eo-operation at its specially convened session at Calcutta in 

September 1920. Here, Gandhi almost forced the acceptance of his agenda of Non

co-operation on the Congress. He had done enough ground work for this 

inevitability. The Central Khilafat Committee had already accepted it as its mode of 

agitation. It had fixed 1" August 1920 as the launch date of Non-co-operation. The 

resolution passed by the Committee had included the agenda of Swadeshi. Gandhi 

had then hesitated. The Swadeshi movement was intended to be a permanent one. 

Swadeshi was an evolutionary process gaining strength constantly and was 

independent of the justice or injustice of the ruler or the British people. It was the 

Khilafat leader, Maulana Hasrat Mohani, whose sheer insistence, had made Gandhi 

agree to its inclusion. Mohani was, as most Muslims were,1lI a proponent of boycott 

of British goods. Having failed in enthusing his people, he had accepted Swadeshi as 

the lesser good. 1I But Gandhi's acquiescence for its inclusion had a different 

rationale. He was of the opinion that the Khilafat agitation would benefit the cause 

of the Swadeshi. He had insisted on its pursuance without waiting for the launch 

date of the movement. 12 

The Non-co-operation movement was conceived as discipline in self-sacrifice. As a 

measure of discipline and self-sacrifice, the resolution asked the people to adopt 

<) Pc MOlilal Nehru's Presidential address: A new force was illlroduccd in our politics. a force , ..,tlh the 
most tremendous potentialities. India's masses were suddenly awakened and the message of 
Saty'agraha entered the humblest home. 

10 "For them IMuslims) Swadcshi means boycoll. I have slated my yic\\' that boycott will not serve our 
purpose: even then. to the extent that boycoll implies Swadcshi. il is bound to produce some good.' 
'Uses of Khadi·. Navjivan. 25 April 1920. CWlf(i. Vol. XVII. p.J3X. 

11 ·Khilafat and Swadeshi·. Young India. 25 Augusl 1920. CWIJ(i. Vol. XVIII. P 1%. 

" 'Slatement by Non-co-<>peration Commiuee·. Before 7 July 1920. (·IJ~IJ(i. Vol XVIII. p.ll 
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Swadeshi clothes. And as the indigenous mills were not in a position to provide the 

national demand, the Resolution advised the people to contribute to Indigenous 

manufacture by hand spinning. 'If crores of people will refuse to wear or lise foreign clot" 

and be satisfied with the simple cloth that we can prodllce in ollr homes, it will be the proof of 

ollr organising ability, energy, co-operation and sclf-sacrifice that will enable liS to seCl/re all 

we need. /I will be a striking demonstration of national solidarity'." The rejection of 

foreign cloth could be achieved by new method of production and a judicious 

distribution. Production meant millions of people spinning In their home. It required 

earnest men to be engaged in honestly distributing carded cotton and collecting 

yarn and paying for it. It meant manufacturing of thousands of spinning wheels. It 

meant inducing the hereditary weavers to return to their noble calling and 

distributing home-spun yarn amongst them and setting their manufactures. It was 

as this energising agent, that Swadeshi was included as a plank in non-co

operation. 14 

Most disconcerting element of the resolution, for Gandhi, was the clause for the 

boycott of foreign goods. IS It was an anomaly for which, he confessed, he was not 

'originally responsible'.'" A complete boycott of foreign goods, Gandhi held, was 'a 

practical impossibility',17 as India's reliance on imported goods was Immense. 

Swadeshi had meant a permanent boycott of foreign goods. Boycott of foreign cloth 

was included in it. The clause-an 'unfortunate interpolation' -therefore, according to 

"'Khilall and Swadcshi'. YI. 25 Augusl 1920. Ol:\/G. Vol. XVIII. p.ln. 

1-1 fMc/. 

" 'The Non-Co-Opcration Resolutiou'. 5 September Ino. ell:II(;. Vol. XVIII. p.231. 

", /hut . .Speech on Non-<:o-opcralion Resolution'. Calcutta Cougress. XSeptember Ino. p. 2~X. 

l~ 'Speech Replying on nOIl-eo-opcration Resolution. Calcutta", K September 1<)20. Cfl~H(i. Vol. 
XVIII. p. 250. In an anicle Gandhi again reiterated his happiuess at the inclusion of the clause in the 
Resolution. 'The Congrcss', Young India. 15 Septembcr Ino. ('11:11(;. Vol. XVIII. p. 2(,2. 
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Gandhi, marred the 'musical harmony of the programme'.'" In his conception one 

who had understood the idea of Swadeshi would never use foreign goods. IY 

From the beginning Gandhi had not put much faith on the wisdom of adopting a 

total boycott of foreign goods. He regarded it impractical. It was against the ethics 

on which the non-co-operation movement was conceived. It was conceived in a 

spirit of self sacrifice and was a matter of sacred duty. The boycott of foreign goods 

was imbued with a motive of inflicting punishment, a path tangential to the spirit of 

the movement. It was a sign of weakness and would have retarded the process of 

regeneration.2l ' Gandhi, however, made a distinction between the boycott of all 

foreign goods and that of foreign clothes. While the implementation of the former 

was impossible, the latter, according to him, contained solutions for India's ills. 

At Calcutta Congress, Gandhi announced that if there was sufficient response to his 

programme of non-co-operation, Swaraj would be attained in one year. Swadeshi 

was a way to it. It formed 'the biggest, the safest, and the surest part''' of the non-co

operation. The principle of Swadeshi did not involve hatreds against and exclusion 

all things foreign. Boycott of foreign goods meant no more and no less than boycott 

of foreign cloth. In a letter to Englishmen Gandhi allayed their fears, 'you will not 

mistake this for a movement of general boycott of foreign goods. India does not wish 

to shut herself out of international commerce. Things other than cloth which can be 

better made outside India she must gratefully receive upon terms advantageous to 

the contracting parties. Nothing can be forced upon her'.22 If its meaning got 

" 'Spceeh on Non-<OO-<lpcration Resolution', Calcutta Congress. K September Ino. CII:W;. Vol. 
XVIII. pp. 24K-9.
 

"Ihi'/.. 'Spcech on Boycott at Gujarat Political Conferencc·. 29 Angnst InO, p. 21:1. V.J. Patel's note
 
on Draft Instmctions. contrary to Gandhi, rcad. 'I can not endorse the \'iew that BayeoH of foreign
 
goods is an unfortunate interpolation due 10 a misapprehension'.
 

:n Ihur. 'Boycott of Goods \' non-co-opcration programme. Young India. 25 August 1920. p.1 I)K
 

" 'The Mists'. Young India. 20 April 1921. 01:\1(;. Vol. XX, p.lS.
 

e: 'An Opcn letter to every Englishman in India'. Young India. D lui) Inl: CII:\I(;. Vol XX. p 
16K. 
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confined only to cloth, it was not for any extraneous reasons. Swadeshi therefore 

was an attempt to provide India with an occupation which could be easily taken up 

by its people and which was rooted in its soil. As long as India could not proVide her 

famished population with a source of income it was sin to import cloth. 

The country had lost its freedom when a circumstantial conspiracy had forced her to 

abandon the Swadeshi cloth. The loss of supplementary industry, vital for an 

agricultural society, had sapped India's Vitality and made famines an ever-recurring 

phenomenon. India could regain her freedom, her Vitality, if it reverted to hand 

spinning and hand weaving her cloth. This needed an awakening of faith in people. 

The Bezwada programme was a calculated step in the direction. It was the most 

concrete programme ever placed before the nation. The AICC at its Bezwada 

meeting in the last week of March 1921 adopted three resolutions a) collection of 

Tilak Memorial Swaraj Fund of One crore rupees; b) enrolment of one crore congress 

members; and c) distribution of two million Charkha. All to be achieved by the 30'h 

June.2' Mere collection of targeted money or recruitment of a crore of Congress 

members would not have won India her Swara/- But the mere exercise to attain the 

target would have signalled India's resolve. It was to be an E'xercise In faith building. 

The programme charted out at Bezwada, except for the collection of one crore of 

rupees, remained unfulfilled on its D. Day. Even the completion of monetary target 

was made possible by the contribution from rich friends of Congress. Till the first 

week of June a mere twenty lakh had been collected. In the last three weeks, before 

the end of deadline, rest of the amount was scrambled through.24 ThiS was 

significant. Gandhi's prorruse of Swaraj in one year, voiced at Calcutta Congress, 

would not be pOSSible as long as the message had percolated down to populace. 

"'Resolution a\ AI.CC Meeting. Bezwada·.11 March Inl. I'll Jj(;. Vol. XIX. p. ~'J(,
 

:, .Noles-The need of Ihe hour'. Young India. XJnne In I. CII".I!(;. Vol. XX. p 17X.
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The adoption of non-co-operation by Congress brought its own share of criticisms. 

Gandhi could not absolve himself from being charged of fomenting hatred. In reply 

to Sarla Devi, who had regretted Gandhi's involvement in Non-co-operatlon as It 

was, in her opinion, based on hatred, Gandhi wrote that the movement was a matter 

of religion with him. He was engaged in gathering 'the forces of hate and directing 

them in a proper channel'." To Ronaldshay2., he was more forthright. It was a 

mockery, Gandhi wrote, to ask India not to hate when in the same breath, India's 

most sacred feelings were contemptuously brushed aside. 27 

Rabindra Nath Tagore, in three successive letters, all published in March 1921, 

interpreted India's message to the world.2lI ln that message, non-co-operation had no 

place. 'The ideal of India is against the intense consciousness of the separateness of 

one's own people from others, and which inevitably leads to ceaseless conflicts. The 

non-co-operation was an attempt at 'spiritual suicide'. It was 'a doctrine of 

separation, exclusiveness, narrowness, and negation'.2" But, whIch India's message 

Tagore wanted to disseminate to the world. An India which largely went un-fed and 

unclothed for want of an occupation. An India of famine and nakedness. Tagore's 

was a typical response of a poet. A caged, fanushed, and prostrate India could give 

no message to the world, however lofty it might be in the poet's conception. To 

make the world hear India's message she first had to say no to her tutelage. Non-co

operation was deSigned as India's message as she had no choice save between non

" .LCller to Sarla Devi Chowdharani', 17 December 1920, ClnlG, Vol. XIX, p. IJ7. 

This was wrillen in reply to a letter in which Sarla De\'i had expressed her regret over Gandhi being 
engaged in non-co...aperation which. in her opinion. was based upon hatred. She had stated that she 
could have loved him more ir had gOI rid or hatred. 

2<, Sir Ronaldshay (lX44-1929) was a diplomat and author. He was (he Governor or Bengal rrom 1')17 
(01922. 

,. 'Noles- On the wrong (rack', Young India, 18 December 1920.('1I:\{(;. Vol XIX, p.81. 

"'Tagorcs erilicism ornon-co-<lperalion', ("t:I[(;, Vol. XX. Appendix IV. pp 5J~-44 

" 'The Poel's Anxiety", Young India, I June I921. ('lUlU, Vol XX, p. 161 
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co-operation and violence. As far as imbued negatiVity of the movement was 

concerned, Gandhi said, the final word of the Upanishads was NOT(lJeti).'" 

The nation prepared to put its emphatic NO to her tutelage to Britain. On 31" Jul\' 

1921, at a mammoth meeting held near the Elphinstone Mill of Sheth Yusuf Soban!. 

in Bombay, Gandhi inaugurated the boycott campaign with a bonfire of foreign 

cloth. It had been resolved to effect total boycott of foreign cloth by 30'h September. 

Gandhi was optimistic of a positive response to his call. As a concession to the 

Muslim sentiment, the Provincial Congress Committee had left it optional to the 

cloth givers to choose between destruction and despatch to elsewhere." Destruction, 

however, was deemed as the best method to deal with foreign cloth. 

Critics overwhelmed Gandhi. 'The picture of you lighting that great pile, including 

beautiful fabrics'. C. F. Andrews wrote"2 in a 'pathetic and beautiful' letter, 'shocked 

me intensely'. It was something 'violent, distorted, unnaturaL . .' There was a subtle 

appeal to 'racial feeling' in that act which exemplified 'selfish nationalism'. The act, 

Andrews wrote, would go against the poor as price of cloth would be escalated 

beyond their reach. Repelled by destruction Andrews suggested, in his letter, 

distribution of discarded foreign clothes among the poor. Gandhi was not 

convinced. Had the emphasis been on all foreign goods, it would have been rightly 

termed as 'racial, parochial and wicked'.'" The emphasis was on foreign cloth. To 

him, therefore, the restriction made the world of difference. Within 150 years of 

imperialist rule, India, through a deliberately planned destruction of the spinning 

and weaving industries, had been reduced to penury and privation. She had been 

forced to abandon her traditional calling. Tainted with shame and self degradation. 

'" Ihid.. 'The final word of the U'pamshads is NOT. Neli was the best deseriplion Ihe au!hors of Ihe 
Upantsharb' were able 10 lind for Brahman_·. p.161 

" 'Notes-Why Burn'''. ('WAHi. Vol. XX. p432. 

" Quoted in .Ethics of DeslnJclion·. Young India. I Scplember 192 I. ('WI/C;. Vol. XXI. pAl. 

111hld. 
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foreign cloth WaS a painful symbol of India's capitulation to temptation and 

persecution. This, therefore, WaS fit to be destroyed. He further added in hIS leiter to 

Andrews, 'I am transferring the ill will from men to things'." 

The object of burning foreign cloth was to create greater averSIon to it. 'The central 

point in burning is to create an ulter disgust with ourselves that we have decked 

ourselves at the expense of the poor'." It would be an affront to their sensibilities if 

now they were given discarded cloth. Further, won't the poor be precluded from 

participating in national struggle if wearing foreign cloth was regarded as national 

sin. Sending such clothes outside India was less objectionable as 'there are things 

which may be sinful, not always and everywhere, but only at a particular place'.'" 

The contention that burning was unethical as it entailed destruction of human 

labour was untenable. Everything is destructible. 'God has ordained the destruction 

of even such an essential instrument as human body' .." Did not the burning of 

foreign cloth involve a breach of the pledge of non-violence? Gandhi WaS categorical 

in his answer. 'Cleansing of filth is not violence'o'" 'Destruction is the qUickest 

method of stimulating production. By one supreme effort and swift destruction, 

India has to be awakened from her torpor and enforced idleness', Gandhi wrote in 

'Ethics of Destruction'." 

The aggressive espousal of the boycott was perhaps also to do with the reality of 

khadi. Although production of the khadi WaS rising its consumption had stagnated. 

The target consumer for khadi Was urban Indian with an average income. If they 

1.1 Ihid. 

" .Leller to Manibchn Paler. II lui .. In I. ('JO/(;. Vol. XX. p. l~X.
 

1(, 'Discussion on Bo~'coll al A_I.c.e. meeting, Bomba.\-'·, On or aller 2X July 1\)21. C/I:\I(;. Vol. XX.
 
p.4~~. (The A.l.ee met from lui.. 2X to 10. In I)
 

,. /hld
 

\11 11m/.. p.-1..HI. 

"'Ethics ofdestmctlOn'. Young India. I September 1'121. ClI'.\/«. Vol. XXI. p.~~. 
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had continued to possess their stock of foreign cloth then they would be reluctant to 

buy khadi. But if the destruction of their foreign cloth is turned into a national duty 

then a new market for the Swadeshi would be created. In this scenario, maximum 

benefit would accrue to khadi. 

Foreign clothes constituted the largest drain from India. She had the ability to 

manufacture all her cloth. The mills did not and could not immediately manufacture 

all the cloth needed. The weavers wove more cloth than the mills. A successful 

boycott of foreign cloth, therefore, could be achieved by increasing the output of 

yarn and this could only be done by hand spinning. To bring about such a boycott, 

merchants had to stop all foreign imports. The mill owners would have regularise 

their profits and manufacture principally for the Indian market. The householder 

would have to revise his or her ideas of fashion. The consumers would have to 

refuse to buy any foreign cloth and to buy khadi wherever possible. They would 

have to wear only khadi cloth, mill cloth being retained for the poor. They would 

have to use (till Swaraj is established and khadi manufacture increased) just enough 

khadi for covering the body'll 

Gandhi was aware of the fact that if boycott was successfully implemented, the 

nation would face a shortage of cloth, This would tempt Indian mill owners and 

cloth merchants to take advantage of the situation by raising the prices of their 

produce. He asked the well to do people to leave the mill cloth for the poor while 

they were to use only khadi. Any raising of prices in mill cloth would hit the poor 

most. This would go against the movement. Khadi production was not high enough, 

neither was it so organised that it could be increased rapidly. 

Gandhi desired to meet the situation through three different ways. At first, he wrote 

open letters to mill owners and cloth merchants with a plea to instil national 

.,,, 'HolI' 10 bO~'eoll foreign goods'. The Bombay Chronicle, 4 Jul~' 1921. ('WII( i. Vol. XX. p.121 
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senhments in their trading practices. Reminding them of their role during the190S 

movement when taking advantage of people's patriotism they had greatly increased 

the prices of their products, he asked them not to repeat the act again" Second, he 

asked the people to do self-spinning so as to rely on home produchon for self 

consumption. Gandhi later saw the futility of appeal to the 'patriohsm of those 

whose chief aim is to increase their own profits"2 'I belong to a province which has 

a large number of texhle mills and I have happy relahons with mill owners. But I 

know that they have never stood by the country in the hour of its need. They plainly 

tell us that they are not patriots, that their sole aim IS to make money'" 

But to appeal to the patriohsm of the people, he did not think was fuhle. Yet, to 

('hange people's taste at the altar of patriotism proved to be quite difficult. 

Incongruihes such as wearing khadi on public occasions and at the other hmes most 

fashionable suits, came to be reported frequently, GandhI, however, was ophmistic 

about heralding in a new khadi fashion. 

Every nahonal school and college, Gandhi declared, was to be turned into a factory 

for preparing cones of yarns for the nahon.. Normal activihes remain suspended in 

abnormal hmes. So in thIS abnormal hme students all over India had to suspend 

their normal studies for one year and devote their time to the manufacture of yarn 

by hand-spinning, The only educahon that was to be imparted, both among children 

and adults, was to be spinning. Spinning and systematic production of yarn was to 

be introduced in every national school..... The slogan Was to turn students into 

'spinning addicts'," It was thought that the students would restore hand spinning 

" 'An appeal to eollon mill owners. The Bombay Chronicle, 6 July In LClI.If( i. VoI.XX. p.» I
 

" Ihid., 'The message of the Charkha' Young India, 2') June In L p.2'!S.
 

11 'Speech on Franchise Resolution. Subjects Committee Meeting. Kanpur". 2~ December 1925. 
('II:W i, Vol. XXIX. p.>S2 . 

." 'Duly of Spinning'. Nmjivan, 20 Januar)' 1'121, ('WI/( i. Vol. XIX. p.2S'! 

"'M, NOles Na,jivan, KMay 1')21.<'11.\1(;. Vol XX. p.76 
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to its respectable status. They would hasten the process of making khaddar 

fashionable:''' In any curnculum of the future, Gandhi claimed, spinning was to be a 

compulsory subject. Its introduction, he thought, could revolutionise ideas of 

financing education as students could fund their own education. 

There were complaints that many used the khaddar dress as a cloak for their deceit. 

Some of the users were neither imbued with the spirit of non-eo-operation nor with 

that of truth. These were mevitable pitfalls of a transitional stage. It would not be 

right to attribute all virtues to khadi. But such abuse of khadi, Gandhi warned, must 

not even unconsciously be allowed to be used as an argument against its use. 'The 

use of khaddar represents nothing more than a practical recognition of the greatest 

economic necessity of the country. Even a scoundrel may recognise this necessity, 

and has, therefore, a perfect right to wear il':'7 

The slogan of Swadeshi comprised of two aspects. One was the boycott of foreign 

cloth and the other was produclJon of the indigenous cloth to replace the boycotted 

segment. Indigenous production could mean production through textile mills and 

hand spinning and hand weaVing. If India was to achieve self sufficiency in clothing, 

hand loom sector could make a valuable contribution. A correspondent of Gandhi 

contended that if the total amount of twist and yam that was being produced in 

India, without the use of the Charkha were converted into cloth, it would suffice for 

India's needs. As a matter of fact, about 143 million pounds of twist and yarn made 

in India were being exported every year from India. Therefore, India's clothing 

needs could be taken care of if there were sufficient power or hand looms. Increasmg 

power looms could be a difficult proposition, as it required foreIgn machinery whICh 

was a financial drain and was hard to get. The correspondent alleged that in the 

high pitch propaganda for hand spinning, hand loom had been left to fend for itself. 

" 'Speech 10 s'udenls of Gujaral Mahavidyalaya. Ahmedabad'. 13 Janua" 1~2!.CWAfG.Vol. XIX 
pp.225-JO. 

17 NOles: Abusing Ihe khaddar Young India. l~ Febmary In!. CIVMti. Vol. XIX. p.3J7 
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The solution, Gandhi's correspondents wrote, lay in doubling the existing number of 

hand looms"" 

Gandhi was not interested, as suggested, in imploring the mill owners from 

refraining to export the yarn. It was not because of a pro-capitalist tilt in Gandhi, as 

some would infer. To convince the mdl owners, who exported their yarn, to forego 

their profits was an impossible proposition. But, even if that would have been 

possible, utilising mill yarn for hand loom weaving was not to serve his purpose. 

Even if it gave cloth self-sufficiency to India and benefited the caste of weavers, it 

accumulated wealth in the pockets of a few mill owners'" 

Gandhi's emphasis on hand spinning was due to its capacity to provide 

employment. India was bearing an annual drain of wealth owing to its import of 

foreign cloth. It was also losing its manpower oWing to the absence of remunerative 

occupation. Surveys had shown that oWing to the absence of supplementary income, 

India's rural population went work-less for more than four months in a year during 

the agriculturally lean periods. Dependent as It was on the vagaries of monsoon for 

its agriculture, the occurrencp of drought was not something new for Indian 

.'conomy. But, earlier it had a supplementary occupation to subsist on. 

An agricultural society to subsist needed a supplementary occupation. In spinning, 

India, a hundred years ago, had such an occupation That was why, it was designed 

not as an occupation but as a duty to be borne by all those who inhabited the 

society, irrespective of caste and class. India had remained an agricultural society 

but aggrandising imperialist economic policy had robbed Indians off of that 

"·Grea!er Use of Hand loollls. Young India. I I Ma\ 1921. (·11".\/0. Vol XX. pp.'JI-l. 

·1'1 "' ;lIn nOl boycotting Indian mills as such. because (hal is 1I1lIlCCCSS;:IfY. But if the people fall back 
upon Indian mills. only lhen I will boycott IndiJII mills also because Ihc~' \\ill not solyc the ultlln:Hc 
problem.... 1 am C1gainsl COIlCClllratin~ the m;lIIuf;IClllrC orelmll III tile hallds or lC\\ just as I \\Quld be 
concentrating the cooklllg oram food in hOlds." Interne\\' 10 '"Oall) E.xpress·', Madras. 15 September 
1911. I'IiMii. Vol. XXl.p.lH7 
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supplementary occupation. While the traditional rural occupation was wiped out, 

no attempt was made to re-industrialise India with modern industries. Romesh Dutt, 

reading whom Gandhi had wept, has SUCCinctly described this process.SI' Result was 

the widespread loss of employment to rural population, bringing in its wake 

hunger, deprivation, and death. That was why famine and poverty was pervasive in 

India. 

Self-sufficiency in cloth was a target to be achieved but in a way that, it also 

provided much needed supplementary occupation to rural India. Increasing the 

textile mills would have restricted the outflow of Indian wealth. But it was no easv 

task. The machinery for the mills was to be imported, entailing further drain. 

Further, the mills could not be increased overnight. Not Just its installation was 

difficult, but it carried long gestation period. Moreover it was Gandhi's firm 

conviction that if the mills alone produced all the needed clothes then India would 

not be able to win Swaraj, or haVing won it would not be able to keep it. Only way 

out, therefore, was to increase the production of hand spun hand woven cloth." 

His purpose was to revive the hand spinning so as to re-distribute the wealth to the 

maximum number of the people. Gandhi's idea was that by adopting hand 

spinning, the country would not only achieve self sufficiency in clothing by import 

substitution, but such wealth as gained from import curtailment would be 

distributed among the poor. Hand spinning had an advantage of distributing wealth 

to the poor which hand loom weaving by foreign or Indian mill yarn could never 

achieve52 When self sufficiency in cloth was achieved- cloth formed the largest 

chunk of Indian import during the period- then the country could tackle other 

segments of import. 

~fl DUll. R.C.. The ,..'conomic '''story (Jllndw x/llce the .'ldvenl (~llhe J~'axllrulta ('ompany. Vol. 1&2. 
'~(J 1.1 ~m.
 

" 'Speech at Sonia erui/.. Bombay'. 2~ July I~21. ("ILI/ii. VoL XX. p. ~H.
 

" 'Grea'er Usc of Hand looms'. Young India. II May 1n I. ('WAle;. VoL XX. pp') 1-,
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Gandhi's insIstence on making spinning unIversal was not easily understood hv the 

intelligentsia. To many of them both, Gandhi and Charkha. eluded comprehenSion 

They saw in his insistence an attempt to foist /-line/swam; as a manifesto of 

development on IndIa. Utterly uncomfortable with the /-lindswaraj ideas, they 

ridiculed Gandhi's attempt to relate spinning to fulfilment of Swaraj. 

'To me' recalled Nirad C Chaudhri of his view of Gandhi in 1921, 'all these demands 

of Mahatma Gandhi seemed not only extreme, hut even crude and irrational. It 

appeared to me that his entire ideology was driven by a resolve to abandon civilised 

life and revert to a primitive existence.''' Chaudhri was not alone in characterising 

Gandhi as backward and primitive. 

Aurobindo Ghose, the rebel reduse, was another such person who would never 

reconcile to Gandhi's methodS" Ghose had fled to Pondicherry, unable to hear the 

heat of Bntish prosecution for his militant activities during the anti-partition 

agitation of 1905-8, and had taken the mantle of spirituality. Jinnah saw in Gandhi's 

inSistence on winning Swaraj through spinning wheel the same such streak. 55 

Charkha was a butt of jokes among his opponents. But even among his close 

comrades, such as Jawaharlal Nehru, it remained an irritating element (more on this 

later). 

'oj Cited in Dallon. Dennis. Afaha/mn Gandhi- Non-l';o/ent Power in ..1cllfJn, 191)1, p.63. 

~4 Sri Aurobindo. India's Rt!hirth, 1994. Aurobindo has many a limes been c."trcmcly critical of 
Gandhi's vic\\'s on charkha as is obvious from the following c."tracts: 

'He made charkha a religions article of faith and c."e1uded all people from Congress membership who 
could 110t spin. How many even among his own followers oclic\'c in this gospel of Charkha? Such a 
tremendous waste of energy just for the sake of few annals is 1Il0S1 Ilnrcasoll;lblc.· .27 December )lJ3K. 
p.207. 

'He is for going b"ck 10 the old system of ci\'ilisallOll, and so he cOllies in wilh his magical formula 
"Spin. spin, spi"..... 1t is all a relish". 27 Deccmber IY1X. p. 20X. 

'What a tremendous generalizer Gandhi is ! PassJ\'c reSistance, Charkha and Celibacy for all ' One 
can'l be OJ member of the Congress ''''itholll oneself Spl nIlI ng !. 16 Janu<lf',.' I tJll.J. p. 2 11.
 

'Will he face an army with his Charkha'!'. 5 M<.IY II)~O. p.216.
 

,~ Roy Chowdhury. P.C.. (illlldJ" a//(I hIS ('onfe/1/[Jorar;es. 19X6.
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TagorE', dS has beE'n noted above, was criticdl of the non-co-operation movemE'nt. 

Fraught in it, TagorE' wrote, was thE' pernicious gospel of ndrrow nationalism. 

Gandhi had extolled the idedl of universal harmony but hE' had not singled oul 

Ind'an nationalism as the threat to that ideal. His criticism was rather reserved for 

the WE'stern nation state system. Tagore asserted that in principle there was no 

distinction: 'Nationalism is a great menace', he declared, and with this generalisation 

Gdndhi may have agrPed. But Tagore added: 'It is the particular thing whICh for 

years has been dt the bottom of India's troubles.So 

What Tdgore meant by the above statement that for years nationdlism has put other, 

more important and urgent, issues on sidelines. The greatest disservicE' ndtionalism 

had rE'ndered India, Tagore argued, Was to have directed the country's attention 

away from its primary needs. 'Our real problem in India', contended TagorE', 'is not 

political. It is social'.57 The nationalist d"mour leads to" pursuit of politic,,1 goals to 

the neglE'ct of pressing social problems. Thl' Extrpmist's attempt, Tagore wrote, 

during the earlier movement at fostering the nationalism came cropper as they were 

IOspirE'd by the West and lacked any sympathy for the particular Indian problems. 

'They did not recognise the ratent fact tlMt there were causes 10 our social 

organisation which made the Indian incap"ble of coping with the alien'." 

Nationalism could not prompt a social and moral reform of the nature that was 

needed; rather it would only whet the popular appetite for increased political 

warfare. The real task before India is bUilding a good society, and 'society is the 

expression of those moral and spiritual aspirations of man which belong to his 

higher nature'S' If India pursues political independence to the exclusion of all else, 

she may attain a sovereign state; it will be one, however, in which old social and 

moral maladies are not purgE'd. 

ii, Dalton. of'. cif.. p.(ll<.
 

,,- fha/.. p.ol).
 

" Ihid . p.70 

~'J Ihu/. 
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These were ideas which were profoundly similar to those of Gandhi's. They 

ultimately agreed on the primary need for social reform in India, as well as on the 

essential meaning of Swaraj. 'I have always felt', Tagore once wrote, 'and said 

accordingly, that the great gift of freedom can never come to a people through a 

charity. We must win it hefore we can own it. And India's opportunity for winning 

it will come to her when she can prove that she is morally superior to the people 

who rule her hy right of con'1uest'611 Something remarkahly similar is said hy 

Gandhi in the beginning of his Indian career, which hE' rE'peated number without 

count and brilliantly brought into practice throughout his political careerhl 

On August 29, Tagore gave an address entitled 'The call of Truth'.h' A remarkable 

commentary, it offered both a trenchant criticism of Gandhi's leadership and an 

el0'1uent defence of individual freedom with which Gandhi, more than all Indian 

leadE'rs of the time, had identified himself. While abroad, TagorE' says, he had heard 

nothing hut high praise of the non-co-operation movement. Then, in a chilling 

paragraph, he tells of what he found on his return to India: ' ... But what I have seen 

and fE'1t troubles me. Something seems to be weighinr, on the people's spirit; a stern 

pressure is at work; it makes everyone talk In thE' samE' voicE' and make the same 

gE'stures.' 

This climate of opinion, Tagore believed, was a manifestation of nationalism at its 

worst. 'Slave mentality' of this nature rather than alien rule, is 'our real enemy and 

through its defeat alone can Swaraj within and without come to us.' Gandhi's 

directives, which urged among other things the manual spinning of yarn and 

hurning of foreign cloth, were not heing weighed by critical minds; rathE'r, they had 

w Ihul.. p.72. 

(,1 'Swaraj is not to be attained through an appeal to the Brillsh democracy. the Brllish people. They 
can not appreciate such all appeal .... We ha\'c to demand Swaraj by our 0\\ n people. Our appeal must 
be to them. When the peasantry or India understands what Swaraj IS. {he demand will become 
irresistible.' 'Speeeh al Glljaral Political Conlerenee -1'.1 November 1917. ('11:\1(;. Vol. XIV, P .\). 

/,~ Tagorc. Rabindranath. 'The Call of Tmth·. the ,\fodan J(CI'ICH", October 192 I. 
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been accepted as dogma. And, 'As dogma takes the place of reason, freedom will 

give way to some kind of despotism'.'" Tagore himself remained highly critical of 

Gandhi's directives. He found Gandhi's dicta on spinning and cloth burning 

negative and destructive. 'Swara] is not a matter of mere self sufficiency in the 

production of cloth. Its rpal place is with in us, the mind with its diverse power goes 

on building Swara] for itself'.'" Gandhi's tenets of Swara) and Swadeshi struck 

Tagorp as medieval in their compulsive desire for Simplicity; they closed doors to 

economIC advance. 'There are many who assert and some who believe that Swaraj 

can be attained by the Charkha. But I have yet to meet a person who has clear idea 

of the process'."' In their rabid advocacy of narrow form of Swadeshi they cramped 

Indian attitudes into a restrictive proVincial mould, inhibiting the mind's 'diverse 

power' to go on 'bUilding Swaraj for itself'. Gandhi's approach to social reform, 

Tagore contended, would not stimulate the 'mind unfoldment', but rather restrict its 

development and lead to its atrophy. On national level this approach would result in 

a deplorable altitude of isolationism and hostility toward the rest of the world. 

The Gandhi-Tagore controversy thus focused on two aspects of the meaning of 

Swaraj. Tagore Mgued, first, that on a domestic level, Indians had placed themselves 

in bondage through their unthinking acceptance of dogma. They idolized a leader 

who, however, saintly, had harnessed their blind allegiance to a gospel of 

retardation rather than growth. A second and related feature of Gandhi's teaching 

was its implication on an international level. Gandhi's ideas, Tagore argued, had 

fostered, for the most pMt, an unhealthy sense of separateness that foolishly spurned 

the knowledge and advances of the Western world. Each of these attitudes inhibited 

India's growth and thus restricted her freedom. 

1.1 Dalloll. op. ul., p.7~
 

1._1 Ihul.
 

I,~ Tagorc. Rabindranath. 'The Cult orCharkha', The .\/odern !?{'\'/Clf. ScplCmbcr 11)25, pp 261-270. 
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Gandhi responded to the first of Tagore's charges that he did not wish to produce a 

'deathlike sameness in the nation'."" but rather to use the spinning wheel to 'realize 

the essential and living oneness of interest among India's myriad.' 'Hunger is the 

argument that is driving India to the spinning wheel'. Spinning was not intended to 

replace all other forms of actiVity, but rather to symbolise 'sacrifice for the whole 

nation' .67 

'If Ihe poet span half an hour daily his poetry would gain in richness. For it would 

then represent the poor man's wants and woes in a more forcible manner than 

now'."" Spinning for Gandhi, then, was a symbolic form of identification with the 

masses. Tagore, however remained suspicious of any such abstract appeal and 

tended to identify this symbolism with aspects of Indian nationalism. Moreover 

when Tagore accused Gandhi of narrow provincialism, the latter replied, 'I hope I 

am as great a believer in free air as the gneat pOl·t. I do not want my house to be 

walled in on all sides and my windows to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all the 

lands to be blown about my house as freely as possible. But I rduse to be blown off 

my feet by any'.'" And when Tagore warned him of the inevitable danger inherent 

in his nationalism, Gandhi argued, 'My patriotism is not exclusive; it is calculated 

not only not to hurt any other nation but to benefit all in the true sense of the word. 

India's freedom as conceived by me can never be a menace to the world.' 'India must 

learn to live before she can aspire to die for humanity'-''' 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of Tagore's critique of Gandhi7 Tagore's 

invaluable contribution came with his clear exposition of Swaraj as meaning more 

than political independence, as demanding basic SOCIal change and self-realisation. 

", Ih,d, 1'.75. 

", 'The Great Senlincl'. Young India. 13 October Inl. ('JI'.\/(i. Vol. XXI. p.2~'). 

I,X Dalton. oJ'. elf.. p.7:'. 

,," ·Notes·. Young India. I June 1921. ClI:\I(i. Vol XX. p.15~ 

'The Great Sentinel'. Young India. 11 Oelober I'i21,( 'IU/I i. Vol. XXI. 1'.2') I 
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Gandhi had of course recognised this but Tagore drove the point home. He had 

courageously denounced Gandhi's doctrine. Yet, both his theory and practice fell 

short of enumE'rating a method of political and social changE'. He, in his time. 

remained a powE'rful critic. To him it might have seemed, that hE' was championing 

the cause of personal freedom but to others, voicing such dissE'nt at such a JuncturE' 

of the national movement seempd nothing but high trpason. He, however, was not 

alonE' in expressing such dissenting voice, there WE're many. But while Gandhi could 

ignore others, Tagore, India's poet laureate, he had to take into account. 

Gandhi believed, contrary to Tagore, that those factors which made India 

subservient to an alien power, could only be routed by first unshackling the yoke. 

The Non-co-operation movement, therefore, if, on one plane, it was launched to 

demand corrective measures from an insensitive government for the Punjab and 

Khilafat wrongs, on the other plane, it was a movement for self discipline and self 

sacrifice. Satyagraha by its nature was not externally directed. It was a weapon to 

keep oneself abreast with one's conscience. The greatest evidencl' that can be offered 

in support of the contl'ntion that Gandhi's movement was morE' a measure in self 

discipline than desire for national vendetta emerged from his rl'Sponse to the event 

at Chauri Chaura. The moment self discipline slackened, he called off the movement, 

without waiting for the fulfilment of the demands that was set in the beginning. The 

plethora of accusations that Gandhi faced for unilaterally calling off the movement is 

a history in itself. 

'The crime of Chauri Chaura' was said to embody a 'divine warning' to Gandhi. 

Heeding this warning, he called off, what George Lioyd later called a 'colossal 

pxperiment in world's history'?1 WhilE' comradps and lukewarm(to Gandhi) 

Moderates fumed and fretted, Gandhi got arrested. In his famous trial he proclaimed 

himself to be weaver by occupation. The judge awarded him. at thp age of 54, a 

~I 'Drew Pearson's ltltcrVlcw with Sir George L1o~d·. (·W.:\JU. Vol. XXIII. p.557 
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prison term of six years. By getting jailed not only was Gandhi removed from the 

stage but it effectively put a lid over the national movement. 

For all practical purposes thereafter, the movement rescinded backwards. The 

lawyers moved back to law-courts, students to the government schools. Within the 

Congress a deep ideological division erupted bringing back the memory of Surat. 

Writes a biographer of CR.Das, 'With the incarceration of Mr Gandhi, in 

March,1922, the Charkha movement received a great set-back and these whilom [sic) 

symbol of Indian independence and prosperity were relegated to the scrap-heap .... 

Chitta Ranjan had never pinned his faith to the cult of the Charkha, and this led to 

the formation of theSwaraj Party in 1922, to carryon the non-co-operation campaign 

more effectively from within the council'.72 The Party made council entry its sole 

political agenda thus effectively putting a seal over Non-co-operation. 

The non-co-operation movement failed to take into account the logic of the 

relationship between destruction and ,"onstruction. It asked people to withdraw 

from the law courts in favour of indigenous arbitration bodies; asked students to 

boycott the government aided or controlled educational institutions in favour of 

national schools and universities. But the pace of establishment of substitute 

national bodies were far behind the rapidity of destruction that it demanded from 

the people. 

The non-co-operation movement asked, and rightly so, the people to make sacrifices. 

National calamities such as war entails withdrawal from the normal activity. A 

nation that wins the war is the nation that makes the biggest sacrifice. But a war, 

violent in design, requires heavy and swift sacrifice from a limited number of people 

and sometime, if at all, from all the national citizens, but they are always of short 

duration. Gandhi's non-violent. non-eo-operation war reqUired sacrifices which 

'~ Ray. Prithwis Chandra. I,~fi.· and Tllucs (~r('.R. /)llS: 'he Story oJ Hengars Sd(V'(pres.'\;on, 1927. 
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were light but spread over a long duration and required a level of sacrifice from "II 

the national citizens. Violent warfare reqUired sacrifices which often were externally 

directed. Gandhi's non-violent warfare required an internal discipline and a sacnfice 

which were internaliy directed. Former is always a lot easier than the latter. 

Immedi"tely after the suspension of the movement, students returned to theIr 

former discarded institutions as the construction of national schools could not keep 

pace with the rate of withdrawal from the government schools. Similar predicament 

was faced by those who accepted the Khadi as a national duty. The propaganda had 

made its importance clear. But the required level of infrastructure had not been built 

to meet the stimulated demand. Result WaS the 'moral and not materiaI'7.' progress 

of the Khadi movement. The result of the propaganda had been spurt in the prices of 

yarn and cloth without" corresponding incre"se in their production. Opening of 

Swadeshi stores and formulation of the Swadeshi vows h"d helped in raising the 

demand. But production remained stagnant. Charkha manufacture was centred at 

ashram. As the demand got increasingly posted to ashram it Was realised that the 

message had not reached corre..-tly. Gandhi's idea was to use local carpenter to 

manufacture the Charkha. But as the demands poured in, it was clear that work 

among the artisan class had not yet begun. Neither had the movement been able to 

make Gandhi a more comprehensible commodity among his educated compatriots. 

Gandhi's sole emphasis on boycolling foreign clothes, as to stimulate his Charkha 

movement, could not be comprehended by his critics as well as comrades in arms.'· 

n ·Sw"deshi'. Young India. HSeplembcr 1920, CWUG. Vol. XVIII, p.2JY. 

7"'My VC£)' efficient Ellghsh nurse. whom I loved 10 call 'tyrant' because she insisted in all loving ways 

on my taking morc food and more sleep than I did, wilh a smile curling around her lips and insidious 
twinkle in hcr cyes, gently remarked "fier I was safely removed 10 a priv"le ward, esconcd h) Ihe 
house surgeon and herself: "As I \\;as shading you with Illy umbrella I could not help smiling thai ~ou. 

" lierce boycotterlsicl of evcr)1hmg Brilish. probably owed your life to the skill of a Bri!ish surgeon. 
handling British surgical instruments. administering British drugs. and 10 the ministrations of a 
British nursc. Do you kno"..' that as we brought you hcrc. Ihc umbrcUa lhal shadcd you was of British 
makc'!" Thc gcntJc nursc. as she finishcd thc lasl triumphanl scnlcncc. c\'idcntl~' cxpected m~ 

complc(c collapse tlndcr hcr loving scnnon. BUI happily. I was able (0 confound hcr sclf assurancc b~ 
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If freedom was the aim of national struggle then it would climax mto termination of 

British hegemony. If that was the case then that aim could be best achieved by 

crippling the British Interest in India. What could be the best means than the total 

boycott of empire goods7 

In 1924, after Gandhi was released and when it was largely perceived that non-co

operation had failed to attain its set target, the question of boycott of British goods 

was rE'-opened. In response Gandhi pOinted the folly of resorting to the boycott of 

British goods. Besides the ethical soundings that Gandhi made against the boycott of 

the empire goods, his opposition Was also on the ground of wasteful dissipation of 

national energy. Gandhi arguE'd that the effect was maximum when forces impact 

were concentrated. 'If there are many reforms that have to be brought about, we 

should find out the principal ones and concentrate on thE'm', Gandhi wrote to 

Vasumati randit. 'The others would follow automatically.'75 

TherE' were many who took Gandhi's insistem'(' on Charkha as a sE'tback for India's 

mill industry. There were othpr criticisms 100. Wrote in a corrpspondent: 'Your 

activity is useless ... I suggest... Substitute hand spinning with machine spinning. 

Erect a spinning wheel in every Taluka. Nationalise the profits. Only patriots should 

work the mills not for gain, but for love of the country. Distribute the yarn to the 

local WNvers only. The cloth woven should be confined to the respective Talukas. 

You thus save waste of time and freight. To start with, organise one Taluka in this 

manner and you will render great service'?· 

saying: "When will you people begin to know things as Ihey arc'! Do you know that I do nol boycott 
;1Il~1hillg Incrcl~' because it is British'! I simply boycoU all foreign cloth bec;IUSC the dumping down of 
foreign cloth in India has reduced millions of my fKX)plc to pauperism." I was c\'cn able to interest her 
in the Khaddar movement. Probably she became a cOII\'ert 10 it Anyway. she understood lhe propriety. 
the necessity and Ihe ulility of Khaddar. But she could ollly laugh (3ml Tlghtl~') against Ihe \\'hol1~ 

inclTcclh'c and meaningless hoycott of British goods' ('(n/(; Vol XXIV, p.54. 

-~ 'Lcllcr 10 Va.'iumati Pandil'. 2.1 June IlJ24. C'U:t/(;. \'01. x...XIV. p.2XJ 

'1, 'Nole~-M;lchinc Spinning \". HHnd-SpiHlllng', Young ludl;!. 26 June 1l)2~. ('jf:HCi. Vol. XXIV. 
p.)111 
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The 'central truth' about the Charkha movement, Gandhi pointed, was that the 

wheel furnished an occupation and a small income to the millions on the margin of 

starvation. 'A loom in every village, a Charkha in every home is the formula'.:7 

Installing a spinning mill in every Taluka would result in 'nationalising thp 

pxploitation of the many by thp few'. 'Mills can not grow up like mushrooms, as 

rharkhas can. The failure of a Charkha is felt by nobody; the failure of a Taluka mill 

will mean consternation among the ppople of the Taluka concerned'." 

It was further argued, 'while you [Gandhi] hope to bring prosperity to a very large 

number of lower orders who know no respectdbility and can in any way mdke both 

ends meet, you will doubtless be bringing ruin to an equally large or at least a very 

considerable number of high-dnd middle-class men'?· Gandhi termed the leiter a 

'heartless performance' and Wished that the correspondent's fear about the 

impending collapse of mills came true. "He will discover then that India will be 

pulsdting with neW life... (But) Is he sure that 'lower orders know no respectability'? 

... And may I inform the correspondent that the 'lower orders' not only do not 'make 

the two ends meet', but the mdjority of them living in a stdte of semi-starvation? If 

the middle class people voluntarily suffer losses for the sake of the 'lower classes', It 

would be but tardy reparation for their participation in their exploitation" .'"' 

In fael, Gandhi was not opposed to Indian mills prodUCing cloth, as some likp above 

quoted correspondents allpged. He offerpd no competition to mills through his 

khadi propaganda as Indian mills alone wpre not in position to produce pnough to 

satisfy the indigenous cloth dpmand. But if mills came 'in conflict with the interest of 

Ihid. 

~I( Sec rn. K2.
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the masses', Gandhi was categorical, he would not hesitate in raising the gauntlet 

even against them"1 

In early 1924 Gandhi was released from incarceration. Motital Nehru and 

Chitaranjan Das, the leading lights of the Swaraj Party, met a convalescing Gandhi 

at Juhu, Bombay, to acquaint Gandhi of their work in the council, and also to ask for 

his support for their work. The difference between them was, as Gandhi later said in 

a statement released to the press, 'honest and fundamental'."2 The negotiatIon 

remained inconclusive, or better, collapsed under the weight of fundamental 

contradiction between the interlocutors. The Council-entry was inconsistent with the 

spirit of Non-co-operation. 

The stalemate continued. The Swarajists had veered around the Council programme 

as In their view the non-co-operation had failed and the contention that Swadeshl 

would lead to Swaraj had exposed its limitation. To Gandhi, the prognostication that 

non-co-operation was dead, seemed wrongly presumed."" The critics saw nothing, 

he bemoaned, in the slow and unexciting khadi programme. A movement could not 

be run solely on negative agenda. 'Nature abhors vacuum'. Construction must be 

apace with destruction. The khadi programme was an integral part of Non-co

operation in its positive aspect. But to many of his political comrades khadi 

remained the area of Incomprehensibility. Even those who understood the economic 

implications of the Charkha movement failed to understand its linkage with 

Swamj'" 'I often wonder whether it is sufficiently realised that our movement IS not 

one for mere change of personnel but for change of the system and the methods'.os 

" Ih/ll. pA07. 

"'Slatelllenlto Associated Press orlndi•. 22 Ma) In•. (·II:I/G. Vol. XXIV. p.IO~. 

~n /hlcl.. 'Is it Non-co*Opcration'!', Young India. XMay )92-4, p (..a. 

l'l~ The Government however understood the implication of khadi propaganda for the slabilil~' of the Raj 
lIIuch beller. as is evident from its efforts to put a ball on its employees on wcaring the khadi cap. II also 
came Ollt v,'ith pamphlets decrying khadi propaganda. 

l'l~ fhu!., p. n 
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Khadi was an indispensable preparation for civil disobedience."" A complete 

implementation of khadi programme entailed full Swaraj. It would demonstrate 

India's capacity for self-government. But in the battle for political supremacy 

between the No-Changers and the Pro-Changers it was this constructive part of the 

agenda that would suffer most. 

The Pro-Changers, who later came to form their own Swaraj Party, never a believer 

in khadi's efficacy, had thrown khadi in disuse. Even among the No-Changers, the 

ideologically close comrades of Gandhi, khadi had remained a mere ceremonial 

dress, for other purposes they unhesitatingly used mill clothK7 Gandhi was 

distressed by those who used khadi only to please him and wear it on ceremonial 

occasion. 'The wearing of khaddar to patronize me is worse than useless and 

wearing of it on ceremonial occasions only is hypocritical. Do you not agree with me 

that both patronage and hypocrisy should be banished from our midst? If you 

believe in the potency of khaddar, you will take it up, not because I advocate it, but 

because it has become part of your life'."" 

To the middle class Gandhi had recommended spinning as a daily practice for the 

sake of self-training, for the sake of producing a Charkha atmosphere and for the 

sake of making it possible to give higher wages to those who spun for hire."' Unable 

to take them along, he began contemplating transforming Congress into an 

" Ihlll., p.14.
 

" 'II distressed me 10 lind lhat scveral Swarajlsls had said Iinal good-bye 10 khaddar and lhal the
 
material of which their was made was foreign. A few have threaten that. if I persecute them in the 
nwnner I am doing, they would give up kh.1ddar and the charkha allogelher. I am told Ihal many No
Changers are nol much beuer. Khaddar wilh them still remains a ceremonial dress, bUI for household 
wear they do nol hesilale to wear I'lde"hi or mill·doth. 'Open Leuer to A.I.C,c. Members.' Young 
India, 2(, Jnne 1924. eWAft;. Vol. XXIV. p287 

lilt fhid. 

'" Ihlll.. 'A Hc.111 Searcher. Young India. 8 Mav 1924. p12. 
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exclusively khadi-producing and khadi-propaganda organisation till the attainment 

of Swaraj.'" 

Conceding the council entry programme of the Swaraj party as a settled fact, Gandhi 

adopted an attitude of complete neutrality to the Swaraj Party. He however sought 

to put the Congress under the executive control of those who believed in devoting 

the energies and resources of the organisation exclusively to the constructive 

programmes."' With this aim in view he gave notice of certain resolution which he 

proposed to move at the meeting of the AICC scheduled to be held at Ahmedabad at 

the end of June 1924. The effect of these resolution would be to exclude members of 

the Swaraj Party from the representative and executive organs of the Congress. 

Gandhi's aim was not merely to introduce homogeneity in these bodies, but to 

ensure vigorous prosecution of the constructive programme. His proposal therefore 

were intended to ensure 'that appearance corresponded with reality'."2 

From 27 to 30 June 1924 the All India Congress Committee (AICC) met at 

Ahmedabad. In an earlier issue of Young India(19-6-1924l, through a Signed article, 

Gandhi had proVided the text of four resolutions that he intended to propose to the 

Alec. The first resolution was to make it compulsory for all the members of the 

various representative Congress organisations to regularly spin for at least half an 

hour every day. The yarn thus spun was to reach the secretary of the All India Khadi 

Board(AIKB) every month. This would make the Congress a truly mass organisation 

by requiring its active members to identify themselves with the economic distress in 

the country. The resolution provided a penalty clause by which any member failing 

to send the prescnbed quantity of 2,000 yards would be deemed to have vacated his 

offICe. Other resolutions attempted to make transgressing the above Congress 

resolutions an offence, and reiterated faith In the Congress creed of non-violence. 

"" 'The Rc.lhlies. Young India. II Seplembcr 1')25. ("/1)/(;. Vol XXV. p.l2)
 

'n Pre!:,ee '0 ('11''\/(;. Vol. XXIV, psi.
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While arguing in defence of the resolutions Gandhi said they were pre-conditions 

for his acceptance of the national leadership·' At Belgaum in December 1924 

Gandhi was to take the presidentship of Congress for the ensuing year. 

In an open leller to AICC members, before the resolutions were passed, Gandhi 

explained his belief in the potency of khadi to herald Swaraj. It embodied two 

facets. One, terrible and another, benign. In its terrible aspect it was calculated to 

bring about the only boycollthatlndia required for its independent existence. In its 

benign aspect, it was hope for India's multitude who went un-fed and unclothed 

due to absence of any remunerative occupation..... 

The resolutions were hotly debated. An earlier resolution of AICC imploring 

Congress representativps to at Ipastlearn the art of spinning was barely adhered to. 

The bare fact was that Congressmen generally lacked the kind of faith in khadi that 

Gandhi demanded. C.R.Das, never comfortable with the khadi programme, raised 

the issue of infringement of Congress constitution. He said under Article 31 of the 

Congress constitution, this resolution, making spinning obligatory on the part of 

Congress representatives, could not be valid; for it infringed the fundamental right 

of electors to choose their own representatives. Gandhi in response said hIs 

resolutions did not restrict the rights of the electors, but only advised the electors to 

do the needful. The mailer about the constitutional violation was put to vote in the 

Working Commillee that met on June 26. Except for Bengal, most of the other 

provinces favoured Gandhi's resolution and thus Das' position was defeated.'15 

On June 28, the spinning resolution was put before the AICC for its approval. 

Gandhi was aware of the magnitude of opposition to his resolutions. When the 

spinning resolution was put to vote, it were the Swarajists who, by abstaining, 

"{hid. 'The Acid Tesr. Young India. 16 June 1~24, p.267 .
 

." {hid.. 'Open Letler (0 AI.C.C. Members, Berore 26 Jllne 1~24. p.28(•.
 

'''{h"r.. 'Speech a( AICC meeling, Ahmedabad', 28 Jllne 1924. p.308.
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bailed him out from facing an acute embarrassment. The spmning resolution passed 

into the annals of history carried only by 67 against 37 votes'·' If the votes of the 

Swarajists, who had left the meeting without voting, Were added Gandhi would 

have got a certain defeat."' Aware of the positions Gandhi advised the meeting to 

rescind the penal clause, which was then duly rescinded. 

These resolutions were, as mentioned earlier, Gandhi's terms for resuming 

leadership of the national movement. 'All the four resolutions then constitute my 

application for employment as general and lay down my CJualifications and 

lim,tations'.'" But the outcome of the deliberations at the AICC meeting made him 

pause and think."" 'Though on all the four resolutions I had the honour of movmg, I 

had the majority in their favour, I must own that, according to my conception, I 

was defeat..d. The proceedings have been an eye opener to me and I am now 

occupied in a diligent search from within."'" His angUish is evident from his 

confession: 'It takes much to make me wpep. I tried to suppress tears even when 

there is occasion for them. But, in spite of all my efforts to be brave, I broke down 

utterly.'"11 

Though 'Defeated and humbled',"12 Gandhi strove to find a method of working in 

harmony, if not, in co-operation, with the Swarajists. He was disturbed by the 

'Ko Ibid. 'Speech and Resolution on Panel Clausc·. 2M June 1924. p.112. 

'oJ Ibi'/'. 'The All India Congress Comminee·. Young India. 1 July 1924. p.Nt. 

'," Ibid., 'The Acid Tesl'. Young India. I~ June 192~. p.2fi~. 

." Ibid.. In the AICC meeting Gandhi encowllered a series of defeats. the first being his backiug oUl of 
pella I clause in the spinning resolution. BUI most painful of his defeat was lhal Gopinath resolution 
which was carried by bare majorit), of eight voles in favour of Gandhi. Defeat here meant all these 
yeMs of ploughing on making Congress accept non-violence tiS its creed or even as its policy had been 
futile. Congress had nOl understood Gandhi. it had proved him by its response to all Ihe four 
resolutions Ihal Gandhi introduced. 'The All India Congress Comminec'. Young India. 1 Ju)~' I'JH. 
p.l~' . 

rill'/hid, 'loten'lcw lo Associated Press of India'. I July \lJ2·t p.112. 

I'd lIl/d, .Defcated aud Humbled', Young India. 1 Jul.\ IlJ2-1-. p.l:1-l 

,,,' Ibid.. Tille of an anicle millen ill Young India..1 Jui.' I'Jl~. pp.ll~-~II. 
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squabbling among the no-Changers and the Swarajists. He pleaded with the No

Changers to surrender control of the Congress executive bodies to the Swarajists, 

wherever necessary, to avoid bitter fighting in the Congress and advised them to 

concentrate their energies on propagation of Khadi.ltI.' 

Gandhi himself took every opportunity in his journals to exhort readers to take up 

spinning, and gave detailed publicity to the Khadi work being done in different 

parts of the country. He proposed spinning as a full time employment even for 

prisoners. Addressing teachers and students of National Schools, on several 

occasions he urged them to give more and more of their time to Khadi work, and 

suggested that spinning should be introduced as a compulsory activity in national 

schools."''' 

Why did Gdndhi stake all on the spinning resolution? One of the reasons concerned 

the economics of khadi. During his Punjab tour in 1919, the women had lOVingly 

thrown balls of hand spun cotton Ydrn to him which he had collected and sent them 

to the Satyagraha Ashram. This had enabled him to sell khadi manufactured at the 

ashram at a cheaper rate. IllS Moreover if thousands spin for love, it was possible to 

give higher wages for spinning even if price of khadi was kept stable. With a similar 

view in mind Gdndhi started d practice of asking people to give him garlands made 

of hand spun yarn instead of flOWer. He urged the intelligentsia to adopt spinning 

not as an occupation, as WdS often wrongly understood, but as a national duty. The 

idea was to induce the intelligentsia to adopt spinning as a contribution to the 

nation so that the enormous amount of yarn thus produced would take care of the 

economics of khadi. The introduction of the spinning resolution at the AICC was an 

,,,' /1>,,1. 'The Lokmanya Ann;"ersa,,". Young India.' I Jnly 19H. pp.471-.1 

,,,' 11>,,/. '(naugural Address al Gujaral Vidvapilh·. III June 1'124, p217. Also sec prerace 10 ('/1:\1(;
 
Vol XXIV. p. vii.
 

,,,, /1>,,/.. 'Soycoll Foreign Clolh·. Young India, 22 May 1'124. p.11I2
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attempt to institutionalise this free flow of hand spun yarn to take care of the high 

cost of khadi and increase the wages of the spinners. 

There was another factor too in hIS exhorting the intelligentsia to take to spInnIng. 

Gandhi was convinced in the efficacy of khadi to provide relief to the 'starving 

skeletons stalking the street'. The famine that he witnessed in Orissa had rattled 

him to the core. The essence of the resolution adopted by the AICC was that, 

inspired by the example of the delegates, the people would contribute their labour 

for half an hour every day as a matter of sacrifice.'''' This sacrifice w"s necessary as 

India I"cked self government which meant that Indian textiles could not be 

protected against foreign competition. Volunt"ry s"erifice for a time by the middle 

class was to do what a national government would have done naturally. As 

Gandhi wrote, the very purpose of asking people for voluntary sacrifice was that: 

Khadi could be made cheaper: people instead of idling away their time, could spend 
it in the service of the country: the rich could estabhsh a direct link with the poor 
and think of them eve')'day: everyone may help in bringing about the boycon of 
foreign cloth: the middle class which lived on the toil of the poor and willingly gave 
nothmg in return could now give something: the middle class could. by its example 
of spinning, show to the poor who had lost faith in life itself the means of recovering 
that faith.'''' 

The spinning resolution was the first step towards shaping the Congress in the 

khadi mould. In Gandhi's programme the Congress had to progressively represent 

the masses. In 1924, not only the national movement was at its lowest ebb, but the 

Congress, as Gandhi w"s aware, was organisationally weak. It had a de"rth of 

'sufficient honest and able workers'HI. In its organisational history the Congress 

never, even at the peak of the non-co-operation movement, had" membership of a 

erore. In 1924, its nominal roll did not exceed 'two '"khs for "II India'lf'" GUJ"r"t. 

". 'FirSI Tcsr. NavJivan. 2~ Augus( 1924.< ·IVA/(i. Vol. XXV. p.32.
 

1117 'Spinners Association', Navjivan. 2~ Augusl 1~2~. CH:\/U, Vol. XXVIII. p 2X t).
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which had the largest number of members on its roll, had less than 20,000 

members. "" Moreover, these members would get activated on only two occdsions. 

'Once while collecting four anna and next while seeking theIr votes' HI 

At Ahmedabad, in July 1924, Cdndhi was accused of fomenting divisions in the 

Congress with his insistence on spinning resolution. Still he had gone ahead dnd 

carried the resolution. The spinning resolution required the Congress representative 

to spin 2000 yards of yarn a month. It, however, was not compulsory, as the pendlty 

clause, in deference to the Swarajists, had been rescinded. Although the dilution had 

not satisfied Gandhi,lI2 he had expected, in his characteristic optimism, an 

overwhelming response. The result however belied his expectation. 

For the month of August, the first month when spinning resolutIon WdS nrought in 

dfeet follOWing its dpproval at the Ahmeddbad AI.CC meeting, th.. figures of yarn 

return exposed the reality (See Table 1). The percentage of members complYing with 

the resolution was only 14 percent of the names on the register. The non-members to 

send their yarn were over 67 percent. In Cujarat, which in compliance with Candhi's 

wishes had restored the penalty clause while ratifying the spinning resolution at its 

Provincial Conference, the compliance percentage was 42%-the highest. Cujarat had 

the best organisation and facilities for learning and practising the art of spinning. 

Bengal stood next to CUjarat. Bengal's success was again due to its organisation. In 

appreciation of Bengal, Candhi wrote, 'Bengal was the home of the finest spinners 

the world has produced. Bengal felt the full force of the cruel hand of the East India 

Company. Nothing therefore can be appropriate than that Bengal should lead the 

way ill giving India the largest number of volunteer spinners."13 Candhi, through 

an drticle III Ndvjivan, asked, those representatIves who had fai!..d to comply, to 

111l lI"cl. 'Causes orrailllfC'. Navjivan, I-J Scplcmhcr I92·J. p.I.J2 

III I/I/(/.
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resign from their positions in the Congress hierarchy. 'A resignation devoid of 

bitterness or hatred is a welcome act. I think it is right for a man to resign if he has 

no faith in the spinning wheel'. Such resignation would make the Congress 'a purer 

and a stronger organisation'IH 

Table 1: Yarn Returns for the first month· of August, 1924 

Nameof No. of Member Non- Tolal 
Provinn' Rcpresenlativ(' Spinner memher Spinners 

Spinners 
Andra 1653 3112 127 429 

Assam 250 34 2 36 

Ajmer 57 9 6 15 

Bombay 242 64 21 115 

Burma 36 1 1 2 

Bihar 1074 174 34 2011 

Bengal 1549 4tl1 43 444 

Bcrar 255 1 0 1 

c.P.Maralhi 942 44 23 67 

C.P.Hindi 1324 60 5 71 

Delhi 1115 f> 6 12 

Gujaral 4011 177 60ll 1145 

Karnalak 163 23 111 41 

Kerala 53 2 0 2 

Maharashlra 674 137 25 162 

Punjab 255 23 0 23 

Sindh 262 36 12 411 

Tami!oad 1126 79 11 90 

UniLPd 15111 135 27 162 
Provinces 
Ulkal 413 32 5 17 

TOTAL 12202 1746 1014 27110 

(Source: Young India, 28-08-1924) 

Il~ lhul. 
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The low return figures only made Gandhi more determined in his resolve to 

transform the Congress. The next step was to bring about a change in the Congress 

constitution to fructify his desire. The aim remained much the same. The method, 

however, underwent little alteration. As the SwaraJists were unmoved on the 

desirability of their Council programme, Gandhi now was prepared to accept their 

position and compromise and win them over. 

The success of a non-violent person lies in his defeat. An advocate of 
non-violence never fights for power; he even propagates his creed not 
on the strength of a majority but through spiritual power. If his non
violence was true, he believes that ultimate Victory would be his even 
when he is alone, that is to say, the creed would win in the end if he 
sticks to it in the face of death. The creed will have to adopt a human 
form in order to propagate itself among human beings. It means that 
someone must die for the sake of the creed. 115 

Gandhi, in his single minded pursuit of transforming the Congress, was prepared to 

relinqUish the political arena in favour of Swaraj Party. In three successive letters, all 

written in August 1924, Gandhi lay bare his plan to Moti/al Nehru."· '] wanted to 

say', Gandhi wrote in the first of these letters, written on August 9, 'that I was 

prepared to facilitate your securing the Congress machinery, actually assisting you 

to do so.' He was, however, reluctant to be recognised as Siding with Swarajists 

while at the same time he w"s ready to relin'1uish the Congress. In the last of these 

letters, dated August 30, Gandhi wanted, " resolution to be introduced at the 

Calcutta AICC meet. The text of the resolution spelled his future intention. 

It reiterated the Congress belief in the principle and poliCY of full non-<:o-operation 

including the hoycott of legislative bodies. But at the same time advoc"ted 

suspension of them all saVe that of foreign cloth up to the end of 1925. By this It 

proVided a respectable loophole to the Swarajists to pursue their Council 

'" Ihld, 'Causes of failure'. Nal'.jil'.all. 14 Seplelllbcr 1924. p.140. 

116 Leller to Mo'ilal Nehru. 'i.15.l0. August 1924. (·il:If(;. Volumes: XXIV(p.537 &57K respectively) 
alld XXV. p. 53. 
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programme. Desirous as Gandhi was to end all 'domestic wrangling', it invited all, 

Liberals and Independents included, to join Congress, so as to forge a national front. 

It asked for Congress activity to be confined solely to the spread of hand spinning 

and hand spun khaddar, Hindu-Muslim unity, and for Hindus the removal of 

untouchability. 

But the most important change it demanded was alteration in the Congress 

franchise. It sought to abolish four anna franchise that Gandhi himself had 

introduced, in 1920, during the first major overhaul of the Congress constitution. 

The four anna franchise was the minimum qualification r£'\.jUlred to become the 

Congress mE'mber and thus acquire 11 voting right. This minimum was introduced so 

as to E'xpand its mass bl1se. Gandhi now asked for ,ts suostitutlon by a spinning 

qualification. The proposed franchise provisioned a membership qualification that 

required every member to spin for half an hour per day. The yarn, at least 2,000 

yards, was to be delivered to the Congress from month to month. It also provided 

for the supply of collon to members who were too poor to afford it. 117 

Despite pursuing different programmes the Gandhi formula promoted peace 

between the factions. But more important than anything, it provided a chance to 

Gandhi to concentrate his effort on khadi. The ostensible purpose for these changes, 

as Gandhi wrote, was to subside 'domestic wrangling'. The real intent, however, 

was to keep the Congress free purely for intprnal dE'velopment for full one year. llX 

The YE'ar 1925 was to be his as the president of the Congress; he wanted to mould it 

according to his vision of the constructive programmE'. 

Khadi had moved a suhstantlal distance from the days of SwadE'shi pledges. In the 

beginning, these pledges, both mixed and pure, recognised the need of mill cloth. 

W 'Spinning Resolution', Young India. 10 July 11J2-l.l'TI:\[(i. Vol. x..XIV. p.J71.
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Then slowly, as the Swadeshi movement gained momentum, the focus shifted 

primarily to the propagation of khadi, without, however, advocating the ban on mill 

cloth. Later it was not Just sufficient to use khadi. As the shortage of khadi was felt 

acutely, the people were asked to spin their own yarn as the religious duty. Khadi 

was made compulsory for the Congress volunteers. Next step was to make it 

compulsory (although, the penalty clause was deleted later) for the Congress 

representatives to spin a fixed quantity of yarn to be sent to AIKB. Now, Gandhi 

desired to introduce spinning as a qualification for franchise i.e., for even being a 

member of the Congress. 

And it was here that Gandhi faced a sceptical opposition from his Congress 

colleagues. At first minor issues were raised. The scheme raised the pecuniary 

qualification, the argument w('nl. It would disfranchlsP thousands of the Congress 

workers, it was contended. For the first objection Gandhi had offpred to provide free 

supply of colton to those who could not afford il. For the second, he termed il 

'c-himerical'. A voter is one who has a stake in the organisation. 

The substance of objection, as Gandhi wrot.., was, 'Spinning as a voluntary sanifice 

is all right, but as a qualification for franchise it is galling'l!" Gandhi found It 

surprising. 'If a monetary qualification, that is, restriction, may be Imposed, why not 

a working qualification?', he asked. His appeal had targeted those who believed In 

voluntary spinning as an absolute necessity for the country. He Iikpned the spinning 

condition for franchise with the situation In France where compulsory military 

training was a must for its citizenry. An organisatIOn had the right to require its 

members to fulfil certain obligations. It had to have a direction of purpose. 

In recommending spinning, G.mdhi's sole Idea had been to present a programme, 

which would easily appeal to the common mind and also be a uniting force. A 

11'1 'Spinning Fr<'lnchisc", Young India. 16 Octnbcr pn~. CJr.\/( i. Vol. XXV. p.2.17 
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protracted negotiation culminated in the Calcutta Agreement between Swarajists 

and Gandhi in November,1924. Gandhi credited the Swara)ists for yielding to the 

'bitterest pill', the spinning franchise'2l> The Agre<>ment signed by Gandhi and the 

Swara)ists, Das and Nehru, accepted Candhi's proposal with important 

modifications which substantially diluted Candhi's programme. 

On spinning franchise the agreement was reached that persons desiring to become 

the Congress member but prevented by 'illness. unwillingness or any such cause' to 

contribute 2000 yards of self spun yarn could fulfil the franchise qualification by 

sending a like quantity of yarn spun by any other person. Instead of making khadi 

wearing a compulsory act, as Gandhi had desired, the Calcutta agreement watered it 

down to mean wearing khadi 'at political and Congress functions or while engaged 

in Congress business' only.121 The Agreement was later ratified at Belgaum, where 

the Congress met for its annual stock taking under the auspices of Gandhi. 

Gandhi, through his insistence on the spinning franchise, had desired to sensitise the 

educated Indians of India's poverty. But the measure also promoted a certain 

amount of political hypocrisy, It turnpd kh"dl, as alleged by the No-Changers, into a 

kind of ritual. Gandhi, in order to buy p"ace with the Sw"raJists, had diluted his 

programme, retaining the 'spiritual content'.122 ThP dilution was the outcome of his 

abhorrence of factional struggle. Also, Gandhi was warned that the khadi 

programme was doomed to fail. Vithalbhai Patel told Gandhi that he was taking a 

fatal step by asking for the spinning franchise. Patel argued that ninety percent of 

the Congrpssmen were against the proposed change in the franchise. He said that 

there was hardly any Swamjist who favouTPd a change in the f",nehise, and there 

1:::0 Ihid. 'The Agreement'. Young India. lJ Nm'cmbcr I~2·t pJ lO·l-l
 

'" 'Joillt Slalemellt wilh Sw"raj panv Leaders'. C"lelllla. (, November I'JH. (·W.I[{i. Vol. XX\111.
 
pp.2XX-X~. 

'00 'Disellssioll wilh No-Ch"n~ers·. C"lculla. 7 November. nn/l i. Vol. XXV. 1'1'.2'J2-(, 
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was a large body of opinion even among the No-Changers against the change. I2J 

Patel however was overruled by Das, who assured that the Swarajists fully backed 

Gandhi. '2• In a spee':h at the AICC on 23,J November 1924 at Bombay, Gandhi had 

spoken for the acceptance of the Agreement arrivpd at Calcutta. 

.What we have got from the Swaraj Party is the maximum we could gct ...a number of 
Swarajists is against kl"'ddar ....The No-Changers belicve in the possibilitv, in the 
ability, in the capacity ofkhaddar. I do believe in the capacity ofkhaddar. I can not help 
myself in so believing. In my dream, in my sleep, while eating, I think of the spinnlllg 
wheel. The spinning wliccl is my sword. To me it is symbol of India's liberty. I can not 
help feeling like that. Such is not however the idea of the Swarajists. Many of them have 
sentimental objection. That being so I had to make a concession ....1 do not believe that 
the spinning wheel will give anything substantial to India. But is it a sin to 
Spill" ....Aecept it eve'll for the sake of discipline.. I do not want to appeal to your heart. 
I want to appeal to your cold reason .. 12\ 

But soon, however, it W<lS clear that it was thp force of his personality rather than 

any conviction on the part of thp delpgates, which carried the spinning franchise 

resolution at Belgaum. The diluted resolution was clear evidence of the fact. 

Perceptibly nothing had changed in the franchise. In its practical terms, the spinning 

franchise meant two catf'gories of Congrpss members. First category was of those 

who spun themselves. Sewnd category comprised of those who got their yarn spun 

by hir('. It meant, a member haVing no faith ,n the spinning programme could still 

retain thp franchise, taking the benefit of the 'unWillingness' condition. A member 

unwilling to indulge in self spinning so as to retain the Congress membership could 

get his yarn spun by someone else or by paying. Later, even thIS much effort was 

often not made. The fear of No-Changers that with the introduction of the spinning 

franchise, the rich would dominate Congr('ss membership, never came true. 12• The 

members just dropped out of the Congress. In both categories membershIp touched 

its lowest ebb. 

'0' Ihid. 'Speech '" Subjects Conllnillcc Meering·. Bclgaum. 23 December 19H, p ~51. 

12.1 1hut 

'0' IIJld. 'Speeeh '" AICC Mccling'.l3omba\, 23 No\ember I~H. pp.3~~-"~.
 

1:1, Ibid.. 'Discussion with No-Changers', Na\~ii\'all. !6 November )t>2-t. pp. 292-1)6
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T
he year 1925, was Gandhi's year as the Congress President. He had 

chalked out his programme for the unfolding year. It was the 

programme for generating internal strength, without which, in his 

view, the Swaraj Party's work in the legislatures would be ineffective. 'I must 

apply myself', Gandhi Wrote in Young India on April 16, 'to preparing efficient, 

non-violent, self-sacrificing workers with a living faith in hand-spinning and 

khaddar...For the current year at any rate, this is the national programme and 

no other.'! Spinning was the sole national programme for the year to come.2 

The year 1925 was to witness an extensive, year long India-wide tour by Gandhi, 

during which politics was voiced only in an undertone. The constant refrain in 

his speeches was spinning. The impressions of khadi work gained during the 

tours were mixed. 'The discarding of khaddar is most noticeable', Gandhi wrote 

in May 1925.3 All along his tours he witnessed the demonstration of the fact. On 

his southern tour, he found the farce that spinning franchise had been reduced 

to. The Congress organisations there 'almost universally' accepted money in lieu 

of yarn for membership'. This was in clear violation of the Congress constitution. 

The idea behind the yarn being treated as subscription was to acquaint the 

Congress members with the hand-spun yarn. But it was obvious from the 

response that the members would not take even the trouble of buying the yarn 

and instead would pay the money. Further, there were members who persisted 

in attending Congress meetings without being fully clad in khadi, contrary to the 

Congress constitution. 

, 'My Position', Yang India. 16 April 1925, CWMG, Vol. XXVI. p.512.
 

, Ibid., p.5 l ).
 

, Ibid, '1I1uminaiing Documents', Young India, 7 Mav 1925. p.576 .
 

., Ibid, 'Two Queslions·. Young India. 2 April 1925. p.H5.
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At Nagpur, Gandhi was given a report to acquaint himself with the Congress 

work in the Central Province.s In March 1925, the report read, the Provincial 

Congress Committee of the Central Province had a membership of 204 of which 

114 were self-spinners and 90 gave yarn spun by others. In April, the 

membership fell to 132, self-spinners being 80 and others 52. Thus, there was big 

drop among both the classes in one month. The report further stated of the 

Congress activities in the city of Nagpur. In August 1924, there were 1,133 

members. In March 1925, the figures were" 

Table I showing the membership figures in the city of Nagpur in the two Months of 1925. 

In March 1925 In April 1925 
TOTAL TOTALIA B I A B 

37 70 107 29 30 59 

After stating the facts related to the spinning franchise, the report ended its 

statement with an 'extraordinarily brief and truthful' analysis: 

'The ... figures in Congress membership fairly show the future of the spinning 
franchise. The self-spinning members come mostly from the NlKhange section 
of the congress. The B-<:Iass members are mainly from the Swaraj Party. Not a 
single Swarajist is a self-spinner. Out of the five members from this Nagar who 
hold seats on the AICC, only one is self-spinner; one has regularly paid his 
quota of purchased yarn; two are defaulters and one has failed to pay his quota 
for March and is no longer a member of the Congress. Some of those who hold 
seats on the P.C.C. are also found to be in defaulters Jist and some of them hold 
responsible positions in the P.c.c. This will show how far the franchise is 
workable. The No-Change section, which has faith in spinning and khaddar, is 
gradually weakening and is, at present, limited to individuals. The Swarajists of 
Nagpur are anxious to throw off the franchise and so is the centrist or the 
Independent party which at present holds the P.c.c." 

The report put the blame for the slackening of the franchise on the lack of 

organisation and sympathy for the cause among the big leaders. More 

importantly, it administered a mild rebuke to Gandhi by obserVing that there 

'Ibid. ·l1Iuminaung... 

"Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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was 'the infirmness of the originator of the franchise to maintain it against all 

odds'. An impression had gained ground that franchise would be repealed by 

the year end. Gandhi would not take sides, as that, according to him, would 

further vitiate the already charged atmosphere of the nation. Although 

personally Gandhi would adhere to the spinning franchise, he would not impose 

it upon an unwilling Congress. It was clear case of back tracking on the spinning 

franchise. For such a response to come from Gandhi, there were enough 

ingredients and not just his 'democratic spirit'. Now, the heady days of non-co

operation, when khadi had been turned into a national dress looked like a thing of 

the past. The Congress membership had touched an all time 10w(seeTable I). 

Table-II, Comparative Details of tbe Con~res. Membenbip 
Between the Month. of April and May,192S. 

PROVINCE APRIL. 1925 MAY, 1925 TOTAL 

A B A B 

Ajmer 2 15 17 

Andhra 1,965 

A!tSam 113 114 

Mihar 71R 261 97" 

Bengal 354 1."1" 2,273 

BeTar 6 20 26 

Burma 42 28 33 2R 61 

C.P(Hindi) 500 

C.P(Mardthi) 80 52 132 

Bombay 231 133 242 201 443 

Delhi 8:J 62 243 647 R90 

GUjarat 2,095 101 2,1% 

Kamatak 376 :J4.l 720 

Kerala 

Mclhara~htra 40R 2n 700 

Punjab 50 574 50 754 R04 

Sind 73 1"2 107 214 3-11 

Tamilnad IAoo 

u.r. 237 467 141\-1 

U,"I ::\10 

TOTAL 4,R62 4,4-11 6RI 1,KR-I 15.:'\55 

(Source: Younp, India. 2K-OS-1925) 
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The above figures of yarn returns as in compliance with the condition for the 

Congress membership showed the abysmal picture of the Congress membership. 

The Congress, in April 1925 had a total of 4,862 members who fulfilled the 

franchise condition by self-spinning(Category A). In the same month, it had 

4,441 members who sent their yarn by buying or getting spun by 

others(Category B). But just in succeeding month of May in the first category the 

total membership fell to 681 while in the second category it fell to 1,884. The total 

membership of the Congress (including both categories) fell with in month from 

9,303 in April to 2,565 in May. The Table also offers data on comparative 

performances of different provinces. Kerala was a newly created province. It not 

only did not send any figures but refused to offer any explanation to the A.LC.C. 

The figure sent by the C.P.(Hindi) was suspect, as it gave no classification but 

merely sent a stationary return in round figure. Andhra's figures was witness to 

its internal dissension that fettered its growth. Same was the case with Tamilnad, 

involved as it was in the Brahmin-non-Brahmin controversy. The discouraging 

figures did not daunt Gandhi. 'I am a hardened criminal, slow to reform', 

Gandhi wrote pointing that the figures were a reason 'not for altering the 

franchise, but adhering to it; not for watering it down, but for strengthening its 

main purpose'." 

The general public too had spurned the khadi. Gandhi had a painful 

demonstration of this truth at the Nagpur station on his way to Calcutta in May 

1925. A large crowd had collected on the platform to have his dlUshan. 'That it 

was having with delirious joy. Its joy was my pain. My name on the lips and 

black caps on the heads,- what a terrible contrast! What a lie! I could not fight 

the battle of Swaraj with that crowd.'" The experience saddened, but did not 

, 'Noles-LaleSI Relurns'. Yong India. 28 Mav 1925. CWMG,Vol XXYlL pp. 156-8
 

,> Ibid .. p.575.
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dishearten him. 'My faith in khaddar rises as I find this indifference to if not
 

revolt against khaddar: w Gandhi wrote.
 

He was not overtly worried about the declining trend in the Congress
 

membership. In his thinking what even few Spinner members could achieve,
 

million of 'paper soldiers' could barely achieve. But it certainly dampened his
 

optimism.
 

On the beginning of his Bengal tour, at Calcutta on 1" May 1925, a desperate
 

Gandhi made a pathetic plea to his countrymen. Its words were heart rending.
 

All around he was claiming khadi to be the base of his political faith. And here
 

was a people who put him to the pedestal of Mahatrnahood but without an iota
 

of faith in his philosophy. 'There is no use of glorifying me. If you really wish to
 

please me, follow my advice' the message read in its first line. 'I beg all people,
 

ladies and gentlemen, to buy khaddar as much as your purse can permit: And
 

then, it ended with, 'A few coppers may not mean much to you, but they mean
 

everything to these poor villagers'.11 Gandhi had reasons to sound desperate. He
 

knew, as he had written to Mahadev Desai, 'Everyone is there to exhort people
 

to do the spinning, but none to do it himself. Such is our plight'. "
 

Gandhi's tour of Bengal began on a note of despondency and ended on a similar
 

note with the death of Das. His refrain to the people remained unchanged. 'Give
 

me the spinning wheel and I will spin Swara; for India: He pleaded with
 

C. R. Das to 'learn the thing and spin religiously for half an hour for the sake of 

the millions and in the name of God'.13 He wished for charkha a larger place in 

Santiniketan. 'I did not ask you to give up your poetry, literature or music. All I 

10 IbId. p574.
 

"'Message to the People'. Amrila Bawar Palrika. IMay 1925. CWMG. Vol. XXVII. p.1.
 

" .Leller to Mahadey Desai'. 25 September 192 I.CWMG. Vol. XXI. p.207.
 

J) • Leller to CR Das'. Before 13 June 1925, CWMG. Vol. XXVII, p.22~.
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ask is that, side by side with these pursuits, you give half an hour every day to 

the charkha', he said in a public meeting at the institute. l • Bengal would, 

however, give him some encouraging sight. Here he did not find 'a climate of 

opposition to khadi'. Khadi Pratisthan, founded by Dr. P.C.Ray and Satish 

Chandra Dasgupta, and the Abhoy Ashram, were the two khadi producing 

centres which gave him hope. On 16th June 1925, when Gandhi was in Bengal, 

CR Das died. Das was a hardened sceptic of the khadi programme. But Gandhi 

claimed that towards the end he had altered his views on the efficacy of 

charkha. 15 Thus he inaugurated an All India memorial in the name of 

Deshbandhu Das. The money collected for the memorial was to be spent on the 

khadi propagation. 

On spinning franchise, however, Gandhi had begun a clear re-thinking. It had 

given rise to 'hypocrisy and even dishonesty'. I. The speech by Lord Birkenhead 

at the House of Commons, ridiculing the national movement, and the untimely 

demise of Das brought Gandhi to the Viewpoint that polities was to be given 

primacy. The pact that Gandhi had signed with Swarajists at Calcutta previous 

. September meant that the Swarajists would carry the work in the Council 

unhampered but that would not carry the name of the Congress. Under the pact 

the Congress activity was restricted solely to the constructive activity. In a letter 

to Motila!, on July 19, 1925, Gandhi now desired to absolve the Swarajists of any 

obligation under the pact. Congress would no longer be a predominantly 

spinning organisation involved in constructive work. 'I propose to place... the 

whole machinery of the Congress at your disposal so as to enable you to bring 

before that body such political resolutions as you may consider in the interest of 

"Ibid., 'Speech al Sanlinikelan'. Navjivan, IN June 1925. p.IN!.
 

"'M~' Notes-All India Deshbandhu Memorial". Navjivan, 2 August t925.CWMG. Vol. XXVIII. p. IJ.
 

1', 'The Spinning Franchise". Young India, 23 Jul" 1925, CWMG, Vol. XXVII. pAilS.
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the country ."7 Swarajists would now be turned into the Congress, instead of they 

being its chief and only political agent. The AICC was to meet in September at 

ratna, where it was decided to alter the constitution and also to form a body 

solely to propagate spinning. 

The AICC met at Patna in September 1925 to discuss two questions of revising 

the franchise and of revoking the Pact entered into the previous year between 

Gandhi and the Swarajists. In the discussion that followed, R.K. Sidhwa from 

Sind, objected that the AICC was not competent to initiate any change in the 

constitution. Motilal Nehru held that the AICC possessed much competence. S. 

Srinivasa Iyengar believed that nothing was sacrosanct and they should favour a 

change for the better conditions in the country. j.M. Sengupta complained that 

the existing franchise prevented functioning, while Madan Mohan Malviya 

wanted elections on the basis of a new franchise. On Gandhi's pulling the 

resolution to vote, 93 supported a change in the constitution while 7 opposed it. 

Motilal Nehru then moved the 'New Franchise' resolution. The new franchise 

had spinning as an alternative franchise while four anna franchise was also re

established. 

The AICC also decided to establish an All India Spinners Association (AISA) 

which would not be controlled by the Congress but would use its prestige. The 

AISA was intended to be a purely commercial body to look after the economic 

side of khaddar'·. It was to be a permanent organisation, unaffected and 

uncontrolled by politics, political changes or political bodies. It was to be an 

integral part of the Congress organisation, but with an independent existence 

and powers. It had an Executive Council which was to be responsible for all its 

" .Letter to MOlilal Nehru'. 19 Julv 1925.eWMG. Vol. XXVII. p.198.
 

"'Speech at AleC mccting. Patna. 22 September 1925. eWMG. Vol. XXVIII. p211.
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decisions. The members of the Executive Council were: Mahatma Gandhi, 

Maulana Shaukat Ali, Rajendra Prasad, Satis Chandra Dasgupta, Maganlal.K. 

Gandhi, Jamnalal Bajaj (Treasurer), Shuaib Qureshi, Shankarlal Banker, 

Jawaharlal Nehru (Last three were the Secretaries). The sole qualification of 

Maulana Shaukat Ali's inclusion into the Executive Council of the AISA was that 

he was a Mussalman. 19 There was to be two classes of its members, A and B: 

•	 The A class was to consist of persons habitually wearing khadi and 

depositing monthly 1000 yards of self-spun yarn to the Association. 

•	 The B class was to consist of the persons habitually weanng khadi and who 

paid an annual subscription of 2000 yards of self-spun yam.'" 

At the inauguration meeting of the Association, 200 people forwarded their 

names to enrol as AISA members.2! Shaukat Ali promised Gandhi to give him 

3000 A class Mussalman members of the AISA within this year. 22 

The AISA was established to focus solely on the khadi's economic aspect 

Gandhi's attempt at transforming the Congress into a spinning organisation 

having failed he wanted to keep AISA away from politics. The Association had 

nothing to do with political non-<::o-operation. The preamble precluded politics. 

It was a commercial or economic association with philanthropic motives. It 

would conduct commerce in khaddar not for the benefits of its members but of 

the nation. The members instead of receiving dividends were to give yearly 

subscri ption.2.' 

19 'Allindia Spinners' Association', Young India. I Oc1ober 1925. CWMG. \.c<. x..-XVlII. p265. 

'"	 Ibid,. 'The constitution of the AISA'. It was flllaliscd on 24 September 192; al the ,-\ICC mecung a' 
Patna. p.228. 

" Ibid.. 'To Voluntary Spinners. Young India, I October 1925. p.263 

"Ibid., 'Speech at Marwari Agarwal Sablia. Baghalpur'. IOctober 1925. p 2~' 

" Ibid.. 'Fate of Non-eo-<>pcrators, Young India. 8 October 1925. pJ02 
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If hand spinning was to become universal and successful in the country, its non

political and purely economical side had to be now fully developed. The 

political importance of khaddar consisted in its economic capacity. 'Its moral and 

economic effect is immediate and tangible., its political effect is distant and 

derivable from the first two, not independent of the two.' 

AISA was established not just with the realisation that khadi to become 

successful needed an organisation free from the Congress. Its establishment was 

also facilitated with the realisation dawning upon Gandhi that his emphasis on 

the religiosity of Indians did not pay. The communal cleavage that India had 

witnessed after the suspension of the Non-eo-operation had clearly disillusioned 

him. 

In September 1924, at Kohat in North- Western Frontier Province, in a communal 

riot, was hacked Gandhi's cherished dream of utilising the glue of religion to 

forge Hindu-Muslim unity. His whole conception of action rested on the premise 

that India was a country where people were fundamentally religious. This, as far 

as Gandhi could see, was India's positive legacy derived from her past. Material 

West faced a threat of extinction because it had left the path of religion. It befell 

upon India and Gandhi, the design of history had inadvertently made it possible 

for both, as the conviction went, therefore, to rekindle the path of religion. At 

India's bidding world would come calling. It was with these premises that 

Gandhi, in 1919, had taken to Khilafat question. 24 

" Gandhi had a brilliant kna<:k for choosing symbols for his movemem which could be identified by 
maximum number of people. Throughout his career. in South Africa or India. Gandhi displayed this 
quality of him with a brillia.. and enviable success rate. Khilafat wrongs althe hand of Allies was such 
a symbol. In Khilafat, he saw a God sent opponunity to bind together the Hindu and Muslim population. 
Although in the beginning it reallv fetched handsome political di\·idends. soon il exposed its limitation 
bringing the castle crashing dO\\-lt However much religious underpinnings it might be ha\'iJlg. the 
question of Khahfa. for the majority orthe Muslim India. \\-'3S of necling interest. Il concerned. strangely 
enough. only those 31 "modern' Ahgarh Muslim University and 'orthodox' Dcoband. with sprinkling 
from here and there. Majority ortlle Muslim India. inhabiting on the margin ofSlarv<Ition. W;15 too much 
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Kohat, therefore, was a tragedy. A tragedy not in the sense that the town was 

caught in the melee of mutual massacre. It was the tragedy in the sense that it 

put the final nail on Gandhi's attempt to draw religious backing to his action 

agenda. It brought to an end an unprecedented political comradeship that 

Gandhi had forged with Ali brothers. Gandhi had an inkling of its coming. 

Never, never again, Gandhi would show same intensity as he had shown in last 

six years on the question of Hindu-Muslim Unity. His desperate concern for 

partition riots was impelled by his humanitarian concern rather than a desire for 

the communal unity. 

But, it remains to be said, to the credit of Gandhi, that his religion was beyond 

the scriptural dogma. Neither was his God the creation of the dogmatic 

religion." Scriptures were unimportant when it came to human reason.2b His 

countrymen, however, continued to look at him as religious but within the 

narrow boundaries of the scripture. This was the lacunae in the perception 

which brought his effort towards fraternal unity to nought. He confessed, 'I put 

engrossed eking out its living to get fired by wrongs to Khalifa. Moreover, as later events in Turkey 
showed, the issue was no/that fiery as it was made out to be in India. Attempt to forge fraternal fissure 
with alien adhesive naturally failed. Kohat was not the first chink that had appeared in the armour of 
Hindu-Muslim unity. Earlier, murderous Moplas had exposed its limitations mercilessly. 

" 'To me God is \ruth and love; God is ethics and morality; God is fearlessness. God is the Source of 
Light and Life and yet He is above and beyond all these. God is conscience.' .God and Congress'. 
Young India, 5 March 1925. CWMG. Vol. XXVI. p.22~. 

" Two incident brought out this aspect vividly. Disturbed (hat two Ahmadiya Muslims were stoned 10 

de;llh in Afghanistan as penalty for apostasy, Gandhi questioned the 'morality of the method'. He 
wrote.' .... Every fonnula of every religion has in this age of reason, to submit to the acid test of reason 
;md universal justice if it is ask for universal assent. Error can claim no exemption even if it can be 
supponed by the scriptures of the world.' 'You have shaken the belief of millions of your admirers in 
your capacity to lead them', came an angry response. In reply. \\-ith uncompromising directness Gandhi 
declared that 'even the tenchings themselves of the Koran cannol be c.\cmpt from the criticism', "My 
Crime'. Young India, 5 March In5 

This radical Slcp 10 providc primacy to rcason O\'cr thc faith was also c\idcnccd by his rcsponsc to the 
qucstion of untouchabilIty 
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away in my cupboard this Hindu-Muslim tangle... .1 can not persuade either the 

Hindus or the Mussalmans to accept my solution'. 

This digression would not have been needed had there been no ramifications of 

it for khadi. A firm believer in man's capacity to transcend limitations, Gandhi's 

technique of social change was through the transformation of human heart. In an 

open letter to every Englishmen in India, Gandhi boasted of being 'a fairly 

accurate student of human nature and vivisector(sic) of my own failings'. He 

claimed to have discovered that man is superior to the system that he 

propounds.27 Therefore, to G. D. Birla, a textile mill magnate, Gand hi sent a 

charkha, 'specially made for you'.'" Khadi was to be propagated by instilling in 

Indians a sense of responsibility towards their poor countrymen. In a letter to 

Harilal, his estranged son, Gandhi wrote, 'In a country where injustice prevails, 

there is no dignity except in poverty. It is impossible, in the prevailing condition, 

to amass wealth without being a party, directly or indirectly, to injustice' .2. To 

convince his countrymen Gandhi left no 'stone unturned' to practice what he 

preached. When he asked people to discard their foreign cloth, he knew that 

millions were too poor to buy khaddar as replacement. He, therefore, advised 

them to be satisfied with mere loin-cloth. To show what he meant, Gandhi 

decided to discard his vest and content himself with 'only a loin-cloth and a 

chaddar whenever necessary for the protection of the body''''. Earlier, on August 

"'TD Every Englishman In India'. YDung India. \1 July 192I.CWMG. Vol. XX. p.J66. 

"'Letler tD GD Birla', 28 February 1925,CWMG. Vol. XXVI. p.210. 

"'Leller \D Harilal Gandhi', 5 May 1919, CWMG. Vol. XV, p.278. 

lO Gandhi explains that change came OUI of COD\'iClion and was gradual in coming. II was at Madura. in 
Seplember 1921, thai he brought such a 'radic.1 allcratiDII' ill his dress BUI befDre Ihal. Iwiee he had 
come close to adopt loin-doth. each time he had rcsaJ4incd himself First was when he was shaken by 
famine-stricken Khulna. The second occasion n'as when Mohammed Ali was arrested. During his 
Madras tDur he was tDld aboUI the scarcity in khadi a'Olilabilily alld lack Df peDple's purehasillg pDwer. 
He discllssed among his co-workers such as Maulana Azad Sobhani. R'ljagopalachariar. Doctor Rajan 
alld Dlhers before taking the decisIOn. CWMG. VDI, XXI. p.1 XI. 
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31, 1920, he had taken the vow for life to purchase only khadi cloth hand made 

of hand spun yarn, 'cap or head-dress and socks excepted'." 

The prevailing communal distrust and disharmony caused Gandhi distress 

bordering on agony. He saw his own helplessness in bridging the widening gulf 

between the two major communities. 'Anything I say at present', He wrote, 'Will 

just be a cry in the wilderness'." The schism in the country was manifested even 

within the Congress body.:\) 'The tallest among us distrust one another.. .'''' A 

disillusioned Gandhi, immediately after his tenure ended in December 1925, 

went into hibernation within the confines of his ashram. 

It was not unnatural therefore that, in the face of so much that was frustrating 

and disheartening, Gandhi turned to his constructive programme with ever 

increasing zest. The spinning wheel as a remedy for Indian poverty was the 

persistent theme of his writings in Navjivan and Young India. Deep in his heart 

was the conviction reflected in his reply to different co-workers - 'One true man 

is enough for any reform, no matter how impossible it may appear in the 

beginning. Ridicule, contempt and death may be, and often is, the reward of 

such a man, but though he may die, the reforms survive and prosper.'35 

What was the shape of Swaraj that India was fighting for? Despite Gandhi's 

constant reiteration of attaining 'Swaraj in terms of the hungry millions'3/> it was 

a word of much national confusion. Gandhi had written, in an Young India, 

" 'Speech al Khilafal Conference. Patna', 22 September 1925. CWMG, Vol. XVIII. p.2IS.
 

" .Leller to GO Birla'. 27 April 1926. CWMG. Vol. XXX. p.372.
 

1l Ibid ... Leller to Srinivasa Iyengar'. 27 April 1926. p.37\.
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(dated 17 April 1924) article titled, 'Schoolmasters and Lawyers': 'But it is a 

difficulty which we have to face boldly, even heroically, if our desire is to 

establish swaraj for the people, not a substitute one class rule by another, which 

may be even worse.' And again: 'If under swaraj we shall have to make the town 

life correspond to the village life, we shall be bound to simplify the town mode 

of life.' The appearance of vital ifs implied that there was a floating concept of 

swaraj, without any definition or specification of any kind. Some like Bhagwan 

Das of Kashi Vidyapith thought that these unsolved ifs were at the root of 

national confusion." Earlier too Gandhi had faced some probing on the question 

of swaraj. His booklet Hindswnraj had complicated the question further. The 

booklet was a severe critic of modern civilisation, as Gandhi had himself noted. 

It brutally pilloried modern institutions such as parliamentary democracy and 

media, and professions, such as law, medical, and modes of transport, such as 

railways. Swaraj, the booklet meant, was simplicity, as none of these magnificent 

obsession of modern civilisation had helped even an inch in growth of human 

being.'" His critics did not take kindly to it. 

Lord Ronaldshay, Governor of Bengal, 1917-22, with a clear intent of 

embarrassing Gandhi and creating dissension in the nationalist ranks, said at a 

public meeting that if swaraj meant what Gandhi had depicted in Hindswarnj 

then the pepole would have none of it." The Leader of Allahabad was another of 

those who never missed a chance to lash at Gandhi's booklet. In fact, the 

reception that Hindswarnj received was, least to say, discouraging. His political 

master, G. K. Gokhle, himself intent on 'spiritulizing politics', was not convinced 

of the ideas expressed therein. 

"'Leller from Bhab""m Das. Young India. 8 Ma\ In~. CWMG. Vol. XXIV. Append.., I. pp.58'·5
 

~H Iycr. op_ cll.. pp. 209-35.
 

19 'Noles-On the Wrong Track'. Young India, 8 December Inti, CWMG. Vol. XIX, p. 7~.
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Gandhi wrote in a reply to Lord RonaldsAay, that Swaraj as described in 

Hindswaraj was different from that expressed in Congress resolutions, His 

conviction in the ideas expressed in the booklet was 'deeper than ever'. Writing 

in Young India he warned the readers against thinking that he was engaged in 

creating a Swaraj as described in the booklet. Ind ia, he wrote was not ripe for it. 

'I am individually working for the self-rule pictured therein. But today my 

corporate activity is undoubtedly devoted to the attainment of parliamentary 

Swaraj in accordance with the wishes of the people of India:40 He was not 

aiming for the destruction of the railways or hospitals or law courls or 

machinery and mills. 'It requires higher simplicity and renunciation than the 

people are today prepared for it: The only programme that he was carrying out 

was non-violence, even that too lacked a copybook adoption.4 ' 

In an interview to Tillles,42 Gandhi said his swaraj would be the parliamentary 

form of government in the modern sense. Swaraj was to be a parliament 'chosen 

by the people with the fullest power over the finance, the police, the military, the 

navy, the courls and the educational institutions'. He, however added that the 

Swaraj he dreamt would be possible only when the nation was free to make ils 

choice of both of good and evil. Government over the self, he said, reiterating the 

crux of Hindswaraj, was the truest Swaraj. 'It was synonymous with salvation 

and I have seen nothing to alter the view that doctor, lawyers, and railways are 

no help, and are often hindrance to the one thing worth striving for. But I know 

that association with a satanic activity, such as the Government is engaged in, 

makes even an effort for such freedom a practical impossibility: 

"n Ibid" 'Hillds"araJ or The Illdian Home Rule', Youllg India, 26 Jallua" 1921. p277
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The successful culmination of the peasant satyagraha at Bardoli laid the 

foundation of 'organic' or substantial swaraj. The Nehru Report, which was 

endorsed by the All parties Conference at Lucknow, in August, 1928, was to 

pave the way for the constitutional self-government. Unable to take the country 

along on the path of the constructive activities in order to revitalise the inner 

strength, Gandhi settled for this alchemy of two forms of Swaraj. Earlier in 1924, 

he had been confronted with the questions on the nature of Swaraj.43 

At the Kanpur Congress in December 1925, confronted with opposition even to 

the introduction of spinning as an alternative franchise, Gandhi had said in a 

poignant tone, 'Today you may oppose me, but the time is near when all of you 

will say that Gandhi was right'.44 After his tenure as president of the Congress 

came to an end at Kanpur, Gandhi had left politics and for more than a year 

confined himself to his Ashram at Sabarmati reading Gita more to find solace 

than to gain spirituality. Adopting the dictum of detached action might have 

given him personal happiness but it robbed vitality off the national movement. 

Increasingly, it was becoming plain that it was the momentum of the national 

movement which drew Gandhi rather than he willingly leading it. This fact 

would come to fore during his imprisonment at Yervada, following the 

launching of the civil disobedience movement in March 1930. 

Having released an unprecedented flood of popular energy, which was still 

rising at the time of his arrest on May 5, 1930, he showed no further concern for 

the subsequent course of the movement and concentrated his thoughts on 

spinning. He felt that he had been slack outside jail in mastering the art and 

" 'Letler 10 B. G. Horniman', 28 Augusl 1928, CWMG. Vol. XXXVII. p.212. 

" 'Speech on Franchise Resolution, Subjects Committee Meellng. Kanpnr', 2~ December 1925,CWMG. 
Vol. XXIX, p.J53 
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science of spinning, which he regarded as a 'daily malra-yajna',45 a supreme 

collective effort at national regeneration through service of the poor. 'The 

charkha, the takli and the bow have become a fascination with me', he lold 

Mirabehn.46 

His intense political involvement had come to an end with the suspension of the 

non-eo-operation movement in 1922. From then on it was his constructive 

activities that became his passion. In the beginning he had attempted taking 

Congress with him, what with his ambition of transforming the Congress into a 

spinning organisation. But 'defeated and humbled', he left the Congress at its 

fate and founded AISA, unconnected to and unaffected by politics, to work his 

spinning passion. The passion was to focus on constructive activity centring on 

lhe village regeneration of which khadi was the fulcrum. 

The annual Congress in December 1928 was held at Calcutta. There it became 

clear that the wide and fundamental differences between him and influential 

seclions in Congress had remained intractable. The Reception Committee of the 

session had planned an exhibition which would include mill cloth and selected 

items of machinery and it even asked the co-operation of the local government 

for obtaining the exhibits. This ran counter to the basic principles of non-co

operation and the constructive programme with khadi in the centre. Gandhi 

disapproved of the plan but wrote to Dr. B. C. Roy, Chairman of the Reception 

Committee: ' .. .1 would not like you, an esteemed co-worker, to give up your 

views or principles in order to please me... J assure you that I shall tender the 

same respect for your principles as I would crave from you and all for mine... .'47 

" .Letler to Narandas Gandhi'. 2\ October 19j(J. CWMG. Vol. XLI V, P 2~ I 

·11, Ibid ... Letter 10 Mirahchll-. IJ November JtJJO.p.299 

"'Letler to Dr. B.C.Rov' . .1 November 1928. CWMG, Vol. XXXVlII. P 7&'). 
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The letter reflected Gandhi's new found dictum of detached action. Even one 

year ago, in December 1927, at the Madras Congress, Gandhi was his old 

passionate self. He had categorically denounced the Congress resolutions which 

according to him were 'hastily conceived and thoughtlessly passed' .4" By passing 

resolutions on Independence and Boycott of the British goods, Congress, Gandhi 

had then written, made 'an exhibition of our impotence, bec[a]me the laughing 

stock of critics and invite[d] the contempt of the adversary'.'" He deplored the 

sinking of the Congress to the level of the 'schoolboys debating society'. But 

what hurt him most now, and he gave passionate expression to his hurt, was the 

decision of the Reception Committee to arrange an exhibition with the help of 

government. On exhibition was little Swadeshi, lost in the melee of foreign and 

British goods.541 It contained little of rural interest. It appeared that the textile 

court was designed to ridicule khadi. Khadi was relegated to another enclosure, 

outside the main All India court. Rumours circulated much to the consternation 

of Gandhi that the Madras government had desired so. One notice(all written in 

English) on the exhibition read:51 

Feed the poor and work the able. 
Let the charkha spin the weft 
And the mill the warp. 
In this combination lies the solution 

The author exposed his ignorance. It had been emphasised time and again that 

the charkha would have died a well deserved death if the policy of using 

charkha yarn for weft only hdd long continued. Another equally 'mischievous' 

poster read:52 

"'The National Congress. Young India. 5 January InK. CWMG. Vol. XXXV. p.~lK. 

") IbId..
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To force a weaver to use hand-spun warp yarn
 
Is like forcing him to fight a battleship with a knife.
 
To cut a weaver off from the best methods of work
 
Is like cutting off his thumbs.
 

This poster addressed Gandhi directly. Not just that it betrayed, as Gandhi 

noted, 'venomous prejudice against khadi', it also exemplified the failure of the 

khadi propaganda to make a dent amongst the educated class. This, when six 

years of intense propaganda for khadi had all ready taken place! This, in the 

name of and under the patronage of a Congress which had promulgated the 

gospel of swadeshi and which had on its programme a boycott of British goods!! 

This, when Congress still retained the khadi franchise and had lent its name to 

the activities of the AISA!!!'" 

In the interregnum of one year, between the Calcutta and the Lahore Congress, 

Gandhi occupied himself with khadi propaganda and organisation of foreign 

cloth boycott in preparation for the impending struggle for the Swaraj as 

envisaged by the Calcutta resolution. The programme of pUblic bonfire of 

foreign cloth was revived.S< On 4lh March 1929, Gandhi himself lighted one such 

bonfire in disregard of a police notice declaring that the act would be an offence 

in the law. The incident did step up the political temperature and boosted the 

boycott movement, Gandhi however was not satisfied. He was conscious of the 

weakness of the country and the Congress and was convinced that without 

national regeneration swaraj was an impossibility.55 Khadi was for him 'a 

symbol of soul force and of faith in il'.5/> On the part of the people, however, he 

" Ibid. 

"During Ihe non-<:o-<lperalioo. pained at people's behaviour of consigning to fire other's foreign clolh 
while themsclves being fully al'tired ill them. it was suspended. 'Patriot's W"il, YOllng India. 4 Februa~'. 
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found, in the course of his public education tours, an absence of 'a living faith' in 

khadiY There was also a lack of sincerity on the part of the leaders in the khad i 

programme, 

What were the causes for continued apathy towards khadi? One cause of public 

apathy to the khadi programme was the fact that , ,.. Students of European 

economics, shaped according to the Government's model, could not appreciate 

the organisation's rural bias....could not make the necessary sacrifices and 

therefore left it'.511 Another cause of the apathy was the total want of faith on the 

people's part in their ability to do anything and their acceptance of slavery as 

'our natural condition'. This is a most debasing state for anyone to be in', 

Gandhi commented.'" 

After 1929 Lahore Congress resolution declaring India's intent of complete 

independence, Gandhi firmly resumed aclive leadership of the movement after a 

gap of nearly eight years. With the Dandi March in March 1930 Civil 

Disobedience Movement was launched. 

What distinguished the civil disobedience campaign this time from the non- co

operation movement of 1920-21 was the stress Gandhi laid on the present 

occasion on the economic grievances of the masses and the meaning of political 

freedom for them. 'I have', he claimed, 'endeavoured to give a new orientation 

to the national demand: which consisted in 'in familiarising the nation with the 

contents of Independence'."" Whereas the non-co-operation movement was 

launched to secure redress of the Punjab and Khilafat wrongs, this time Gandhi 

"Ibid" 'The Bomb and the knife'. Youllg India, lK September 1929,p,2(~), 

"'Leller to PUOlshotlam Thakurdas. 7Aub'Usl I'J29,CWMG, Vol XLI. p2"7. 
" 

"IbId., 'Khadi aud Boyeoll'. YI, 20 JUlie 1929, p.f,4
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emphasised the economic, political, cultural and spiritual ruin of the country 

under British rule and pleaded for immediate relief to the masses from what he 

described as 'the killing weight' of an expensive, top heavy administration.h ' 

Unless, he argued, :the motive that lies behind the craving for independence' 

was constantly kept in view, 'there is every danger of independence coming to 

us so changed as to be of no value to those toiling voiceless millions for whom it 

is sought and for whom it is worth taking."2 This seemed all the more necessary 

because, as Gandhi was aware, 'those who are engaged in the war of 

independence are not, it is obvious, moved by the economic wrong. Tiley do not 

feel it. Tiley are moved solely by the moral and spiritual wrong which they feel in 

every fibre of their being.... .!n their impatience to break through the snaky coil 

they do not mind what they do so long as they do something, even though it 

may destroy them' .'" 

Among the tiley, there were those who were closest to Gandhi and had worked 

with him. Here I would like to discuss at length two men, one very well known 

and another unknown. Jawaharlal Nehru was to be Gandhi's political heir and 

Independent India's future Prime minister. S. Ramanathan was little known 

khadi worker from Tamil Nadu who also had been the Secretary of AISA branch 

of Tamil Nadu. But first Nehru. 

Gandhi's criticism of Independence resolution passed at Madras, in 1927, 'very 

much troubled' Nehru ..... In response, Nehru reminded Gandhi of Congress 

discipline. 'May I remind you that you are a member of the working committee 

and it is an extra-ordinary thing on the morrow of the Congress to criticise, and 

',I Ibid.. 'Letter 10 Lord Irwin' 2 March 1930, pp. ~-5. 

" Ibid. 

,,' Ibid., 'The four fold curse', 12 March 1930, p,5~ 

,,' 'Letter from lawaharlal Nehru', IlJanuary InK, CWMG, Vol XXXV, AppendJ.\-X, pp.5~()-~~. 
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run down the Congress and its principle resolutions'. He disapproved of 

Gandhi's scornful attitude towards the boycott of British goods resolution. 'You 

must have read about the wonderful effectiveness of the boycott in China. There 

was nothing special in China which we have not got and there is no fundamental 

reason why we can not succeed where they succeeded. But granting it is not 

likely to succeed, is it such a laughing matter after all?' Nehru then touched the 

most sensitive chord of Gandhi. 'Has our boycott of foreign cloth by khaddar 

succeeded so remarkably? Has our spinning franchise succeeded? They have not 

but you do not hesitate to press them on the country and the Congress ... : If 

Congress had been turn into a 'school boys debating society', as Gandhi had 

written, then, Nehru wrote, Gandhi was behaving like 'a school master who will 

not guide us or give us lessons but will only point out from time to time the 

error of our ways'. Nehru then came to another sensitive chord of Gand hi, 

Hindswnrnj. Despite his disapproval of everything that Gandhi felt close to, 

Nehru said, he admired him. 'I have done so in spite of the fact that I hardly 

agreed that some of your preVious publications - llldinll HOllie Rille, etc., 

contained'. 'I felt and feel', Nehru wrote indignantly, 'that you were and are 

infinitely greater than your little books'. Nehru accused Gandhi of changing his 

mind continuously since he came out of jail in 1924. 'That bewilderment has 

continued since then'. 

'I have asked you many times what you expected to do in the 
future and your answers have been far from satisfying. All you 
have said has been that within a year or eighteen months you 
expected the khadi movement to spread rapidly and in a geometric 
ratio and then some direct action in the political field might be 
ind ulged in. Several years and eighteen months have passed since 
then and the miracle has not happened. It was difficult to believe 
that it would happen but faith in your amazing capacity to bring 
off the improbable kept us in an expectant mood. But such faith for 
an irreligious person like me is a poor reed to rely on and I am 
beginning to think if we are to wait for freedom till khadi becomes 
universal in India we shall have to wait till the Greek Kalends. 
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Khadi will grow slowly, and if war comes it will grow very fast, 
but 1 do not see how freedom is coming in its train. As 1 mentioned 
before you our khadi work is almost wholly divorced from politics 
and our khadi workers are developing a mentality which does not 
concern itself with anything outside their limited sphere of work. 
This may be good for the work they do but little can be expected 
from them in the political field .... You tell us that if the country 
will not even take to khadi how can we expect it to do anything 
more difficult or daring. 1 do not think the reasoning is correct'.'" 

Nehru in 1927 was a busy man. The Congress at Madras, in December 1927, was 

the culmination of a busy year-long schedule. In his ideological development a 

visit in this year to Europe proved to be of decisive importance. Experience of 

communal riots had already convinced him that 'religion in India will kill that 

country and its peoples if it is not subdued'."" In February he attended the 

International Congress Colonial Oppression And Imperialism, held at Brussels, 

and came into contact with communists and anli-colonial fighters from all over 

the world. Quoting S. Gopal who has emphasised that 'the turning point in 

Jawaharlal's mental development' came with active participation in the Brussels 

Congress, Sarkar writes·' that it gave him a vision which he often did not live up 

to but never totally abandoned. The same year, he visited the Soviet Union and 

was deeply impressed by the new socialist society. On his return, he published a 

book on the Soviet Union, on whose title page, he wrote, Wordsworth's famous 

lines on French Revolution: 'Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive. But to be very 

young was very heaven'. Jawaharlal returned to India, in the words of his 

biographer S. Gopal, 'a self-conscious revolutionary radicaL"' 

I,~ Ibid .. 
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With all his revolutionary enthusiasm the young Nehru returned to India. At 

Madras Congress, therefore, the Independence Resolution was the logical 

culmination. And when Gandhi wrote criticising the Independence Resolution as 

'hastily conceived and thoughtlessly passed',"· Nehru went through 'mental 

agitation' which made him write to Gandhi the letter quoted above. 

In response, Gandhi wrote that Nehru's 'hasty step' in 'encouraging mischief 

makers and hooligans' made him to criticise the resolutions. 711 Nehru's. letter, 

however, made Gandhi aware of the 'terrible extent' of the differences between 

them.7I Instead of dwelling in the past what he was now concerned with was 

'future action'. Nehru was a comrade 'so valiant, so faithful, so able and so 

honest'. The differences were so 'vast and radical' that Gandhi was now 

prepared to free him 'from the humble, unquestioning allegiance' that he had 

given him all these years but he asked Nehru to unfurl his banner.n 'If careful 

observation of the country in the light of your European experiences convinces 

you of the error of the current ways and means, by all means enforce your own 

views, but do please form a disciplined party?' 

However, it was not Nehru but Gandhi who would lead the impending struggle. 

The importance of Gandhi-Nehru controversy lay in Gandhi's troubled 

relationship with educated India. This India was impatient with Gandhi and 

saw his constructive programmes including khadi as painful distraction from the 

main task of attaining the political liberation. 'The fateful 1'1 of January 1930 is 

approaching fast, but you are still harping on your incantatory[sic] formula of 

',9 'The National Congress. YI, 5 January Inx. CWMG. Vol. XXXV. p.~'x. 

,.. Ibid Leller 10 Jawaharlal Nehru'. ~ Janu3l)' Inx. pAD. 

" Ibid Leuer 10 Jawaharlal Nehru'. 17 Janua" Inx, ppA69-711 . 
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'khadi, khadi, again khadi', and refuse to give any effective lead to the country. I 

for one have no stomach left for this 'hand-spun' war-cry of yours, and I believe 

it has begun to get on the nerves of the country too', wrote in a correspondent.74 

Gandhi had been made aware of this impatience when this India would not even 

buy the requisite yarn to fulfil the requirement for being a Congress member. 

Gandhi was sorely unable to convince his people of the need to undertake 

constructive work if India was to achieve true independence. In the political 

arena his symbolism was a potent force. Educated India was ful1 of scepticism 

when it came to Gandhi's 'inner voice' determining the national agenda. It was 

his 'inner voice' which would transform salt into the epicentre of the national 

upsurge. It was not unscientific as people of Nehru's denomination thought. It 

sprang from a knowledge base that had been acquired through wide and deep 

travel and sustained introspection. It was like data collected, inferences drawn 

and then posited against the unfolding situation. Conclusions thus drawn 

became the foundation of his political action. On the political front however, he 

could show the effectiveness of his symbolism and thus silence his critics. But on 

the constructive programmes he could not carry the conviction among his aitics. 

It required long gestation period to show the substantial result and needed a 

dedicated band of workers; an extremely rare commodity. 

Silence, as a result, gained prominence In his agenda for constructive works. 

Sevagram, founded in early 1930s, became the laboratory. Then on, he remained 

there experimenting with methods of village upliftrnent. More important than 

the experiments, it brought him face to face with the village realities. But before 

we discuss further we need to come back to another of Gandhi's critics. 

Ramanathan's critique is important because it repeats everything that had been 

., 'Bi~ler os Poison'. Young India. 5 Seplember In9. CWMG. '01. XLI. p.275. 
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said before and also because it comes in 30s, more than a decade after the 

movement of khadi was started. 

Ramanathan's was an insider's criticism. A close confidant of the father of the 

Self Respect Movement in Tamilnad, E. V. Ramaswamy Naicker (who himself 

had been the president of the Provincial Khadi Board in 1925) Ramanathan was, 

as he said, 'intimately connected with khadi since its very inception'. During the 

early days of the non-co-operation movement he had acted as salesman at the 

'very first khadi sale depot' that was then established in Tamilnad. He had been 

the Secretary of the Provincial Board, and when the All India Spinners 

Association (AISA) was established, he was again appointed as its Secretary, a 

position which he continued in for the next three Yl?ars. During these years, as he 

said, ') wandered through the villages carrying the charkha on my head coaxing 

the women to take back the wheel which they were slowly discarding. ) scoured 

the countryside in search of weavers who would tackle the coarse hand spun 

yarn which they had long since rejected in prefl?rl?ncl? to the easy weaving mill 

toiled at improving the quality of khadi. ) tried to rationalise the 

by controlling the prices, creating reserves and eliminating 

competition.'75 After all these efforts he was, in 1931, a disillusioned man, so 

disillusioned that, now, he termed khadi a 'superstition of recent origin'7. which 

was doubly dangerous as it donned a 'patriotic garb,?7 'After long and arduous 

practice', Ramanathan had discovered that khadi did not work, spinning wheel 

was dead, and was surviving on 'artificial respiration''", provided by Mahatma 

Gandhi. Now, his task was to rid India of the 'superstition of khadi'. On 31'1 May 

J~ RJlInanathan. S.. Pallabhi Silharamyya. N.S. Varadhachari. The Superstition of Khadi. A Discussion. 
19)I.p.). 
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1931, at a public meeting held at Lalgudi, Ramanathan gave vent to his feeling 

on khadi. It was hard hitting but rhetorical in tone.'" 

The theory on which khadi propaganda based itself, Ramanathan observed in 

his speech, that was published in 'Swarajya', was unsound. Its programme 

embodied 'primitive individualism' and was inversely proportional to the 

progress of machinery. 'Hand spinning implies in theory not merely the 

discarding of cotton mills but the rejection of all machinery.' It was a pull to 

primitive times. Civilisation is a march of human being from individualism to 

collectivisation of lives. 'Civilisation is but the process of transforming men who 

lead individual disconnected lives into a society of men who lead a collective life 

each toiling for the sake of others and each enjoying the fruits of labours of 

others.' He went so far as to say, 'The austere, self-sufficient, self-absorbent 

individualist is hardly a likeable being'. 'Human lives interdepend; they 

interpenetrate; hence their beauty, hence their joy.'''' 

Machinery, he said, was a necessary feature of his times. It was the fruit of the 

progress of science and science was the offshoot of human intelligence. Scientific 

discoveries pooled into a common heritage of all humanity.x, Any attempt to 

" Ibid. 

'0 Ibid.. pp.4-5. 
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the Youth. published in February 19H as second. mueh mellower edition. R<,manalhan wrole aboul the 
'sinister allcmpt to deprive vnst sections of humanity of economic and social cqU<Jlily which they juslly 
lay claim to. Exploitation is sought 10 be carried on not merely by the might of the arms ... but by .. llIorc 
sinister and ingenious method of secreting knowledge and science under the purdah', But rcmedy hc 
suggcstcd was equally sinistcr and uncthical. COlltinuing in the samc vcin hc wrotc: ·DiscD\'cries of 
scicncc havc to be stolcn so that thcy may bc distributcd 10 those who ha"c becn kcpt out of thcm. 
Comparatively backward nations likc Japan in oldcn days and Russia lo-day havc institutcd widcspread 
systcm of espionagc to sleal knowledge from thc archi\'cs wilh in thc closcd doors of scicncc, TIlc1t is thc 
lask which faccs thc Indian Youth if thcy would scc their mothcrland clljo~ cqual rights wilh olhcr 
nations·, Littlc wondcr thnt cvcn in its mcllowcr and rcfincd vcrsion. ifan~thing Ihal was lIolablc about 
lhc book. it was thc intcnsity of vii rio lie outpour on Gandhi and hiS idcologles 
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discard machinery would write India's obituary. The economic crisis is not due 

to 'overproduction but to unequal distribution'. It is the faulty use of the 

machinery and not its introduction which caused unemployment. Ramanathan 

provided an ingenious way to solve the displacement caused due to 

mechanisation. If the introduction of a particular machinery had potential to 

displace people then the solution lay not in shunning the machine but in 

red ucing the work hour so as to accommodate all. 'If we reconstruct society so 

that machinery is made to function for the benefit of many and not for the profit 

of few, we shall find machinery to be a great blessing.' So he recommended 

mechanisation of agriculture. It was to be on the line of 'machine farming' as in 

America and 'collective farming aided by machine' as in Russia. Indian fanning 

practice bore nothing but cruelty. 'The sight of bullocks being goaded by boys 

who are themselves knee-deep in the mire challenges description. Often the 

bullocks finding themselves unequal to the task, lie down, prostrate and perfonn 

satyagraha ....The plough boys grow desperate, twist the tails of the animals and 

begin to bite them.' After graphically detailing the 'horrors' of Indian farming, 

he almost temptingly asked his audience would they not like if the same land 

could be 'ploughed by a machine like the motorcar driven by you with all the 

ease and comfort with which you drive the motor car'? India's salvation lay, 

Ramanathan said, in thrOWing the takli away and in adopting the tractor. 

Machinery had its danger. But 'Let us be masterful and learn to enslave the 

machine' .82 

If khad i was theoretically untenable then, Ramanathan asserted, it was 

practically unviable too. Self-spinning with the purpose of making one's own 

cloth was tried and given up. The professional spinners had neither the 

inclination nor the means to wear khaddar. 'The outstanding fact about the 

"Ramanathan. s. (1~31)op. ell. plO 
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khadi situation today is that those who spin do not wear khaddar and those that 

wear khaddar do not spin'.'" The slogan of symbolic spinning - the classes to 

spin so as to induce masses to do the same - had made 'spinning a farce'. All 

efforts to make the Congressmen to spin had gone in vain. The All India 

Spinners Association was constituted on a spinning franchise but soon the 

paucity of voters was so acutely felt that the executive was made to consist of life 

members. Amongst the professional spinners, it was only the women - 'the sex 

that has been brought up in the tradition of suffering and servitude'. Again, the 

fertile regions of the country where agriculture was an economic proposition, 

Ramanathan contended, there were no tradition of spinning charkha. It was 

only in the parched up deserts where one would find charkha being plied. 'They 

do what they can do to escape from hunger. They are driven by despair. The 

charkha is an alternative to suicide. The beggar's bowl is another alternative to 

suicide. Their economics are identical. You feed the spinner out of sense of 

patriotism. You feed the beggar out of divine compassion. Shall we found a 

society of beggars to fight the unemployment problem? It requires only a slight 

alteration of the slogan and no change in the spirit, instead of "Be patriotic and 

buy" you have simply to say, "Be merciful and give....'" 

Khadi could show no improvement in its quality. 'The fault is not in the 

spinning but in the tools employed'. The right way to prevent exploitation and 

enforce boycott of foreign cloth, Ramanathan proposed, was to establish more 

mills. He even alleged that the figures purported by AISA were fudged. 

Coming from a man of Ramanathan's stature and that too from Tamil Nadu, it 

required a response from the khadi establishment. Ramanathan had been 

"' Ibid.. p.11
 

" Ibid. pp 12-3
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Secretary to Tamil	 Nadu branch of AISA for years. The province of Tamil Nadu 
" 
l:	 at the time, as noted by the Khadi Guide of 1927, when Ramanathan had been at 

its helm, was foremost both in the Khadi production and sale. Out of the total 

production of Khadi in the country nearly half was produced in Tamil Nadu. 

The goods produced at the chief centre of this province viz. Tiruppur were in 

great demand in all parts of India. It was this prOVince, more almost than any 

other, that was meeting the need of less developed provinces. About forty 

percent of production of this province, was exported to other provinces and 

overseas while sixty percent WaS consumed within the province itself. The 

quality and the prices of the cloth produced in Tiruppur compared very 

favourably with those produced in other parts of India. The superior cotton used 

by expert weavers gave the cloth produced a peculiar softness and added 

attractiveness not produced by clothes of other provinces. The AISA had direct 

investment of Rs. 318, 144 in the prOVince. There were thirteen centres of 

production and nineteen centres of sale, run departmentally by the AISA. The 

sale blwndars were turning out very good sales compared with the sale of the 

bllUndars in the other provinces. The /lJulIIdars, departmental as well as those 

recognised and certified, sold only Tamil Nadu Khadi. Tamil Nadu was ahead 

of other prOVinces in production and sale but there were resources still awaiting 

development. The production activities of all the centres run directly by the 

provincial branch of the AISA furnished work to 12,829 spinners and 1138 

weavers. There were 63 workers in the Tamil Nadu branch of the Association, 

not counting the menial staff. Of this number, 14 were workers who gave up 

their practice of law or their studies in college during the non-co-operation 

movement and were doing Congress work during 1920-21 and in the years 

following. ll5 Would Ramanathan contend tltal Ihe figures sUPI,lil'd by him in his 

II~ All India Spinners' Associalion's Khadi Guide. It)]? pp. 70-l) 
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mpacit!l as Secretary of Tamil Nadll branch of AISA, based on which Khadi GI/ide of 

1927 was pI/blishI'd, were Jitdged? 

His hard hitting critique of khad i movement succeeded in eliciting response 

from two well known khadi workers. Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya and N. S. 

Varadachari, both Secretary to their provincial branches of AISA in Andhra and 

Tamil Nad u respectively wrote their rejoinder to Ramanathan. The critique of 

Ramanathan contained no new points. During its tenure khadi had faced many 

such criticism and Cand hi had himself patiently answered all such criticisms., 

Pattabhi wrote in his rejoinder that a response to Ramanathan was necessitated 

not for the novelty of argument, if any, that his criticism contained but because it 

came from the horse's mouth. 

Pattabhi's rejoinde..... lacked the bite of Ramanathan. Although argumentative, it 

lacked lustre, perhaps emanating from the sentiment, as he wrote, that it was 

'too late in the day to attack the cult of khaddar on fundamentals'. ' Khaddar is 

really the beaconfire that points the way to the vessels on the high seas straying 

for want of direction. It is the chart and compass that guides the mills and men 

to the haven of swadeshi and self-government: Pattabhi defended khadi on the 

pretext of it being the handi-craft. 

Machinery has its place in life but not to displace artistic crafts...Craft life 
is based upon the preservation of the home in fact, upon the promotion of 
a sense of ownership in the craftsmen, upon the perpetuation of his 
trained skill and artistic instinct in the of ages that he practices and above 
all upon the conserving of the sanctity of the home and its morals. It 
promotes creative energy and gives man the joy of making whole not 
parts, of being an artist, not a mechanic, of being a master not a coolie. 
Civilization as it is understood today is City-I-zalion and is for that very 
reason alien to the spirit of 85% of people that live in villages."7 

1«, Dr. Patl;lbhi Sitaramayaa. .A Reply to Me S R;II11:lllathan'. in Ramanathan. S. (I')) I). op. cit.. p. IX 

<, Ibid . p.2~. 
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Gandhi minced no word when it came to the question of mills. He had been 

constantly saying that his propdganda was not against mills as there was enough 

space for both, khadi and mill, to grow as long foreign cloths continued to be 

dumped in the country. He had even pleaded with the government to lift taxes 

on mill cloth. It was his concern for idleness in the Villages thdt had him think of 

khadi. It was however not a permanent solution. 

'If ever the time comes when the people of this country will have another, 
more honest occupation [other than spinning and weavll1g) and when the 
callan can not be grown on the soil of this land, or when the cultivators 
themselves prefer to grow another, more profitable crop, then the vow of 
swadeshi cloth may serve no useful purpose. If future generations, 
reading the literature of this age, regard this vow as an immutable 
principle, and even at that time apply the principle of swadeshi to cloth, 
they WIll show themselves as foolish and will be acting like people who 
drown themselves in their ancestral well instead of swimming across 
it. ... My reason can not conceiv" of such a time ever coming. Wh"ther it 
comes or not, there can be no two opinions that in our present condition, 
kltadi is tlte purest form of swadeslti .. ''"' 

What was Indid's condition then? The three-fourths of the population of Indid, 

Rldinly rural and agricultural, depended solely on agriculture without any other 

supplementary occupation. A glance at the occupational statistics, in 1927, shows 

how the population stood to the sources of living."' 

Table I 

Agriculture 70.9% with 45% workers 
dnd 55% dependents 

Organised Industries 1% 
Trdde 6% 
Transport 2% 
Administration 2% 

Ill< Nand;:!.. op. cit.. p. Sf). 

,., Kh"di Guidc.ln7. p. 3. 
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The above shows that the organised industries on which so much store was laid 

had not absorbed more than I % of the population and had not been able to fill 

up in the least the gap left by the general extinction of almost all the old 

indigenous industries. Agriculture was still the only source of living for three 

quarters of the population. And what was the condition of this industry which 

was the sole means of living for so large a portion of the population? It yielded 

even in normal seasons a poor and precarious living. The holdings were too 

small and very often scattered to make cultivation profitable. The total cultivated 

area in British India was estimated to be near 225 million acres. This hardly 

leaves an acre per head to the agricultural population. The average size of a 

holding in different provinces was stated to be as under:'" 

Table II 

Provinc(' Ant·~ 

AS'..,lm 2.% 

B('ngdl 1.12 

Bihdr &. Ori.." 1.0'1 

BnmhdY 12.15 

Burma 5.ns 

C.P.&.Beh.... HAH 

Madras 4.'11 

NW.F.P 11.22 

Punjdh 'I.1H 

U.P. 251 

Pattabhi wrote in his 'On Khaddar' answering the allegation that spinning was 

not a paying proposition. 
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It is not. It has never been claimed to be such. At best it can not fetch more 
than one anna eight pies a day but what is the average income of the 
Indian? It is one anna nine pies per day and that including the millions of 
the millionaire, the crores of the Koteswara and the lakhs of the 
Lakshdikari. They yield the average of one anna nine pies for this millions, 
and there must be millions of population indeed who are nothing. Is it 
wrong then for these millions who are earning nothing to be provided with 
an occupation which yields them as much as the average income in India 
without dislodging them from their homes and families? What India must 
take notice of is her immense manpower.·' 

Gandhi had understood the misconceived notion about the role of government 

that Indians nurtured. It was suggested that when Swaraj was won, the charkha 

could be popularised by the national government. For Gandhi, however, 

winning swaraj was dependent on the degree of acceptance of khadi among the 

people. To win swaraj India had to make a 'decent show' of khadi. Moreover, in 

Gandhi's conception a Government was ideal that governed the least." 

Gandhi did recognise the importance of the government enforcement to 

transmute the society for better. It became obvious from his call to legislate 

against the in-sanitary practices of villagers. Charkha had opened the village 

problem but it was yet to deliver substantial solution. In-sanitation was one such 

'old habit' that could not be 'dealt without the State aid'. 'I regret to have to 

confess that ingrained bad habits handed down from generation to generation 

do not yield to persuasion.' Legislation seemed to be the only effective remedy,·' 

But the same method of adopting legislation did not apply to the charkha. On 

the contrary, charkha was the precursor of every reform. Only if nation could 

concentrate its energy on the charkha, it would pave the way for legislation 

'" Silhar:II,,")')'a. P"llabhi. all Khadd"r.19.11. p.2S
 

',' Ibid. pitH
 

''''Hookworm and Charkh,,', Young India, 27 Augllsl I'J2S. CWMG. Vol XXVIII. p.123. 
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where legislation was required. The bane of the country was not the drain of 

wealth, it was not even the poverty. It was the enforced idleness, which then 

became a habit, for the peasantry. Idleness was the root of all the ills. 'A nation 

that is starving has little hope or initiative left in it.' Only plying of charkha 

could result in the country's reinvigoration. The energy required could only 

, come from people, and could not be enforced by the government.". 

But it is strange that while Gandhi believed in khadi propaganda at the people's 

level, without any governmental involvement, he needed the active participation 

of the educated Indian in taking charkha to the real target, the poor, 

Gandhi complained of his failure to convince the educated class <is a body of the 

truth of charkha's essential position. There is obviously something wanting in 

the reform or the reformer if he does not get the members of the society to which 

he belongs to take up his reform. Imbuing the masses to non-eo-operate with the 

foreign and mill spun cloth and establish closest w-operation with cloth of their 

own spinning and weaving, in Gandhi's wnception, could not be done without 

the aid of the educated class. 'I gratefully and wnfess fully that if hundreds of 

educated man and women were not helping me in spreading the message of the 

spinning wheel and khaddar, it would not have made the progress it has, and if 

the progress is not as fast as it might be, it is because the educated class as a 

whole stands aside from the khaddar movement... Masses... lack the heart to do 

what their mind approves... If the strength was in my gift, the masses would 

have been transformed by now. But I know my helplessness in that direction'."' 

(H1bid.
 

"Ibid.. 'About Educated Classes', Young Ind"', I' October InS, p)1 I
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Despite his failure he would go relentlesslv after the educated for the 

conversion of their heart. Referring to the Swarajists he said, 'I do not wish 

violently to wrest the Congress from the educated India.... After all, those who 

have led an active political life in the old fashion, can not possibly be expected to 

sit idle, whilst 'dreamers' like me expect to evolve an intensely active 

programme out of a 'harmless toy' like the spinning wheel. They brought the 

Congress into Ix>ing, and I must wait for their conversion Ix>fore the Congress 

can become a purely spinning association'."" 

Gandhi maintained, 'If [the middle class take to khadiJ people will take to khadi 

very soon. It is, therefore, the middle class which is to blame, whether for a 

serious lapse or for an adequate effort. If this class-the educated c1ass

understands the importance of khadi it will not be difficult to spread its use; for 

then, we shall Ix> able to lower the price of khadi as much as we wish'.'7 

The village regeneration was possible only when the prevailing state of 

ignorance in rural areas was replaced by the light of knowledge carried by the 

educated. The people there did not know the rules of healthy living. The 

educated classes should in a spirit of humble service, go into villages and study 

the condition of the people!" 

The khadi movement however remained embroiled in intellectual controversv. 

Even ardent khadi workers doubted its efficacy. 'Can it work? Can it succeed? 

Can we now plant again the charkha in its old place of sanctity in everY home? Is 

it not too late? ....And there is Bertrand Russell who says that industrialism is 

like a force of nature and India, too, will be submerged whether we want it or 

'jf, Ibid.. '\Vlw not surrcndcrcomplctclyT. Young IndiJ. 211 August PJ25. P X7. 

r Ibid .. p 271 

'", 'Entering Villogcs. NiI",i"an, llMoy 1925.CIVMG. Vol. XXVII. pl77 
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not. Can India even if she wants to, isolate herself and get out of the clutches of 

industrialism' ."" 

In November, 1926, during the Youth Week, at Ahmedabad, Mahadev Desai was 

giving a lecture-cum-demonstration on the lak/i. Il " 'But some youth got bored 

listening to it and they started a disturbance', Gandhi wrote criticising the youth 

for their lack of 'restraint, courtesy, humility and tolerance' .1111 

Showing repugnance against the Illkli is like marching an 
army against an ant. It has been shown in Navjivall by extracts 
from old books that lakli is one of man's oldest tools. The lak/i 
is poor people's machine, it is their asylum. Just as the plough 
is the means of producing food, so is the Ink/i the means of 
producing cloth. Huge mill might arise out of the lakli. A 
spinning mill means a mill containing laklis . ... a spinning mill 
makes independent spinners dependent by getting within 
itself all the various lak/is. Thus a lakli is a symbol of freedom, 
a mill that of dependence. How then can one dislike such a 
thing as a means of support? 1111 

It could be argued that on the technological scale the educated had moved 

higher even if the masses had remained encrusted in the same technological 

plane as that of the charkha. What could perhaps have been enthusiastically 

accepted by the villagers could breed only scepticism among the city bred 

middle class. For the educated therefore the charkha seemed an anachronism 

and the Ink/i, doubly so. 

Making the educated as the carrier of his idea was fine as long as people of this 

class could relate with the poor. Gandhi dId achieve notable success in collecting 

'n 'S"",cs or Salan', Young India. 6 August I92S.CWMG. Vol XXVIII. pJO
 

'«, ·C"lllIIe·. Na\J,va". 5 December 1926.CWMG. \01 XXXII. pp,187-'!,
 

1/'1 Ibid.
 

Ie,.:: Ibid. 
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exceptional people who were, though city-bred and educated, magnificent in 

their dedication to the cause. But it tended to remain limited to more exceptional 

people. 

As he made inroads into it, the problems of rural India began to unfold before 

Gandhi. Most glaring, besides poverty, was that of unequal distribution of 

agricultural land. In most parts of India the agriculturist was a mere tenant, at 

the mercy of the zemindar, and dragged on a miserable existence. 'Can't we 

solve the problem', asked a friend to Gandhi, 'by dispossessing these zamindars 

and distributing their land among the poor?""'.The question hit the most 

appropriate nail. Almost in similar vain Nehru too had complained as saying 

that remedy suggested by Gandhi for the poverty amelioration had not touched 

'the fundamental causes of the poverty'. 'You do not say a word against the 

semi-feudal zamindari system which prevails in a great part of India or against 

the capitalist exploitation of both the worker.; and the consumers'.'''' Gandhi 

pointed at inability to do anything basic while the government was alien. He felt 

more important than the legislative reform was internal cleansing. It was 

possible only when volunteers took the village reform as their life mission. 

Nothing could be gained by forcibly dispossessing the landlords of their land. 

What was really required was the change of their heart. 'When that is done, and 

when they learn to melt at their tenants' woe, they will hold their lands in trust 

for them, will give them the major part of their produce, keeping only sufficient 

for themselves. Wishful thinking 7 Gandhi did not think so. '05 

Although appreciative of the sacrifices made for the Bolshevism, Gandhi did not 

agree with its methods. Bolshevism aimed at the abolition of the institution of 

II,~ 'Patriot's wail'. Young India." February 11)l(I.C\VMG. Vol. XXIX. P :162.
 

,,,' .Lelle, from Jo"'oh",I,,1 Nehru'. 111"n"o" I '!2X. CIVMG. \ 01. XXXV. Append" X. pp.5~11-~
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the private property. This, according to Gandhi, was only an 'application of the 

ethical ideal of non-possession in the realms of economics'. If this ideal could be 

made to be acceptable to the people by their own accord or by peaceful 

persuasion there would be nothing be like it. Bolshevism, however, not only 

supported the use of force but freely sanctioned it for the expropriation of 

private property and maintaining the collective State ownership of the same. 

Gandhi was of firm opinion that nothing enduring could be built on violence.'''· 

In his view those who talked of violent method to effect the land reform were 

'vainly flattering themselves with hope of success'. Further, in their calculation, 

the agriculturists never figured, nor were they aware of ground realities. 'The 

oppressed need no other education, except in satyagraha and non-co-operation. 

A slave is slave because he consents to slavery. If training in physical resistance 

is possible, why should that in spiritual resistance be impossible7''''7 

Khadi was Gandhi's answer to land reform question. As the pressure on land 

had increased due to the population explosion and the destruction of allied rural 

industries, more and more people wanted to carve out a limited cake for 

themselves. Violence as a means to effect social change waS farthest in his mind. 

And any attempt to rearrange land holdings in rural India through state 

sponsored violence or even through groups advocating violent method of social 

change would have meant a bloody India. This, he wanted to avoid at any cost. 

The alternative was to create a system by which pressure on land was eased. 

This could be possible only when alternative means of livelihood was created. 

India's traditional industry of spinning had been destroyed by imports from 

Britain. If people could be persuaded to boycott British cloth and to adopt khadi, 
';,. 

then an occupation away from land could be provided to the people. Here use of II 
i 

"". CWMG. \'01. XXXVlI. p>Kll.
 

11'- 'Palriot"s \Vall .. -, p.l().1
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machinery could have reduced the utilisation of manpower - India's most 

important asset -but at the same time a power which without proper 

employment could detonate itself into senseless dissipation of energy - and thus 

population would have gone work less. Hence the Gandhian abhorrence of 

machinery - of which the most important emphasis was on the employment 

aspect. 

Khadi was the product of that concern. It was always a difficult proposition to 

create an alternative structure than shooting off people in the name of equitable 

distribution of wealth. He chose the difficult proposition than the easy method 

of eliminating probable threats which does not just deceive but also keeps rising 

like a phoenix to haunt. Khadi was this alternative system. And to make it a 

viable proposition he went most methodically in erecting it. He created an 

organisation to take care of khadi research and development, its business 

dealings, its active army of believers. An organisation created by the political 

body but autonomous in all its dealings. The effort that went into the making of 

khadi was enormous, greater than killing a landlord or getting killed in the 

process. Later, Gandhi, with the deepening of his knowledge of rural India, 

would found All India Village Industries Association under the leadership of J. 

C. Kumarappa. Khadi in 1930's and thereafter would be the sun of the solar 

system, with other village industries as planets, for village regeneration. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

MOMENTSOFP.A.SSION 
1934,1945 

ll'!)AjOI' dlAnges effeetell but fAets exposell inhel'ent fAilure ... 
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T 
he year 1934 witnessed a far reaching change in the trend and spirit of 

khadi work. Though the actual work of the year is not marked by 

striking outward difference, the seeds were planted during the year of 

what would eventually grow into a transformation of khadi from being 

primarily a relief work to an essentially uplift movement. The Harijan tour' in 

1933 and the early part of 1934 gave Gandhi extensive opportunities of observing 

and studying the work of khadi production and distribution in its immediate 

environment. He was struck with a fact that the consumer of khadi in towns and 

cities had come to be, more or less, the central figure in the khadi organisation. 

Every effort was being made to supply to the consumer, wherever he happened 

to be, as much Khadi as he had the mind to consume, of whatever quality he 

might choose to ask for, at the lowest possible price. More than that there was 

noticed a constant endeavour to tempt the appetite of the urban user of khadi by 

offering him an ever widening variety of designs and by continuous 

improvement in the appearance and fineness of the texture. At the same time a 

progressive reduction in the price of khadi was effected to make it easier for him 

to take up a larger quantity of khadi than would otherwise have been possible. 

This activity had a two-fold aim. One object was to direct the patriotism of the 

dwellers in towns and cities to constructive channels, to rouse in them a sense of 

responsibility for the welfare of the masses in the Villages and get them to 

sacrifice some of their comforts to relieve the distress of their semi-starved 

countrymen in the rural areas. The more important purpose was to develop 

Khadi on such line as to generate as large a volume of employment and relief in 

the villages as possible. 

\ After the Poona Pact in 1912 Gandlu began a natiom\'jde lour for campaign against the 
Untouchability 
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While it must still remain the concern of AISA to satisfy the demand for khadi in 

the towns and cities, Gandhi laid stress on the fact that the true objective of the 

movement was not the sale of certain quantity of khadi at any price or simply 

the provision of a certain amount of relief to the rural population, but what it 

could do to help the villagers and the artisans to be self-reliant in the matter of 

their clothing requirements and make their lives generally richer, fuller and 

better. 

This viewpoint led to a reorientation in the policy and work of the AISA to a 

considerable extent. The ideal of production for use rather than for the market, 

which is the true basis of the handicraft system of production had come into the 

foreground. Its immediate practical application was that those engaged in the 

production of khadi should use, in the first instance, for their requirements the 

khadi they had themselves produced. If anything was left over, it would be 

available for and consumed by the non-producers in the village. What the village 

had to spare might travel to other parts in the taluk which had need for it and 

then ultimately in the province. The province was a large enough unit to 

consume all that was produced within its limit. The ideal of progressive self

sufficiency should be realised in the use of khadi. The family as a social unit 

should produce all its needs in the way of clothing and in the same way the 

village up to the province should attain this condition of self-sufficiency in the 

matter of cloth. To this end, the work should be laid out so as to produce 

wholesome reactions in the personal lives of the villagers, raising their working 

capacity. Khadi workers should enter into and identify themselves with the lives 

of the villagers and help them in their efforts for betterment in all spherE's. 

I have found that the time has come for khadi workers to 
emphasise more than ever before the necessitv of greater 
concentration on thE' observance of the' laws of khadi 

I 
I 
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economics. Some of them are essentially different from those
 
that govern the general economics. Thus, as a rule, articles
 
manufactured in one place are sent, or attempted to be sent,
 
to all parts of the world. Those who manufacture the articles
 
need not use them at all. Not so with khadi. Its peculiarity is
 
that it has to be used where it is produced and preferably by
 
the spinners and weavers themselves.
 

It follows that we must not seek to send khadi for sale far
 
away from its place of manufacture. The surplus khadi
 
should be sold in the village where it is manufactured. If
 
there is still a surplus, it should be sold In the district of its
 
manufacture.
 

The foregoing does not mean a revolution in the immediate
 
administration of the AISA. But it does mean a revolution in
 
the thought world. The best mind of the khadi workers will
 
concentrate itself upon the village khadi, upon its style and
 
durability, to suit the taste of the villagers. There will thus
 
have to be a better and more real bond between ginners,
 
carders, spinners and weavers on the one hand, and Ihe khadi
 
workers on the other. There will be no feverish anxiety to
 
increase the sales in town. These sales will be regulated
 
according to Ihe demand of the lown dwellers and the
 
propaganda conducted by khadi lovers, who will not or can
 
not directly reach the villagers but who will not be satisfied
 
till they have sold some khadi on behalf of the poor spinners
 
and weavers.2
 

, i 

Another important change was the introduction of the minimum wage to 

spinners. The objective of khadi propaganda was to improve the lot of the 

spinners who were the lowest paid labourers. 'We shall certainly take orders 

from the city people who will want our khadi, and we shall get that khadi done 

by those who will get a wage per hour proportionate to their daily need. II is 

lime we began 10 Ihink in terms of their needs, their hours of work and leisure, 

and Iheir standard of living'. The introduction of 'minimum subsistence wage' 

.Lim s of kh;ldi economics'. ffar!/m1. 27 April ]')l-J. 

• I 
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created the fear of fall in demand for khadi. Gandhi was undeterred. It was a 

right thing which could not be shunned for fear of the public demand falling. 

Gandhi asked the Association to remove, if need arose, from its list of spinners 

those who did not need the support of spinning for their food. The task before 

the Association workers was now to find who were the need,· ones in terms of 

the Association scheme. The Association was now not to concern itself with 

those who eked out a living in some other way. 

The Board of Spinners' Association met in solemn conclave to consider Gandhi's 

proposal for a new departure in their khadi polin'. As one of the members said 

that this was the solemnest meeting during the last fifteen years. The proposal 

for a living wage for all the workers in khadi production was simple enough, as 

everyone of the members agreed and the principle at the back of it was 

unexceptionable. But the working of it seemed, to some of them, to be the most 

complex decision. The new departure had alread\' been made in Maharashtra,' 

dnd some wanted to wait and profit by the experiencf' in this provinn>. Some 

were afraid that it was not possible to confine the sales to the provinces where 

khadi was manufactured, and that the workers would be confronted with 

difficulty in finding a market for khadi. When the sales were dWindling even 

under the prevailing conditions, they were bound to disappear under the : I, 
obviously less favourable conditions. In a province like Andhra, where it was 

possible to get khadi of fine texture for a particular price, it would be impossible 

to sell khadi of a coarser texture for the same price under the new conditions. 

The administrative charges would not be lower but proportionatf'II' higher with 

the narrOWing of the field of production for the new policl' rf'quirf' hf'lter 

technical skill, more care, and more attenlton to detail. There was thus an 

, \Vhcn the Increase III the SplllfiCrS wages \\<IS decided lIpon by the AISA. the ~1ahtirashlTa branch \\as
 

(Ill' forclllosl III gl\"ing ellthusiastlC support to the proposal 11 !lad the dlTt::c! ~tIId;lIlc(, (If Shn "lIlOb:1
 
Bha\"c
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inevitable loss involved in the very working of the new policv. Should this loss 

also be charged to the consumer, and khadi made dearer than the higher 

spinners' wage would render it? 

Gandhi tried to meet all these objections and doubt, and difficulties by further 

elucidating the principle. 'We must', he said, 'once for all dismiss the thought of 

competing with futile, soul killing economics'. 

Do you know the insidious way In whICh Japanese fents arc' gluttmg the
 
market7 Whereas less than five years ago thev were a few thousand
 
yards, they dnlOunt to millions of Y~Hds today. How Cdn you compete 
with these? No, we must no longer aim at reducmg the pnces in order to 
meet this competition. We have all these years thought of the consumer 
and done precious little for the spinner, forgetting that the Assonation 
was d spinners' assodation, not an association (or consumers. We have to
 
be true representatives of the spinners which we have ceased to he. The
 

resu It is that we have simply jogged on and relied on th.. political
 
upheavals and indulged in a kind of gamble. "What is the use of all th.,
 
fancy advertisements that you have been giving?", I asked JeraJ"ni. "We
 
shall soon end in Justifying the charge that we are maintaining the
 
institution In order to proVide work for th.. middle class unemployed." It
 
is therefore that I suggest that we should no more Incur losses In order to
 
exploit the neediest of our fellow nlen. "In order to glVt-" d hundred 

women a satisfactory wage, you will run the risk of depriVing
 
thousands of them of employment.", is the question that was put to me. I
 
say it is a crisis that it is necessary to produce in order to get nd of a
 
remittent fever. I ask you to forget the cities and the consumers in the
 
cities. Concentrate in making the thirty crores of our Villagers produce
 
and use their own khadi and the one crore or so city dwellers will
 
automatically begin to wear khadi. Do not mind a temporary lull or a
 
breakdown. If there is no demand do not produce the supply.'
 

The result of the discussion was a resolution which was unanimously adoptpd: 

'This council is of opinion that the wages now paid for spinning are inadequatp, 

and therefore resolves that they be raised and a suitable standard be fixed so that 

spinners may at least receive a minimum wage calculated 011 the basis of eight ! \ 

I llarijilll. I') OCIOOCL 1')1,5. 
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hours' efficient work, sufficient at least to procure clothing (20 vards per year) 

and maintenance in accordance with a scientifically prescribed scalE' of 

minimum food requirements. All concerned should try as circumstances permit, 

for a progressive rise in the wages scale, so as to reach a standard enabling each 

spinning family to be properly maintained out of the earnings of its working 

members.'s 

1944-45 

This was the year of confessions and introspection. On September 1, 1944 AISA 

met at Sevagram, presided over by Gandhi himself. The AISA was meeting after 

the gap of more than two years. The world was still engrossed in the dangerous 

game of warfare, which had begun in thE' winter of 1939. India herself had 

undergone the upheaval of the last of the national struggle, the 'Quit India' 

movement. 'It seemed as though one age had succeE'ded another, bringing in the .~ 

process trouble for whole of India. How could the Charkha Sangh havE' escaped 

iP' 

The preceding National Struggle had taken a heavy toll. A large amount of the 

AISA property had either been destroyed or was in Government custody. Many 

of its workers, having taken part in the 'Quit India' movement, now languished 

in the jail. The scar caused by the government action daunted Gandhi. He 

discovered that the 'foundation of the AISA was so weak that the Association 

could be easily wiped out of existence'. The years of work had not made it take 

root in the life of the people. The Government could destrov it by imprisoning its 

leaders. On the other hand Marxian ideas had gripped thE' country. ThE' 

literature on the subject abounded. The educated were veering towards it. 

~ I!an/oll. It) October. 1915. 
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Thus, was introduced whdt came to be known as CllllrkJIII SIll/gil kn 

"\/m'nslll/lskllmll- the reorientation in the work of AISA. On the hasis of pxperiene<> 

of a decade of khadi work 1935-44, during which wages for spinners were fixed 

in terms of the objective of a living wage, value of sdles of khadi rose to Rs.1 

crore (partly due to rise in price followlllg fixation of· spinners wages). The 

demand for khadi developed due to patriotic fervour and due to cloth shortage 

in the earlier years of the war. The work of AISA, suffered some disruption due 

to the political arrests of its workers, Gandhi reviewed the khadi situation with 

considerable dissatisfaction over SOllle of the emerging trends. In his tdlks dnd 

discussions with the Trustees of AISA, ,lt Sevagram in 1944, he measured klMdi 

work against the objective of reaching seven hundred thousdnd villages dnd 

found that very little had been achieved. Although khadi was sold in the cities 

and work was thereby provided to villagers, it had not become acceptdble in the 

Villages where the spinners hardly spun for their own use. In th" re-oriented 

approach to khadi Gandhi expounded, four asp"cls were int"nsive!)' focuspd on 

: first, all efforts were to be directed tow<lCds self-sufficienc\', i.p., tow,lrds 

.spinning for one's own consumption; spcond, splf-sufficiency WdS to he 

interpreted so dS to allow scope for some production for sale so long as the sdle 

was in the nearby village or district or at most the province; third, khddi, WdS 

not to be viewed as an occupation or craft merely to earn a living but as a means 

for uplifting the villages and thereby generating in the people spontaneous 

strength for swaraj; and fourth, the objective Was to rejuvenate the village life dS 
ja whole and this could not be done bv khadi alone but through a rehabilitation 

of agriculture, cattle breeding and all other village industries. 

Khadi was never meant merely for the townspeople....The defed in
 
the existing development, good though it appeared, was that it was
 
not good enough for the villagers who spun Yarn and wove khadi
 
but did not use it thplllselves. The\' neither understood nor
 
dfJpreciated the dignity and value that its use carried. The fault was
 
not theirs. Thp workers themsekps did not underst,md. Thp town
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dwellers had to wear khadi and do the penance. They were willing
 
to buy penance for a few eXlra rupees which they could easily spare
 
and be called patriots in the bargain. But how could the Charkha
 
Sangh belie its faith by ignoring the very foundation of khadi 7h
 

Gandhi emphasised that mere pursuit of the social objective of providing 

employment to the people or the economic objective of producing khadi for sale 

was not the core of the khadi programme. Khadi, according to him, could begin 

'to have permanent effeel only when carried out as part and parcel of the wider 

programme of non-violent village uplift or village reconstruction.' 'Today', he 

stated, 'our main concerned should be to lav the foundation for this [khadi] 

work as deep as possible and not merely be satisfied with the prod uelion of 
I I 

khadi and sale of khadi itself.' The cardinal point in the above approach was to 

build up self reliance among the rural people. To achieve this wider objective, 

Gandhi presented a draft of the proposal which contained following points. 

•	 The village is the centre for the charkha, and the Charkh,\ Sangh can realise 

its highest ambitions only when its work is den'ntralised in the vill,\gl's. 

•	 The largest number of workers whose ont' passion is the charkha and whom 

the AISA approves should go to the villages. 

•	 The sales-depots and production-cenlres should be curtailed. 

•	 Training institutions should be developed and teaching courses enlarged. 

•	 The Sangh should permit any province or dislriel which wants to be 

independent and self-sufficient to become so. 

•	 A standing Committee composed of the members of the AISA, AlVIA and 

the Hindustani Talimi Sangh should be formed in order to issue necess,Hy 

directions in the light of the new ideology. 

'. -The Nl:\\ Plan". {far/jlltl. 27 July. 19-1.6 

:l
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The task assigned to the three institutions was to achieve perfect non violence. 

The three institutions was to be so equipped that entire government machinery 

would depend upon them and not the vice versll. This would ~ave the AISA from 

being reduced to a mere philanthropic institution. 

'We plied the Charkha', Gandhi complained In the convention, 'but 

mechanically, not intelligently: The workers had not fully adopted the non

violent outlook. Gandhi had thought of disbanding the AISA and distributing its 

property and funds among the people. Khadi W,lS the epitome of non-violent 

self-su fficient economy. 

If you agree with me you would wind up the AISA dnd distribute 
all its property and assets among its workers for carrying on the 
work. The Sangh need not keep even a pice for future activities. All 
of us should be convinced that the charkhd is the symbol of non
violent economic self-sufficiency. If we dnd the people grasp this 
significance of the charkha not a pice need be spent on propagandd 
for the charkha. There would then be no redson to f"dr Government 
ordinances either. Nor need we look to the rich for dims. We shall 
without effort become the centre of hope, dnd people will come to 
us of their own accord. They will not go elsewhere to seek work. 
Every village will become the nerve centre of Independent India ... 
This is the real function of the Sangh. We have to live and die for it. 

ALL INDIA SPINNERS ASSOCIAnON 

'I am a man possessed by an idea', Gandhi said in an interview to Louis Fisher dt 

Sevagram in the first week of June, 1942, a month befon' his 'Quit India' call to 

British. 'If such a man cannot get an organisation, he becomes an organisdtion'.7 

. FischeL LOlliS A \Vcck wilh Gandhi. Il)~~. p.27 
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About the same time as his interview with Gandhi, Louis Fisher also talked to 

G,mdhi's constant companion, Mahddev Desai. Desdi used to spin five hundred 

yards a day. Even while travelling he spun on trains. But, Desdi said to Fisher, 

he did not notice anybody else doing it. In the villages millions had taken to 

spinning thanks to Gandhi's propaganda and personal example. 'BII/ /111' lra/Ji/llos 

no/ sprl'od lJl'ry jar', Desai admitted, 'mId Spitllling ;5 //0 filc/or il/ Indio's n<l/io//1I1 

If Gandhi's statement exemplified his determination and fdith, Desai's betrdved 

the ground realities. 

Khadi was an idea which had possessed Gandhi, much before his tryst with 

India's freedom struggle. The All India Spinner's Associdhon (AISA) was dn 

organisation born out of the womb of this idea. AISA, howl'ver, WdS preceded 

by other efforts to organise the khadi works. 

In July 1921, by passing a resolution dsking for the generdl informdlion on 

nation-wide khadi works, the Congress began its association with khadi. At the 

Satyagraha Ashram in Sabarmali already khadi work was going dt regular pdce 

under the able supervision of Maganlal Gdndhi. In those days, It was diffirult to 

dispose off khadi that was produced. Cadres as well as ledders had to go on 

hawking. 

Besides propaganda, it was also importdnt to organise khadi work. In Md\· 1922 

the Congress Working Committee so dS to stimuldte the productIOn and 

ronsumption of khadl entrusted Seth Jdmndldl BdJdJ with the organisdlion of d 

, Ibid .. plo 

! 
. ~ 
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special Deparhnent of Khadi for which the Committee sanctioned Rs.17 1,lkh. 

The Department comprised of three divisions a)Technical Instructioll 

b)Production c)Sale. 

Technical Instruction was to be provided dt the Sdbdrmali Ashram under the 

instruction of Magdnldl Gandhi. Every province WdS inviled to send two or three 

sludents each to this institute for d six month's course, to bp trdined in all the 

process of khadi production. Studenls trained herp werp to be pngaged for Ihe 

organisation of the khadi centres or similar Iraining instilutes in their respedive 

provinces. 

The Deparhnent of Production was to aim at the co-ordination of inter rrOVlnl"idl 

work and the standardisation of yarn or clolh. The departmenl was 1101 

ordinarily to interfere with the adminislration of local organisations. Mr 

Lakhmidas Purshotlam was to direcl the department with help of trawlling 

inspectors. The sales deparlment was 10 open khadi slores in select places wherp 

Provincial Congress Committees were unablp 10 provide dd"'ludlp fal"ihtips for 

consumers. Mr Vithaldas Jerajani was to be 1II-c1l<1rge of Ihis dppartmenl. Splh 

Jamnalal Bajaj" was responsible for the ,'o-ordination between Ihe deparlments 

and general propaganda work, The budget provided was: 

a)Technical Instruction-Rs.25,000b)SaIes Depa rhnent-Rs.2,00,000 c)Prod uction 

Deparhnent -Rs.20,000d)Propaganda Information Bureau-Rs. 1,00,000e)l.odns 10 

Provinces-13,55,000 

'I He W;15 solely responsible for the administration of the finances, All applications for lhe 10;1115 was (0 

be forwarded b~ the pro\'lIlCl.'S 10 Seth Jamnalal B<ljaj who would submit llll.:m to lhe Working 
COlllmittee Wllh his own .ccommcnd::.Iliol1. prO\'ldcd thai ill case of cmcrgcm:y Seth Jamll<llal nllght 
!!r:lllt loans 1I0t c'\cccdlllg Rs, SUOll ill antiCipation orllle Working COllUlllttcC'~ ~lIlcliollS 

, , 

, ' 

I 
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On 1'1 January, 1924 by a resolution at the Cocanadd Congress All Indid Khadi 

Board was appointed. Its term of office was for thrpe vedrs. Head quartered at 

Sdbarmati, Jamndlal Bdjaj was appointed dS its president-cum-tredsurer dnd 

Shankarldl Banker as its secretary. Among the six member BOMd were Sh<lUkdt 

Ali, Vdllabhbhai Patel, Maganlal Gdndhi and others. The resolution also 

appointed six auditing Inspectors for different zones; they "'Pre to officiate from 

under a Auditor. 

Jdmnalal's appointment as the president-cum-treasur('r 01 the BOdrd W"S 

significant. In the abspnce of Gandhi, who was thl'n undprgoing a six yeM Jdil 

term, his appointment showed the confidence thdt Gdndhi reposed in hilll. An 

<Idopted heir to a rich mdrwari merchant of Wardh", then a nondescript town in 

Central Maharashtra, Jamnalal, was allractpd to Gandhi, dS his biographer'" 

dvers, by his ethical and spiritual outlook. Wdrdha, later in 30s dnd 40s was to 

become a laboratory for Gandhi's village reconstruction experiments, in whose 

making Jamnalal played no small rolp". 'I If' WdS one of the first <lIld Ic>w 
f 
! 

businessmen who burnt their boats to join G'lIldhi'. He WdS Illdlh· the C1Mirman l 
of the Reception Committee for the Ndgpur Congress s('sslon. Soon aftpr th,

'j 

Nagpur Congress, at the instance of Gdndhi, he was nomindted dS one of till' two 

Treasurers of the Congress. It was under hilll thdt the mammoth tdsk of 

collecting d crore of rupees, under the Bezwada programme WdS iniliatpd and 

successfully completed. 

II. Nanda. op.ciL j 
II Money lending and coHon trade were the main occlIpalions of the Baja.! falllil~ The main 51.1.' \l( lhe A 
family business. however, was lrndc in coHon. hs purchase, ~lIlning. prcss-packlllt-_ and sale 10 IC'\lllc 
mills in India and abroad. Although himself lacklllg an~ college education. Janmalal "as III\"nhl.:d III 

number of SOCial aCli"itics includll1g opening of schools ilnd ~tudcI1l hostels III and around \\ ardh;1 
Gandhi's studied abSlcntion from politics when he landed III India III JlJI5 drc\\ bmnablto hllll He 
had then contributed a slim of Rs "",O,U()O for Ih~ constmc\ioll or Ihe ;L"IH,lIl1 al S;lbarJlIatl Ii \\a:, 

lo~alty 10 Galldhi which later drc\\ Jal1lllalal into the politICal arC\l;1 
1 

1 
'I,, 
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Founded in 1925, with its headquarters at Sevagram (Wardha), AISA was to be 

an expert body charged with the task of developing and organising h"nd

spinning and hand-weaving throughout the counm'. The Association succeeded 

in placing the industry on a sound footing and the figures given below will give 

an idea of the progress made in production and salp in the thr..e 

quinquenniums12 • 

T ..bI.. I 

P..riod Production (in Rupe..s) s .. l<· (in Rup....s) 

1926-30 1,53,72,883 2,00,59,517 
1930-35 2,07,38,757 2,76,95,553 
1936-40 2,20,59,673 2,76,44,467 

In 1930, the total number of people engag..d in organislIlg the khadi industrv 

was over 2000. Precise figures as regard the number of work..rs in the aid..d and 

private organisations are not available but in the dirl'.:t service of AISA "lone 

there were 1145 workers distributed in different provinces. With the work..rs in 

the Aided and Independent organisations the number must be well over 2000; 

and these were distributed over 638 depots in all parts of the country. Of these, 

264 were of AISA, 61 were of aided and 313 of indep..ndent. The numbers 

according to the provinces are as shown in Table II. 

I~Mltra. K & P P. Lakshman ('oI!rl.l!.C lnduSlrT III Il/(hOIl h nnO!1l.1 
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Table 11 

Figures showing the number of khadi workers in the AISA,
 

Aided and Independent Organisations.
 

Province A.LS.A Aided Independent 

Andhra 30 4 53 
Assam ... ... 1 

Bihar 57 1 13 
Bengal ... 44 17 

Bombay 3 ... 5 
Burma 1 .. . ... 
GUjarat 7 ... 20 

Karnalak 21 ... 36 
Kashmir 1 ... ... 

Maharastra 23 I 4 
Punjab 11 5 7 

Rajasthan 18 1 28 
Sind 1 I 7 

T.N & Kerala 51 2 69 
U.P. & Delhi 30 2 50 

Utkal 10 - 3 
Total 264 61 313 

(Source: Khadi Guide, 1931, p2) 

i 
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The total production and sale for the financial year of the Association ending 3D'" 

Septem ber, 1930 were as under: 

Table III 

THE TOTAL PRODUCfION AND
 

SALE IN THE YEAR OF 1930
 

Province Production Sale 
Andhra X02337 X25001 I 

Behar 401359 450096 
, 

Bengal 495747 X95X33 

Bombay 536472 

Bumla 3%24 
Gujarat 4(,617 27(,X5(, 

Kamala!< 4XXOO 444232 
Kashmir 222X02 7h7i6 

Maharastra I 14X95 404')% 

Punjab 303X92 267X26 

Ralasthan 4X626X 212313 

Sind 104(,74 
T.N & Kcrala 1624411 11%607
 
UP& Delhi XI4320 7XX217
 
Utkal 75162 100366
 

Total 5491610 6619869 

(Source: Khadi Guide, 1931, p22) 

I 
i, 
i 
•I• 
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The activites of the production depots in 1930 covered 6909 villages 'lnd , 
I !

! 
I 

benefitted 1196 cadres, 179453 spinners and 13733 weavers as under. The figurc's 

given below are incomplete in respect of Bengal and U.P.- Delhi. The cadres 

figure is small because in most places the spinners carded the colton themsel\'(,s. t 
, I 

Table /V 

The number of Villages that benefited from A/SA work with
 

number of direct beneficiaries i...., Card..rs, Spinners and W..av..rs.
 

Province Villages Carders Srll1nt.·r~ Wt'dVers 

Andhra 674 416 20716 1246 
Bihar 771 16432 1181 
Bengal 81 ... 3D25 441 
Gujarat 3D1 ... 4356 79 

Karnatak 581 41 7879 505 

Maharastra 22\ 227 4750 1386 
Punjab 311 65H44 1336 

Rajasthan 563 490 13062 2714 
TN. 2983 ... 38997 3210 
U.P.& Delhi 332 .. 2292 1560 
Utkal 89 ... 2100 75 

Total 6909 1196 179453 11733 

(Source: Khadi Guide, 1931, p23) 
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The dmounts distributed .IS wdges to the dbove mentioned number of cdrdn's, 

sponners dnd wedvers III the vedr 1929-30, w<'re .IS follow: I 
! 

Tdble V 

The Wages distributed dmong the Spinners and Wedvers in 1930 

Province SplIlners Wt:.'dvers 

Andhra 209379-8-5 285053- '0-5 

Bihar 99939-7-9 80563-7-'l 

Kamatak 28753-0·0 211734-0·0 

Maharastra 4CX134-9-3 3118113- I-3 

Punjab 515118-11-6 71505-11-6 

Rajasthan 88500-0-0 B2750-0-{) 

ITN 411602-0-0 454884-0-0 

U.P.& Delhi 160183-15-6 117812-11-9 

Utkal 12264-0-0 10289-0-0 

rrolal 1102245-4-5 1220475-7-R 

(Source: Khadi Guide, 1931, p23) 

From its inception to 1940, Shdnkarlal Bdnker remained the AISA Spcrddrv. 

After that, Shri Krishandas Jajoo became tis Secretdry. Fromt he beginning till his 

death in 1939, Jamnalal Bajaj was its tredsurer. Besides the' President, S<,cret,,~·, 

Trustees, and its Executive Committee members, the Agents dnd the Serretdries 

,It the Provincid' Branches pldved .In importdnt role in th,· ..\ISA network. The 

ndmes of the Provincial Agents dnd Secret.lries in 1927 drP giv<'n below. Therp 

were chdnges in the Idter time but tilt' tdble below givps .In indic..tioll of the k.lld 

of people who were with the AISA. 
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Table VI:
 

The names of Agents and Secrelaries Of Provindal AISA branch..s in 1927
 

Pn)vilH"C' St'cn'LoJrv 

AnJhrd Dr. PoJu... hhl Slldr... m ... ~·y", 

B.. hdr Rdll'nora Prdsdd LJXmln,lroJyoJn 

Bl'n'~,jl Hl'moJprpv.J Dl'vi 

Bunn ... Ndnd'dl KdliJd, 
Kdrndt... k... GM'lgoJJh,lrr.Jo B. DI'..hr•.IIlJ" 
Punjdh Dr. Gopkh..mJ Bhdq~d\'d K,.. hul1tlldnJ Bhdlid 
Rdjdslho.ln Jdm"d'dl Bdjdj 
SInJh Dr. Choilhrd01 P. GiJwdni 
Tdmil NdJU S. Rdm •.mdllkln 
U.P. Sil'd Sdhdi 
Ul"d' NirdnjLln PdlnoJik 

(Sourc,,: KhdJi GlI,J", 1927) 

Till 30'1. November 1925, the Association had 2144 members under 'f\' calegon', 140 

under 'B' category and 17 Associate members. In 1926, a category for the children of 

age below 1B was introduced. Membership requirement in this category was fIXed 

at thousand yard per month. The following table indicates the membership in the 

various categories from 1926-42. 

Tab", VII 

Figures showing memb...rship d ... tails from 192610 1942 

YEAR ,A' CJlegory 'B' Category Children CAtegory 
1Y26 3472 
1Y27 21% 
1Y2H 1527 
1Y2Y 1411 
1Y30 1Y2H 
1911 nOH 
1412 /155 
1L)~3 512 
1434 1131 
19,15 12011 

It.J:'6 ly<.)4 

1')37 1161 
1 t)."\rt lH.1h 

19.14 :2511 
19-.H) .15Srt 
1q-l I 2'11-* 

942 
340 204 
279 205 
In this year, both these calcgorll's wen' n'movl~d 

Oul pj thIS :2274 \"Jere AlSA wnrk('rs 
Olll til this 2Y39 wen" AISA workl'r.,
 
Out of this ~417 wert' AISA worb'rs o1nd workt'rs III Ct'rtllied or~ani!'>dlJ(lIl""
 

14-*2 OW1l\~: lo pO!.IlLdluph(·dv<.lllhere ....·Cfl' v('rv Itow lllt'nllwrs 'lllJ illJurm..h(l1l i!'> .llso 1011 kin!, 

(Source. Clll1rklll1 SI1I1X" ~11 JtJ"/IfIIl:", p FiO) 
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AISA also had number of general workers on its roll who we're paid minin1<l1. In 

1926-27, when AISA was already established it had, including lh.. head quart.. r 

and all branches, a total of 435 workers, after that lhe figures were ,lS follows: 

TabI" containing th" figur"s of numb..r of work.·rs on AISA's roll 

as wt'lIth"y paym"nt th"y n'c"iv"d for th.·ir work. 

Year Numbers of workers 
1927-28
 
1928-29
 
1929-30
 
1930-31
 
1932
 
1933


• 
1934
 
1935
 
1936
 
1937
 
1938
 
1939
 
1940
 
1941-42
 

1942-43
 
1943-44
 
1944-45
 
1945-46
 

411
 
663
 
1145
 
1949
 
1134
 
1115
 
il71
 
1097
 
1135
 
1633
 
2221
 
2732
 
2933
 
3400
 

1935
 
2438
 
2341
 
2136
 

Average monlhly wage Rs.25/-

Awrage monthly wage Rs.30/
Averdge monthly wage Rs.20/
Aver,'ge monthly wage Rs.20/
Averagp monthlv wagp Rs.26/
Averdge monthlv wag'" Rs.21/

2188 of these received a monthly p,l\'lllent of 
Rs.19/
1122 of these receivpd Rs.20-50/
122 of th"se received Rs.50/

394 of these received Rs.t5/
1170 of these received Rs.15-30/
408 of these received Rs.30-50/
142 of these rece'Vt'd Rs.50-75/
22 Of these rerelved more than Rs./5/

(Sourn': CI/IIrkllu SUI/gil kll IfllilIUiL', p.1(9) 
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The work of the AISA by 1946 had spread over the whol!' of Indid. It 11<Id 19 

,. branches and 900 production centres covering SOllle 50,000 villages. lis sale 

organisations emploYing ne'Hly 4000 men operated mostly in towns and cilips 

'Illd there were about 300 salp depots III all. 

During the last 20 years of its work the Association had given emplo~'nlt'nt to 

more than three lakhs spinners and about 50,000 weavers and had distributed 7 

crores of rupees as wages among villagers. The wages paid w,'rp 6 MU1<IS dnd 

Re.I-80 per spinner and weaver respectively. for an eIght-hour day. The allnual 

output stood at one crore square yards and the sales about 0111' cror!'. 

Total output of khadi under AISA was, however, IlPghgiblp in comparison with 

the nation's output of mill cloth. But the prospect of the industry is not so much 

in its pOSSibility or impossibility to replac'e the enllre mill doth production, but 

the leadership it will have given for other cottage industries being organispd on 

the same principles. Of these principles, the most striking is the policv of wdge 

payment in spinning and weaving. In this connection, onp nMy rder hack to til(' 

year 1934 when Gandhi put the AISA to the test of bearing a liVing wage to its 

workers. The Association was shaken, and the s,lle of Khadi whose prICP has 

been raised fell off considerably. The fall in sale continued, but it did not take 

long to realise, as the following figures would show, that Gandhi had given it ,\ 

hea Ithy shake. 

Year Total Production Total Sale 
In Rupees In Sq. Yards (In Rupc·es) 

1934 33,98,380 95,56,788 46,5Y,125 
1936 27,74,029 64,88,926 36,73,690 
1940 51,36,983 95,51,438 77,62,750 
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By 1940, one hdd redchE'd bdck thl' \'drddgE' of 1934 dnd Idr e;.;ceedl'd the ligures 

in rurwes of hoth production and sale. Th,' rise III wdges IIlstedd of "illing tlw 

industry hdd set It on d sounder footing, bv giving the workers enough rnOIWY to 

"eep th"ir body dnd soul together dnd clothe themselves in tllE'ir own product 

dnd not chedp mill cloth. But unfortundtE'lv, the rise in Wdgl'S hdd inerE'dsed the 

volume of uncertified "hddi coming to the mdrket as it could be produced dt 

wdges lower than those fixed by the Associdtion. It dlso was c"nt percent 11<Ind

spun dnd hdnd-wovE'n, dnd dS good dS genuine khddi, dnd p,'ople buy It, no 

mdller whether the spinner and the WE'dVer hdv" beE'n swedt"d in Ihl' process. 

the price of cloth by 50 erores, the ineredse in wdges is Rs. 50 cron's. 

'Only those who toil should hdve a shdrt' in till' output', Gdndhi hdd sdid in 

NOdkhali. The wage policy of AISA which is his contribution 10 Ih,' nationis .tlso 

nedrly Mdrxidn 13• Shri Gulzdrildl Ndndd cdlculdled thdt in producing Rs. 50 

Crores worth of mill-made cloth in Ihis counlry, onlv Rs. 10 Crores w,'re 

distributed dS wages. Khddi of the Sdnl\' value would m.lke d wdge-bill of Rs.35 

Crort's. Khddi made oul of thE' same 'ludntilv of colton dS mill c10lh would sell .11 

Rs.IOO erores, but would distribule l~s.70 \Tores .IS Wd!~es. Agdinst an incn'.lSe in 

• 
: 1 Ibid _Chapter VI 

As Achdrya Kriplani says, Khadi Industry is symbolic of d socialisl economY 

where the workers get bdck most of IhE'ir output. The oUlpul under AIS;\ is not 

frittE'red dWdV dS profit, renl dnd inlerest. These three constilutE' Ihe so-cdllE'd 

'Surplus VdluE" dnd dn industry such dS Ihe Khddi Industn' which led\"'s no 

room for 'Surplus Value' must according to the Mdr;.;idn School be socialistic 

FurtllE'r, in this Industry the instruments of production dre socially owned in thl' 

sense thdt workers sevE'rally can dfford to purch.,se IhE' ehdr"h.1 and tilE' cdpitdl 1 
I 
1 
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requirpd for organising these work!'rs for proouction ,lno s,lle consllmption 

invested in the AI5A which is d public booy edrlling Iwith!'r rpnt nor intprest 

nor profit. 

R.B. Gregg" says Khddi Industry provides one plplllentdi s('curitv 'Illd - It t<'mis 

illlllledidtely to devPlop the moral '1udlilips of tilt' I'('oplt-: hope, inili'lti\'p, 

persevenlllce, self-reliance, self-respect'. 

Table X
 

Total khadi produdion and saleN conducted by AISA and
 

Certified Organisations (From 1924-48) are as follows:
 

Year Production (io Rs.) Production (in Yg) Sdl•• (in Rs.) 
1924-25 19,01,1l:\4 I 11,hl,lllil 
1925-2h 2.\71>,1>711 12,29,5h,1411 2R,<J9, 14.1 
1921>-27 24,llli,170 1 11,48,794 
1927·28 24,H>,382 1 l\1I8,h14 
1928-29 11,55,417 h2,hl,812 19,49,077 I 
1929-111 54,91,l>lll I. 1h,7h,9311 hl>,14,R93 I, 
14111-11 72,15,502 I.75,71>,57(, "0, "4,112 
1'J12 
1911 
1914 

44,87,195 
38,hH,811l 
14,llIi,3811 

1, 15,II\88h 
1,112,24,.144 
95,RII,98h 

08,12,513 
01. 75, 927 
.lh,h7,125 

I 
I, 

1935 32,44,lll5 R4,(,1,717 4h,'HI,OI.1 
191h 24,28,257 (,2,23,1>97 14,47,741 
1937 .111,15,.139 72,h'J,877 45,32,729 
1938 54,99,48h 1,25.5Y,SlJ4 54,9R,720 
1939 48,29,l>lll 1,08,45,h118 M,n,lkI2 
1940 51,31>,983 95,5U3R 77,h2,75() 
1941-42 1,20,02,430 2,15,84,117(, 1,49,R5,513 
1942-43 78,h2,3hH 1,lkJ,45,214 1.07, ')0,4111 
1941-44 1,27,52,213 1,il8,RO,7.19 1. 12,(,1,1>42 
1944-4'> 1.J4.58,llli9 1,02,h3,401 I,h7,R7,970 
1945-4h 711,63,21 Y 51,7h,lJY5 1,II4,R6,5311 
I'Hh-47 1,05,hR,8711 711,115,4T\ 1,1 1,'J5,11 1 
1'J47-4R 1>5,74,3R'J 4'l,,51,(~(1 72,4h,hIl4 
Told) 13,11,63,048 21,41,40,674 16,53,35,074 

(Souffe: C/1I1rkll1J 5angh Kil 1f1,iI1l1IJs, p.1,20. 

I i Grcg~. R B.. ~COIlOllIICS of Khadda[_ p 1_""' 
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~ Production(Rs.) 

__ Production(Yds) 

__ Sal•• (Rs.) 
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The following is the graphic presentation of the above figures: 
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hat, in post-independence India, is the impact of Gandhi's 

economic thoughts? Briefly, their impact was very limited. Shortly 

after independence a correspondent confronted Gandhi with the 

complaint that although he had argued all his life in favour of 'moral' economic 

policies, now that the British power had quit and the Indian National Congress 

was governing India, Gandhi had become strangely silent. 'You write nothing 

against the unmoral economics of India',! complained the correspondent. 

Gandhi's reply was an admission of failure. 'Those who are in charge of the 

government are my fellow workers... lf [ have failed to convince them of the 

soundness and feasibility of the economics referred to by the correspondent, how 

should I expect to convince others? They do not feel that they would be able to 

carry the people of India with them in the prosecution of what may be summed 

up as the klwdi economics and to renovate the villages of India through village 

indus tries' .2 

Gandhi's insight that his erstwhile fellow-workers who were now in charge of 

the Government did not believe in Gandhian economic policies and had no wish 

to put them into practice was essentially correct3 Gandhi's failure was his 

inability to convince the educated India of the practicality of his khadi 

programme. When asked, in late 40s, 'What causes you the most concern-what 

keeps you awake at night?, Gandhi replied, 'The hardness of the heart of the 

educated'. But more than this it was perhaps his inability to make the village 

India as the fulcrum of its own change that marks Gandhi's own limitations. 

I H,mja", 14 September 1947: CWMG. Vol. LXXXIX. p. 144. 

, Ihld., p. 145. 

J Pyarelal discuses the last attempt of Gandhi to make his heir understand him. Pyarelal. Towards SE'H 

Hori=ons, 1959. pp. 1-8. 

• 
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Gandhi's principal mechanism for achieving Indian independence was the 

spinning wheel, with which he identified all his ideas. By reintroducing the 

wheel- a part of the Indian past, driven out of use by the British textile factories 

and by spreading its use, he hoped to make India independent of foreign cloth, 

ilnd to make each peasant family independent of the periodicity of Indian 

agriculture. 

A nationalist song of the time went in the following manner: 

Yeh Clwrklw tope 1wi, 

Barood Iske ban gaye gole, 

lsi se Lll nkaslzayar 

Manchester ko lldadenga.4 

Gandhi was indifferent with regard to trade in foreign goods other than cloth. 

He had never been an advocate of prohibition of all things foreign because they 

were foreign. His economic creed was a complete taboo in respect of all foreign 

commodities whose importation was likely to prove harmful to indigenous 

interests. That meant prohibition of import of a commodity that could be 

adequately supplied indigenously. He would not countenance the boycott of a 

single foreign article out of ill will or a feeling of hatredS 

The three affliction of disease, hunger and cloth famine could be removed when 

India adopted Swadeshi, in its restricted sense to mean only Swadeshi clothing. 

By insisting on Swadeshi in clothing, Gandhi had a two-pronged strategy. On 

one hand, he was trying to stop the drain of wealth owing to import of textiles 

and make India self-sufficient in clothing matters. As far as this aspect of 

, Quoled In 'Outlook', 18 August 1997. P 150
 

~ 'The SlUdcnts' Interrogations', Young India. 15 November 1918.CWMG. voL XXXVII. pAD.
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Swadeshi was concerned he made no distinction between mill made clothes and 

hand-spun, hand-woven khadi. Production was to be indigenous, that was the 

criteria. On the other hand, stark poverty and un-employment made him insist 

upon hand-spun, hand-woven cloth as true Swadeshi. In it, he saw the potential 

to distribute wealth amongst the poorest of poor, instead of concentrating it in 

the hands of few mill owners. Primarily, therefore, the wheel was a practical 

technology. 

But it was also, and just as importantly and by the same token, a symbol. Gandhi 

and his followers were to be seen sitting and spinning, and the yarn they spun 

was La be seen and handled; when woven it made white khadi cloth, which they 

wore. To spin and wear it was the mark of the Congress party, Other people also 

bought it and wore it as 'the livery of freedom', as Nehru had called it. But as a 

symbol the wheel was more than political and economic in its reference. It had 

spirituaL aesthetic, and historical dimensions; spiritually, Gandhi said the work 

of the spinning wheel composed his soul to peace like a prayer - it even restored 

his bodily health; aesthetically, he found its music beautiful; historically, he said 

that spinning of wheel was in the reverse direction to the turning of the world 

during the last three hundred years of history- that each man, as he spun, was 

setting the globe spinning back in the reverse direction toward health and peace. 

Arthur Koestler refers to the Charkha as 'a symbol of rejection of 

industrialisation.'" This IS a misleading though perfectly understandable 

,j statement. The misleading nature of this assessment of the significance of 

Charkha in Gandhi's thought is made clear by Gandhi's explicit statements on 

the subject. He maintains that hand-spinning is not meant to displace anI' 

existing form of industry nor to oust a man from any remuneratil'e occupation 

h Koestler, Arthur. The Yogi ,md the CommIssar. St'H' }()rk Timl.!.\ ,\!u,'o!.rc/llc. ~ (h;tobcr 1969 
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that he might be engaged m. Its main purpose is 'to harness every single idle 

minute of our millions for common productive work.'? The cloth produced in the 

mills provided work for a limited number; home-spun cloth would give work to 

all. Gandhi uses a telling phrase in this context: 'Khadi serves the masses, mill 

cloth is intended to serve the classes. Khadi serves labour, mill-cloth exploits it.'" 

To wear khadi was an expression of one's solidarity and kinship with one's 

neighbours. Gandhi refers to it as the spiritual aspect of the spinning wheel and 

an expression or indication of one's sympathy with the poor. For this reason, he 

advocated that the Congress party should make the wearing of khadi a condition 

of membership and make the daily use of the spinning wheel a symbol of India's 

desire for self-determination and self-government. Khadi, in his view, connoted 

the start of economic freedom for India9 

The controversial nature of Gandhi's emphasis on khadi is evident not only from 

Koestler's misleading interpretation of the significance of the Charkha, but also 

from the accusation levelled against him that he was leading the country back 

into the dark ages. Gandhi's defence is that he is seeking to make 7,000,000 

villages in India self-sufficient units rather than the exploited source of the 

wealth of cities in India and Britain. He does not mean by this that he is seeking 

to make the villages totally self-contained units. They should be self-sufficient 

with regard to the basic necessities of life, but since it is not possible for the 

villagers to produce all their needs, they should produce enough of what they 

are best able to produce in order to exchange it for what they cannot produce. 'o 

The spinning-wheel could possibly be considered medieval, but whereas it was 

7 SdecflOmIrom Gandhi, p.57. 

, Ibid. p.58. 

., Ibid.. p.5~
 

III Selected Works. Vol. VI. r.350 .
 ., 

j 
I 

I 
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once a symbol of slavery it was now, in Gandhi's view, a symbol of freedom, 

unity and equality. The restoration of the village industry meant the return of life 

to the villages. 

What the khadi scheme involved was the decentralisation of the means of 

production and distribution of one of life's necessities. This in turn implied the 

decentralisation of the cultivation and processing of cotton. Did this mean that 

Gandhi favoured the decentralisation of all industries and that the spinning 

wheel was after all, to use Koestler's phrase, 'a symbol of the rejection of the 

industrialisation' as it is normally understood? The answer to the first part of the 

question is that Gandhi did not envisage the decentralisation of all industries. He 

maintains: 'Heavy industries will needs be [sic] centralized and nationalized. But 

they will occupy the least part of the vast national activity which will mainly be 

in the villages.'!! In the answer to the second part of the question, it would be 

misleading to suggest that Gandhi is opposed to industrialisation as such. If by 

industrialisation we mean the introduction of machinery that would help to 

remove the poverty of India and at the same time avoid the creation of 

unemployment among the masses, then Gandhi would certainly be in favour of 

it. He was not opposed to the introduction of machinery provided it did not 

displace human labour and result in the tragedy of enforced idleness. 'Machinery 

has its place; it has come to stay. But it must not be allowed to displace the 

necessary human labour. .. I would favour the use of the most elaborate 

machinery if thereby India's pauperism and resulting idleness be avoided.'12 

Gandhi was opposed to the abuses of industrialisation rather than the concep~ of 

industrialisation and he sought to limit not eradicate the use of machines. He 

" Selected Works. Vol. IV. p.346.
 

• "Selected Works. Vol. VI, pp. 379-80
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was not oppose to the kind of industrialisation that alleviates the poverty, 

idleness and misery of the masses in India. He was, however, totally opposed to 

that kind of industrialisation whereby the mass production of goods was 

controlled by a small number of people with the aid of sophisticated machinery. 

That is, he rejected industrialisation which 'concentrated power in the hands of 

the few who amassed fortunes at the expense of many.'I' Because of its 

essentially competitive nature Gandhi firmly believed the future of industrialism 

to be dark. This was the reason why Gandhi found himself totally opposed to 

this form of industrialisation and dedicated to bringing about its ultimate 

destruction14 In the sense in which Koestler used the term then the spinning 

wheel could be rightly regarded as 'a symbol of the rejection of 

industrialization'. What is misleading about the statement is that it docs not 

allow for the possibility of conceiving a different and, from Gandhi's standpoint 

at least, a more acceptable form of industrialisation where people mattered. 

The question that needs to be asked at this point is whether the alternative form 

of industrialisation suggested by Gandhi was in any way a viable option in the 

modern world. Some light may be shed on this question by a consideration of the 

economic theory propounded by E. F. Schumacher, the author of 5111111/ is 

Beautiful.15 The sub-title of Schumacher's book namely, 'Economics as if People 

Mattered', is significant, and a clear indication that his approach to economics is 

similar to that of Gandhi. 

Schumacher's thesis is based on his conception of the role of economics. He 

maintains that the judgements of economics are essentially fragmentary, for, 

when an activity is described as uneconomic what it means is that it docs not 

I' 5;electuJns from Gandhi. p. 71. 

" Ibid .. pp. 63-4 

I .... Schumacher. LF.. Smallls Beal//~!i". 1973.
• 
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earn a profit br those who undertake it. But that judgement fails to take into 

consideration the social, aesthetic or moral values of the activity concerned, 

hence its fragmentary nature. An economist needs to understand that his aims 

and objectives are derived from certain basic presuppositions concerning the 

nature of man, and that his methods derive from presuppositions concerning 

nature. When his view of man and nature changes, so do his economic 

judgements. Although Gandhi never expresses himself in quite these terms, it is 

clear that his attitude to the economics of industrialisation is profoundlY 

influenced by his metaphysical presuppositions concerning the nature of man 

and God or Truth. He is less concerned with the material benefits that might 

accrue from mass production technology than he is with the adverse social 

consequences of the methods pf mass production. This is not to imply that he is 

opposed to improving the lot of the masses in India. On the contrary, his 

dedication to Sarvodaya and Swadeshi clearly indicates his sympathy and 

concern for the welfare of his fellow countrymen. What he is opposed to is the 

kind of economic development that ignores creative activity, undermines social 

structures, and imperils the spiritual well being of his fellowman. It was his 

understanding of Truth and the nature of man that determined his attitude to 

industrialisation. Let this chapter be closed with a quote from Gandhi himself. 

When asked, in late 1920s, what ought to be the basis of India's future economic 

constitution, Gandhi replied: 

According to me, the economic constitution of India and for the matter of that 
the world, should be such that no one under it should suffer from want of 
food and clothing. Everybody should be able to get sufficient work to enable 
him to make two ends meet. This ideal could be universally realised only if 
the means of production of elementary necessaries of life remain in the 
control of the masses. Their monopolisation by any country, nation or groups 
of persons would be unjust. The neglect of this simple principle is the cause 
of the destitution that we witness toda~' not only in this unhappy land but 
other parts of the world too. It is this evil that the khadi movement IS 

calculated to remedyY' 

• II> 'The Stud~llts' Interrogations', Young India. 15 Novcmb('r 19~8. C\\.'Mt,. Vol XXXVII. p...J l~ . 
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